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ABSTRACT
The inelastic electron-impact excitation of atoms can be fully
characterized by eiectron impact coherence parameters (EICp) and the
differential cross section (DCS). The investigation of these quantities can
yield complete information about the excitation process in terms of a quantum
physics description.

A

laser-pumping technique has been employed

in our superelastic

scattering experiments to measure EICP for electron-impact excitation of
barium and ytterbium atoms at low and intermediate impact energies, and the
conventional crossed-beam method has been used in our DCS measurements

on the ytterbium atom. We have applied the laser-pumping technique to
measurements of i) the coherence parameters p,*, .y and tl for electronimpact excitation of the (...6s6p 6tP,) state in r3sBa, and
parameters

ii) the p, p,

and, p,

for excitation of the (...6s6p 6rP,) level in r74yb. The partial

differential cross sections for excitation of r38Ba (...6s6p 6rp,) state have been
determined by combining available experÌmental results of the EICp and the

DCS. We have also measured the DCS for excitation of the (...6s6p 6rpr) in
1?4Yb

by crossed-beam method.

The comprehensive discussion has been given and comparison with
available theoretical calculations has been made for experimentally measured
and derived parameters.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
Electlon-atom collision phenomena are of fundamental importance in
atomic physics and have been studied for many years. Electron scattering has
become one

of the most important methods for the experimental study of

quantum physics. During the past two decades, progress has been made in

the experimental investigation of the "fine details" of electron collisional
excitation. By carrying out these types of experiments, complete information
can be obtained about the excitation process in terms of a quantum physics
description. Unlike the traditional electron-atom scattering experiments that

could only be used to determine averaged excitation cross sections, detailed
studies have been performed to characterize the shape and dynamics of

atomic electron charge density disfributions after electron collisional
excitation. Because of the coherent nature of the excitation, such a experiment
is called a "coherence and correlation measurements,' of the collision process.

Such efforts have resulted

in a deeper understanding of the physical

mechanisms of electron-atom collisional excitation phenomena.

Prior to 1971, studies of the electron-atom collision were limiæd to
angle-averaged measurements, which determined the integral cross sections

for the population of different magnetic substates of the atom by collisional
excitation. The first atomic electron-photon coincidence measurement was

theoretically proposed by Macek and Jaecks

in

1971 (Macekl971) followecl

by the article of Fano and Macek (Fanol973) which laid the foundations for

this field of study. The first experimental study of such a

coinciclence

experiment was reported in 1912 by King et al (Kingl972) who investigated

the helium excitation at forward scattering angle. In the same year,
Kleinpoppen et al performed their experiment to determine the inelastic
scattering amplitudes as functions

of scattering angle for electron impact

excitation of helium 2tP and 3tP (Eminyanl973). The invention of the tunable

cw dye laser opened a new territory for the coherence studies of electronatom collisions and made

it

possible to carry out electron scattering from

laser excited atoms. Hertel and Stoll were the first to use a laser pumping

technique to perform the superelastic electron collisional deexcitation of
atomic sodium (Hertell974). Subsequently, Macek and Hertel demonstrated

that the superelastic experiment is a time-inverse process of the inelastic
electron-photon coincidence experiment and the same information can be
derived from both experiments (Macek197 4). A comprehensive review of the
coherence studies

of electron collisions by means of these two

techniques

and the comparison between the experimental results and available theories
has been given by Andersen, Gallagher and Hertel

in 1988 (Andersen1988).

These authors have introduced a set of physically appealing electron impact

coherence parameters

to describe the shape and dynamics of the excited

charge cloud distributions.

Since the pioneer effort

of Hertel and Stoll, superelastic

scattering

experiments have played an important role in the coherence studies of atomic

collisions.

A

large number of collision studies have been performed using

this powerful tool. Among them, sodium has been studied by Scholten et al
(Scholten1988), Farrell et al (Farrell1989) and Sang er al (Sang1994), Ca by

Law and Teubner (Law1993), Baby Zetner, Li and Trajmar (Zntneú992),
and

Li

and Zetner (Li1993, Li1994a, and Li1995a),

yb by Li

and Zelner

(Lil994b and Li1995b). Recent progress has been made by the Griffith
University group on Rb atom (Hall1995). Superelastic scattering with spinpolarized electrons and spin-polar'ized laser-excited sodium atoms has been
studied by Hanne et al (Hanne1982) and McClelland er al (McCleltanr)1987).

Compared

with the time consuming electron-photon

coincidence

techniques, laser pumping technique offers substantial advantages. The
shortening of the measurement time can result

in

more stable performance of

electronics and electron spectrometer. The convenience for the experimenter,

especially in the case of metal atom studies, to prepare the atom source is
essential for a practical measurement. The extremely high monochromaticity

of dye laser systems aliows the isolation of specific fine and hyperfine
transitions belonging to specific isotopes and therefore eliminates the effects

of fine and hyperfine depolarization

encountered

measurements. The price one has to pay is the use

system. The number

of atoms that can be

in

coincidence

of a sophisticated laser

measured

with this technique

is

limited by the available laser wavelengths.
Recently, both theoretical and experimental studies have appeared in
the investigation of inelastic scattering of electrons fromhigh-Z, closed shell,

two-electron atoms such as Ca, Sr, Ba, Hg and Yb. Because these atoms
belong to two-electron systems, they offer a natural extension to studies
which have already been extensively caried out on the helium atom. From the
experimental standpoint, although metal vapor beams of these atoms can be
produced quite easily, electron-photon coincidence measurements applied to

these atoms are somewhat difficult,

in

comparison

with

superelastic

measurements. Furthermore, the widely studied S to p transition frequencies

of these heavy atoms can be reached by avaiiable laser dye for laser pumping.
Thus the superclastic-scattering technique is feasible for the investigation of
electron impact excitation in these high-Z alkaline earth atoms.

On the othel hand, theorists face several challenges from these heavy
alkaline-earth atoms. With increasing atomic number, the electronic structure
becomes more complicated. Also, electron scattering by the heavy atoms is

characterized by non-negligible contlibutions from partial waves

angular momentum. Due

to the possible existence of a

of

high

spin-depenclent

interactions, the relativistic approach is required for the theoretical treatments

of

these heavy atoms. Nevertheless, calculations

coherence parameters have been reported

Machado (Meneses), for Sr

by

of

electron impact

for Mg by Meneses, pagan and

Beyer et at (Beyer), for Ba by Clark et al

(Clarkl989), Srivatava et ai (Srivastav a1.992) and Fabrikanr (Fabrikantl985),
for Yb by Clark et al (Clark) and Srivastava (Srivastaval995).
The present work concentrates on coherence studies of electron impact

excitations

of Ba and Yb

atoms using the laser pumping technique

(superelastic-scattering) without electron

spin analysis. Electron impact

coherence parameters characterizing atomic states excited

by

electron

collision have been measured for different atomic levels. Some efforts have
also been made on differential cross section measurements

for

electron

impact excitation of Yb, and the determination of magnetic sublevel partial
differential cross sections for electron impact excitation of Ba. Comparison

has been made between experimental results and available theoretical
calculations.

In Chapter 2, the general theory of coherence investigation of electron-

atom scattering, superelastic scattering, and electron impact coherence
parameters are discussed. Chapter

3 descrides the experimental apparatus

which

I

helped develop and construct. The details

presented

in

Chapter

4 and

Chapter

of

experiments are

5. For each chapter, the specific

introduction, theory and experimental affangement are introducecl, followed
by results, discussion and conclusions. Finally, Chapter 6 gives the overall
summaly.

CHAPTER 2
GENERAL THEORY
2.1 Introduction

In the electron-atom

inelastic collision experiment, the scattered

electron or emitted photon (from the spontaneous transition following the

excitation) are typically detected. They carry the information about the
electron-atom interaction process. In particular differential cross sections
(see Section 2.6 lor definition) are measured in these types of experiments

for electron impact excitation. In experiments that involve the detection of
scattered electrons, the measured angular differential cross section is
averaged over the degenerate magnetic sublevels of the collisionally excited

atom.

In the experiments

that involve the detection

of photons,

measurements of the light intensity can give the cross sections averaged over

all the angles of scattering of electrons, and hence relate to the integral
excitation cross section, Hence

in both situations one can only get

information conceming averaged quantities characterizing the collisional
excitation process.

In order to obtain more detailed information about the collisional
excitation process, one needs to perform experiments

in which scattered

electrons and the emitted photons associated with the collisional excitation

are detected correlatively. Electron-photon coincidence experiments and

laser pumping superelastic-scattering experiments ate the

possible

techniques that allow one to obtain more detailed information about the
inelastic electron-atom collision.

In the case of superelastic-scattering, the target atom is pumped to an
excited state by a laser beam in a certain incident direction and polarization

state, and then deexcited

by the electron

superelastic-scattering signal as a function

beam.

By

detecting the

of the laser geometry, one

can

extract information about the time-inverse inelastic collisional process.

An inelastic electron collisional excitation can be described by
scattering density matrix,

related

to

A

a

minimum number of matrix elements that are

physical obseruables (parameters) are required

to

fully

a specific collisional excitation. Furthermore, the spin-orbit
interaction can play an important role in the excitation process for heavy
characterize

atomic targets.

It

originates from relativistic effects

in the electron-target

system. The spin-orbit intemction can result in nonconseryation of the total

spin and couple the spin with angular orbital momenta of elecffons. In this
case, more parameters are required to describe the excitation.

In this chapter, we will introduce the general concept of

coherent

collisional excitation process and discuss the superelastic-scattering
approach that can be used to investigate the time-inverse inelastic collisional

excitation.

we will

then talk about spin-orbit effects and spin conservation

in the projectile electron-atom system. V/e will define the electron impact
coherence parameters used

to

characteize the inelastic electron-atom

collisional excitation and discuss their physicat meanings. some theoretical
approaches are also reviewed here.

In this chapter we put the emphasis of

our discussion on the most widely studied collisional. excitation from singlet

S state to P state. Since our experimental aûangement does not provide any

observation on the spin of the projectile electron, we are only interested in
spin averaged observables.

2,2 Concept of Coherence in the Atomic Excitation process

In the simplest process of electron impact excitation of an atom, a
projectile electron with kinetic energy Eo collides with a target atom in the
ground state. The electron loses kinetic energy AE to excite the atom. The
excited atom then spontaneously decays back to its ground state and emits

photon at polar angle
kinetic energy Eo -

(0",9,) while the scattered

M,

a

electron travels, with

at angle 0"o, with respect to the incident electron

direction, or otherwise called the forward scattering direction. The incident
electron projectile and scattered electron projectite define the scattering
plane as shown in Fig. 2.1. This scattering process can be described with
expression

A + e-(Eo) -+ A'+ e-(Eo- LE)

2.1

followed by

A--+ A + åv
In this process, we ale interested in the transition from an initial state
lnoJoMo;F'mo) to a final slate ln,J,M,;È.,12,), where each bracket represents the
combined state of target atom and projectile electron, and .I, and J, are the

total electronic angular momenta of the target atom before and after the
scattering, Mo and

M,

are their conesponding components along the

quantization axis, mo and m, denote the spin compononts of the incident and

photon( 0u,

e- (Er)

Qu )

e- (Er-AE)

Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of an elecEon impact inelastic excitation of atomic t¿rgel

outgoing electrons, ko and k, are their corresponding linear momenfa, and

n, denote the additional quantum numbers necessary to
identify the excited atomic level. If lo = (no,Jo,Mo,io,mo) and
Trnally no and

l,=(n,,J,,M,,i,,m) ate used to represent all the quantum numbers of

the

electron-target system before and after the collision, respectively, such

a

transition is descrjbed by complex scattering amplitudes

/(1,f.) = (IìlZlfo)
where

2.2

T is the scattering operator that depends on the interaction

Hamiltonian between the projectile electron and target atom. The possible
observables in this process can be expressed by density matrix elements that
are the bilinear products of these scattering amplitudes

p.;., =

"f(Iìq)/.(lL)

2.3

This complex density maúix contains the complete information about
the collisional excitation process including the magnitude of the scattering
amplitude and the phase difference between scattering amplitudes.

If

the experimental arrangement does not provide any spin selection

or analysis on projectile electrons and the trarget atoms are unpolarized in
their initial state, we can average Eqn.2.3 over initial and final spin states of
the projectile electron

<

f

(M',)

f. (M,)) =

reh,,"

>,r(r; r. )/-

(r, r, )

2.4

where the bracket represents the average over spin, We are concemed only

with the dependence of the matrix elements <f(M,)f-(M,)) on
magnetic quantum numbers M', and

If all of the scattering

M,,

atomic

and suppress the other quantities.

density matrix elements (i.e., all scattering

ampiihrdes <f (M',)f- (M,))) can be completely determined, the excit¿rion is

said to be
experiment

a "fully coherent excitation process" (Bederson1973). The
allowing us to measure all of these scattering amplilrdes is

called a 'þerfect scattering experiment'r.

It gives us "complete" information

about the excitation in terms of quantum mechanics. Unfortunately, only in

ceÍain cases can we obtain complete information about one particular
excitation. Normally various amplitudes are averaged over some quanfum
number and much less detail is available. This fact is typically observed in
the following two types of experiments.

In traditional electron impact experiments, the scattered electrons are
detected but not the photons emitted by excited target atoms as well. In the
absence

of an extemal magnetic field, the excited states of the atoms have

degenerate magnetic sublevels and these sublevels can not be separated in

an electron energy spectrometer. Hence, in this type of experiment, the
measured quantity is the angular differential cross section averaged over the

degenerate magnetic sublevels. This corresponds to the measurement of the
summation of all diagonal scartering matrix element

t É<lffø,)lr)). Bur

no information about individual diagonal and off-diagonal elements can be
obtained and therefore this excitation process is incoherent.

Similarly, traditional measurements of photon yield but not of the

scattered electrons

as well can also provide limited information.

Measurements of the light intensity and percentage polarization as a function

of the angle of emission can give the cross sections for excitation of

the

individual magnetic subieveis, but they are incoherently averaged over all

the

scattering angles

of the electrons, and hence

relate to the intregral

excitation cross section. One can not obtain the maffix element dependence

on

ão and

{

in ttris type of experiment. No information about off-diagonal

elements can be provided either.

The common point of these two approaches is that the excitation is
performed under conditions of axial symmefiy. The axis of symmehy is

along the direction of the incident electron beam, and the detection of
scattered electrons or emitted photons is axially symmetric along this axis.
Because

of the axial symmehy, all terms with u,+ M, vanish. From

these

types of measurements, one can only obtain terms or the sum of the terms

with ø, = M,. On the other hand, if the excitation process has no axis of
symmetry, the scattering matrix elements

with ø, + tut, will

be nonzero in

general. The parameters with Mr+ M, reflect the interference between the

different magnetic substates, and they can be determined only

in

an

experiment that lacks axial symmefy.

In order to perform the coherence study of electron-atom collisions,

we need to reduce the axial symmetry of the excitation. The

standard

method is the electron-photon coincidence experiment in which photons are

detected

in

time coincidence with scattered elecffons

Eminyanl974 and Blum1979).

A schematic

arrangement

(Fano1973,

for a polarized

photon- scattered electron coincident experiment is shown in Figure 2.2, The
experiment involves only a selected subensembie of alt the atoms excited by

the electron beam. This
characteristic

of

subensemble has special properties not

the total ensemble, that is, the electron detector can only

register the scattered electrons (in some selected direction and specific

Photom utt iplier

Ø*potori.",

O*rl¿

- Plote

Figure 2.2, Schematic diagram of a photon-scattered ebctoÂ cohcidenca experimenl
The scattered elecFons are detected in time delayed coincidence with emitted photons.
Adopted from (Andeßen 1982).

energy ioss

)

associated

with

photons admitted in some selected direction

and by certain optics in front

of the photomultipler characterizing the

to

certain atomic magnetic sublevel. The

collisional excitation event

significance of this technique is that the axial symmety is reduced to planar

symme[y and the scattering matrix element with

M'1+

Mt

can be measured

to determine both magnifudes and phases of scattering amplitudes. This is
the deepest knowledge, also called "fine details',
excitation process, one can obtain

in

terms

of the elechon-impact

of a

quantum physics

description.

2.3 Laser Pumping Technique

The laser pumping technique has been used as an altemative method

for coherence studies of electron impact excitation of atoms (Macekl974,
Hertellg74, Heftell977 and Fano1973). Instead of detecting inelastically
scattered electrons in time coincidence with the photons emitæd in a certain

direction and polarization, we may prepare an atomic state by an optical
pumping process with the laser beam
(O^,tp^,pol) and frequency

y

in a given direction and polarization
:LElh prior to the collision and detect the

superelastically scattered electrons which have deexcited atoms and gained
energy

À È'. The process can be expressed
A+

hy

as:

-+ A-

and

A- + e-( Eo- LE) -+ A+ e-(Eo)

2.5

e- (EodE

Figure 2,3. Schematic illustration of a superelastic scattering process.

electron detector

gun

a"

.t)

A

electron
--------------- @ '''\

,

A+e-(Ep)

A*

*

W-

------Þ

Photondetector

"*J

A*+e- (Eo-^E)

A+hv

electron gun
-,,,

electron detector

r--@L

A*

a.'
- y(

ì/

A+hv ----- A*
A*+e- (Eo- ¡e F* A+e- (Eo )
FiguIe 2.4. Schematic diagram of an electron-photon coincidence experiment (above) in
comparison with the time-inverse superelætic-scattering experiment (below). Adopted
fîom (Hefrel1974) .

Fig. 2.3 schematically illustrates the superelastic scattering
The comparison between Fig. 2.1 and Fig.

2.3,

process.

and between Eqn. 2.1

andEqn.2.5 suggests that superelastic scattering is the time-reverse process

of an electron-photon coincidence inelastic scattering. The correspondence
of the two approaches is illustrated inFig.2.4.
In both cases the correlation between the scattered electrons at a well-

photon in a certain direction and
polarization state is established. In the coincidence experiment this is
achieved by detecting the scattered electron in time-delayed coincidence
defined scattering angle and the

with the subsequently emitted photon from the same scattering event. In the

optical pumping approach the correlation is initiaæd and completed by
pumping the atoms to a certain substate with the laser beam at defined
direction andpolaizatíon. The laser light beam in certain incident direction
and polarization prepares an excited state through optical pumping. Since
the incident direction

and the polarization can be easily manipulated, it

is

possible to create all the atomic magnetic substates or a mixture of these

substates by using different incident directions and polarization states of
the laser light beam. In this sense, the time inverse superelastic experiment

is

equivalent

to a

coincidence experiment

in

principle and the

same

information can be obtained from either approach.
Care must be taken when we compare results from the superelastic
experiment with results from a coincidence experiment or results from a

theoretical calculation that

is

based

on the inelastic

process. Since

superelastic scattering is the time inverse process of inelastic scattering, the
coordinate axes are reversed correspondingty. Also, the kinetic energy of the

incident electron Eo prior to the inelastic plocess corresponds to an energy

E0 -L

E prior to the time inverse superelastic scattering process.

Furlhermore, a complication may arise due to some processes leading to the
incoherent excitation, for example, interaction between the spin and orbital

of the projectile electron. Such a process always
coherence and transfers a pure initial state into a mixed final state.

angular momentum
destroys

If this happens, the information we can obtain about this excitation
will

process

be reduced somewhat.

The laser-pumping process prepares an ensemble

of

atoms

characterized by a state that is, in general, a partially coherent mixture of the

various magnetic sublevels

of the excited level, This ensemble can be

described by a density matrix. Macek and Hertel (Macekl974) have shown
the general expression of the density matrix

t

of the excited state generated

by the laser pumping process. In the case that nuclear spin is zero and no
hyperfine structure is involved, the density matrix

î is given by

ì=Lw(M)tJ,M)<Jø,t

whercw(M)

2.6

is the probability that laser-excited state t,/rM,) is prepared.

For a superelastic-scattering experiment involving unpolarized
elecffons in which electron spins are undetected, one can perform an
incoherent average over all possible electron spin states before and after the
scattering. With the above definition of

t,

it has been shown by Macek and

Hertel (Macek1974) that superelastic scattering intensity can be given in the
form

=

'' #*

u *l','(e "(J

oM o' m om') I

ì

Ie

"(J

o

M o' mom,))

C

where

is a constant consisting of multiplicative factors such as detection

geometry and efficiency, laser-excited atom population, incident electron

flux, and the differential superelastic scattering cross section. The

state

vector le,,(JoMomom,)) of the state that would be prepared by the inelastic
electron collision process with well-defined initial and final eiectron spins
and momenta appearing inBqnZ.1 is defined by

I

e,,(J o M omotn,))

I

=

J¡tl

rtr,r,

lt r.r,

ø, )

2.8

and

;r.,u=6ffi¡"
Jì{t

where

/(f,f,)

excitation of
sfate

is the normalized scattering amplihrde for elecffon-impact

the

excited state lnrJrMr) of the atomic target from the ground

lnoJoM) with well-defined spins and the momenta of the incident and

scattered electrons.

lo

-

(no,Jo,Mo,i,o,m) and

Il - (ry,J,M,E,,m,)

refer to

all the quantum numbers of the electron-target system before and after the
scattering, respectively.

In order to demonstrate the physical

of

Eqn 2.7, let us
consider a simpler situation where laser pumping produces a pure p (/, : l)
meaning

excited state ofthe target atom from arS (./, = 0) ground state

t =t¡.xÀt

to

where lÀ)=À*rl+1)+Àol0)+1" rl-1) is an excited state produced by laser
optical pumping. l,) with l:+1, 0, -1 denotes magnetic sublevels of the pstate. À,(0^,9^,pol) denotes an excitation amplihrde

by optical pumping

which is laser polarization and direction dependent. The state
I

t¿)=

2.10

Ii(flro)tM)

is an excited state with Jt =

l

fhat would be produced by inelastic elecffon

scattering from the same ground state with specified spins and the momenta

of the incident and scattered electrons. Using Eqn. 2.7, we can write

the

superelastic-scattering intensity
I

1"

= c tÀ;fÀ,<f(M')f. (M)>

2.11

lÍ,M=-r

where we are only concemed with M and suppress other quantities in the
scattering mahix

spins.

À-rrÀrn

(/(M')f-(M)). The bracket lepresents the average over

are well-defined for a certain setup of laser polarization and

beam direction (1r,q^,pot). By canying out superelastic experiments with
various sets of (Q^,yr,pot), in principle we can extract all scattering matrix

element¡ <f(M')f.(M)> that characterize the inelastic electron impact
excitation of atoms. In this way superelastic experiments carried out by
laser pumping can be used to investigate the coherent excitation process by

elechon-atom inelastic collision.

It can be seen from Eqn.2J that the superelastic-scattering intensity
is proportional to the component of the laser-excited st¿te contained in the
state which would be produced by inelastic collisional excitation, A picture

Figure 2.5. Schematic illustration of the physical meaning of Eqn. 2.7. The ligher dumbbell
represents charge cloud angutar distibution excited by electon collision, and the darker one
is excited by a linear-polarized laser beam. The magniÍ¡de of the overlaping of tfrese
wavefunctions is proportional to superelastic-scattering intensity.

wo

with clear physical meaning is given in Figure 2.5. The superelastic signal
intensity is determined by the overlap between the wavefunctions of the
excited states produced by laser pumping and the one produced by the
inelastic electron collision.

2.4 Discussion about Spin Effects
'We

are interested in the investigation of elecúon inelastic excitation

of two-electron atoms (ground state 'S0). Since electron spin selection and
analysis are not performed during the scattering, the fully coherent excitation
coresponds to the case where the total spin ( the summation of projectile
electron spin and the target electron spin) is conserved during the electronatom interaction. In this case, the total spin is uncoupled with the atomic

angular momentum and the fully detaited information about the atomic
excitation process can be obtained. This is a good approximation for light
atoms. But for heavier systems, where spin-orbit coupling effects can be
important, this assumption may no longer be valid.

Relativistic effects are responsible for the spin-orbit coupling and can
be treated by the Breit equation for small

Z andby the Pauli approximation

for large Z (Bethe1957). This method can be used to consider a system of

two interacting electrons in an electrostatic potential due to the nucleus.
Relativistic effects are represented as a perturbation expansion in the finestructure constant cr about the nonrelativistic solutions

to the specific

problem, and the lowest-order terms retained. Among the terms that do not
commute with the total spin of the system, the spin-orbit interaction, which
is the coupling of the spin and orbital angular momenta of the same electron

in the elech'ostatic field of the nucleus, is likely to be the dominant term for

low-energy electron-atom collisions. Since the spin-orbit interaction does
not commute with the total spin, it is responsible for the spin-flip of the total

spin. This force may affect the electron-atom excitation process in two
aspects:

1) The spin of the projectile electron couples with its own orbital
angular momentum under the influence of the electric field due to the atomic

core

if

the projectile electron comes close enough to the nucleus. This

interaction can result

in the spin-flip of the projectile electron

during

collision and change the polarization of the incident electron beam. The total
spin of the free electron - atom system is no longer conserved. The change

of the total spin will couple with the atomic system and the atomic orbital
angular momentum may be changed to maintain conseryation
angular momentum of the free electron

flip,

of the total

- atom system. Because of the spin-

spin-up and spin-down electrons may have different excitation

amplitudes.

If

we do not perform spin selection and analysis in our

experiment, spin-up and spin-down scattering contribute incoherently and
we therefore lose some information associated with spin polarization.
2) The spin of the atomic electron couples with its own orbital angular

momentum. This can affect the scattering process when electron exchange
takes

place. For light atoms, the spin-orbit coupling

general. The basic argument

is

very small in

for this is the so-called Percival-Seaton

hypothesis @ercival1958). The fine-sfucture splitting in light atoms is abour
103

to

10'4

eV. Correspondingly the spin precession time due to the spin-

orbit interaction is in the order of

10-rzs.

It

should be compared with the

collision time for an electron-scattering process, the time for the projectite
electron to pass a typical diameter of the atom, 10-'ss. These time scales are

the justification

of the sudden approximation. During the short collision

time, spin and orbital angular momentum of the atom are considered to be at

rest because

of the slow

precession. As

a

consequence the spin-orbit

interaction of the atomic electrons can be completely neglected and LScoupling can be assumed during the collision,
On the other hand, the Percival-Seaton hypothesis can not be applied

to heavy atoms due to the strong spin-orbit interaction of atomic electrons.
The spin may change its orientation and spin-flip of the atomic electrons

may happen. Thus LS-coupling scheme can no longer hold during the
collision.

For light atoms, spin-orbit interaction does not appear and the total
spin of the free electron - atom system is conserved. Therefore the reflection
symmetry of the atomic wave function with respect to the scattering plane is
also conserved during the collision. Only substates of the excited state that

have the same reflection symmetry as the ground state can be populated.

This condition results in the elimination of the substates with reflection
symmehf/ different from the initial ground state. For heavy atoms, both
mechanisms of spin-orbit interaction can cause spin nonconservation of the

totrl spin. The assumption of conservation of reflection symmefty with
respect to the scattering plane for the excited atomic wave function can not

be maintained. This allows the excitation from the ground state to all
possible sublevels of the excited state. Vy'e can easily conclude that

if

spin-

orbit interaction takes place, more quantities have to be measured

to

completely characterize the collisional excitation process. The reader can
also refer to (Walkerl976) and (Hannel988) for detailed information about
spin effects.

2.5 Characterization of Electron Impact Excitation by Density

It

Matrix

has been shown that the inelastic electron impact excitation can be

chatacheÅzed by bilinear products of scattering amplitudes. The expression

of the spin averaged scattering density maffix elements have been given in
Eqn. 2.3. For the J = 0 to J =

I

p(,/ = l)

(lf f+rll'

)

=l q¡10¡¡1*r¡-¡

1

transition, they form a 3x3 matrix

(/(+1)l (0).) (/(+1),f (-Ð')l

(/(0)/(-1)')

(r/(O)t'z )

[<rr-tlrt*tl') (/(-1)/(0)-)

(.f (-1)r

)

I

2.12

)

Now we investigate how many independent density elements are
needed to fully describe an excitation process. Comprehensive discussions
are given

in (Blum1981) and (McDaniet199l). In Eqn. 2.12, ûte diagonal

maffix elements are real ( corresponding to the differential cross sections of
three magnetic sublevels), but the off-diagonal matix elements are complex,

with two real components, namely, magnitude and phase ( corresponding to

the interference terms between scattering amplihrdes to various magnetic
sublevels). There are in total fifteen real elements in the matrix. The number

of independent elements is reduced by the hermiticity condition

<f(M')fr (M)) =(<f (M)f'(M')>).

2.13

to nine independent elements.

In

addition, the scattering plane

is

direction fr, and outgoing electron direction

fr.,

defined by incident electron
(see Fig. 2.1) but no direction

is defined perpendicular to the scattering plane by the geometry of the
experiment, that is, the atomic subensemble under discussion can not
distinguish between "up" and "down" with respect to this plane. As a result,

the density matrix must be invariant under reflection with respect to the
scattering plane. This symmetry condition is expressed by the relation

<f

(M')f-

(M)> = (-1)n''.n' <f

(-M,)f" (-M)>

2_14

and the number of independent elements is reduced to five.

The number of independent elements can be further reduced

if

spin

conservation is taken into account. In this case, all explicit spin-dependent
terms have been neglected in the Hamiltonian describing the collision. Total
spin and its z component are conserved during the collision. It can be shown

that (Chapter 3, Bluml981)

<f (M'

)f. (-M)>

= (-1)t'r <f

(M')f'(M)>

2.15

and the density matrix is completely specified by four independent elements.

A

smaller number of independent elements is required

if initial

and

final atoms are spinless. In this case only one spin channel with total spin
1/2 is allowed and no spin average is necessary

<Í(M',

)f'

(M)> =

f(M' ) f. (M)

2.16

A single wave function can be used to characterize the quanfum state
produced by the impact excitation. This corresponds to a fully coherent
excitation process in which both initial and final stìates are pure. The number

of independent matrix elements in this special case can be further reduced to
three.

In order to obtain complete information about the impact excitation
process, the number of measured quantities ( or parameters) required for
each particular excitation should be equal

to the number of

parameters specifying the density matrix.

In

general,

five

inclependent

independent

fully characterize the p-state excitation process if
spin-orbit interaction exists. In the particular case of rSo to rp, excitation
parameters are required to

without the spin-orbit force involved, three independent parameters are
needed to extract all bilinear terms

/(M')/- (M),

and eventually to extract the

magnitude and phase of each scattering amplitude.

2.6 The Measurement Quantities

-

Differential Cross Sections and

Electron Impact Coherence Parameters

In the last section, we have discussed the number of

independent

density maffix elements required to describe a collisional excitation process.

Now we will define the physical observables that can be measured in
scattering experiments, namely differential cross section (DCS) and electron

impact coherence parameter @ICP), and give their relations to scattering
amplitudes.
The DCS for a specific ffansition

(f,

-+

f,)

is defined as

Dcs(lo -+ Iì,e,4) = o
scattered electron intensity

incident electron

flux x number of target atoms

2.17

where 0 is the scattering angle and Eo the kinetic energy of the incident
electrons. Its dimension is cm2lsr. The DCS represents the probability of

a

specific collisional excitation in a target by an incident electron with a given

kinetic energy scattered to a certain scattering angie. For S to P excitation,
the DCS for excitation of the various magnetic sublevels are given by the
diagonal matrix elemenß (tf(Øt'1> (M

= -1,0, 1), The trace of the density

matrix gives an observable - the differential cross section

a= L(Í(M)t')

2.1.8

The physical meaning of the EICP is associated with the atomic
electron charge cloud distribution of the excited ståte. We are interested in
the atomic alignment and orientation of excited p states after the collision.

Here alignment means the shape of the excited state charge cloud and its
direction of alignment in space, and orientation is the angular momentum
transfened to the atom during the course of the collision. Fig.2.6 depicts the
angular part of an excited P-state charge cloud disribution along with the

definitions of the relative length (/) width (w) and height (å) of rhe charge

cloud. This charge cloud distribution has an alignment, i.e., its charge
distribution is found in a nonisotropic shape with the expectation value of
each magnetic substate 1u2¡ +

expectation value

1t2¡ tz. It also has an orientation, i.e., a finite

of its angular momenhlm. For symmetry

reasons, the

angular momentum of the relative motion between projectile elechon and

target atom can only be transferred perpendicular to the collision plane.

Thus,

if

the target atoms have no initial orientation, the final angular

momentum of the atom

will

be perpendicular to the scattering plane. The

/n,\c

Yn, Xc

.r--\.t.t
\

i'

i
v""-- tÀ
Hgure 2.6. A 3-D side view of lhe angular part of a.tr excited charge cloud in a p_stare
atoE. The atoE is characterized by the rclative length (¡), width (w) atrd heighr (
å), by
ils aligtrmetrt a¡gle ra.üd by its i¡lereot atrgular momeatum (L
The
collisional
coordinate
1).
fi'¿mes are illustrated. (xÂ,yÂ,zÐ hdicates the atomic fi'ame, (xn,yn,z n) the natural fmme,
ard (x c,yc , zc ) fhe colli sion frame. Adopted fron (Andersen I 9gg) ,

EICP are the parameters used to describe this detailed information about the

excited atoms. These parameters are related to both diagonal and offdiagonal elements f (M, ) f- (M) of the scattering density matrix.

The EICP have been defined in two coordinate frames as shown in
Figure2.6.

in "c"). Its z" axis is parallel to

the

incoming electron momentum vector (,,, its x" axis is defined such that

4,,,,

1) The Collision Frame (labeled

points into the first or the second quadrant

of the (x",y") plane. It

is

conventionally used in theoretical scattering calculations.
2) The Natural Frame (labeled in

"n"). Its ¿, ¿*ir is perpendicular to
the scattering plane and along with the direction of positive angular
momentum transfer.

Its

¡ø, axis

is parallel to the incoming electron

momentum vector k,,,. Because of its connection with the symmefy of the

problem, the quantities defined
meanings and therefore

in this

frame have explicit physical

it is the favored coordinate frame for

experimental

work.

We will concentrate on the EICP defined by Andersen et
(Andersen1988) in the natural frame. In the following, we

will inhoduce

al

the

definition of EICP and their relations to scattering amplitudes for the
electron impact excitation of P level in two-electron atoms.

1) The electron impact excitation

of

P state with conservation of atomic

reflection symmetry

The most widely studied case in the field of electron-atom collision
studies is the electron impact excitation of light atoms from singtet S state to
singlet P state. For light atoms, the LS-coupling scheme can be assumed and

the influence

of the spin-orbit interaction during the collision is neglected

( Percival Seaton hypothesis). Thus, the spin of the system is conserved and

its orientation in space remains fixed. Since the total spin and the atomic
electron orbital momentum are uncoupled, the excitation process is thus

fuily coherent and the excited state may be

described

by a

linear

superposition of magnetic substates of the P state

r'P,)

- fit+1)+ /j't0)+ flt-1)

where the superscript

r¿

2.19

indicates the natural frame in which the quantization

axis ¿, is perpendicular

to the scattering

plane and

fi

refers

to

the

normalized scattering amptitr.rde for the collisional excitation to M substate.
We assume these amplitudes to be normalized to unity

tf::|'zrf;'P +tf:'i'z=l

2.20

and they are related to the standard scattering amplitudes

f*= f(M)
õ|2

Í(M) by

2.21

where o refers to the differential cross section.

Furthermore, since the total spin is conserved, the reflection symmetry
of the atomic wave function with respect to the scattering plane is conserved
during the collision. since the initial isotropic rs0 state has positive reflection

symmeffy, all excited magnetic substates

of rP, must also have positive

reflection symmetry. This implies that the excitation of

l0) is not allowed

because of its negative symmetry. State 2.19 can be written as

I'i) - fir+1)+ /il-1)

2.22

The angular part of the charge cloud density of this excited state is
schematically illustrated onFí9.2.7a.In this case, the charge cloud density is
composed of l+1) with angular momentum +1 (we use atomic units, i.e.,
1) and

l-1) with

å

:

angular momentum -1 perpendicular to the scattering plane

(see Fig.2.7b). The scattering amplitudes

and orientation of the charge cloud.

If

fl

fji
>

and

/li,

li

govem the alignment

then the +1 component is

dominant and the excited state has angular momenhlm expectation value 1 >

f,i , then the -1 componenr is dominant and -l < (¿.) < 0.
It is worth pointing out that since #'= 0, the relative height of the charge
<L"> > 0.11

f :i>

cloud is zero,

We now define the parameter of transferred angular momentum Z, in
natural coordinate frame. Here
transferred perpendicular

I

indicaúes that the angular momentum is

to the scattering plane. z, is defined as the

expectation value of the angular momentum perpendicular to the scattering
plane transferred to the atom during the collision, We can express
terms of scattering amplitudes

L,

fi

=(y)
=l

l"

t"

-t f:,t" =

2t

fl

t'z

-1

2.23

L, h

(a)

(b)

EgurÊ 2.7. The formation ofan excited P-state (a) by superposing a l+) stâte with angular
momentum +1 and a l) state \Ã,ith angular momeÂtum -l @). The shape ard afigment of
the aogular part of the charge cloud density depend on the scattering amplitudes 4r ard/r

.

The parameter of charge cloud anisotropy or charge cloud linear
polarization 4 represents the degree of linear polarization of the excited
atomic charge cloud and is given by
-tr¡tj,,,,
'/. _- hd*- +hfL,,,,
ti¡t1,",

2.24

=2tfi'Ifll,t
where

ry

refers to the wave function of the atom (¡l' R ) , with

l'

\ ) given

by F,qn.2.22. It can be also expressed in terms of the relative length and
width of the charge cloud density specified on Fig. 2.6

P,=l-w with l+w=1

)

I=+(1+Pt

and

w=trG-P,)

2.25

2.25',

The charge cloud alignment angle is the angle between the incident
electron vector

k,,,

and the maximum of the charge cloud density distribution

(see Fig. 2.6).

\

is linearly related to the phase difference between the

amplitudes

fi',

and f!',

in the natural frame.

v --+aryUl'ft\')

2.26

It can be proven that ,q and Z, are related by

e- =^!(r,f

+{r,f =t

2.27

Here we have defined the degree of polarization

P*.If

P*

-

1, the

collisional excitation is said to be fully coherent and spin dependence in the

collision is negligible. So
cross section

o

4

and

\, or L! and 1 along with the differential

can be used to compietely describe the electron impact

excitation from tSo to tP,, which only requires three independent density
matrix elements,

If

these coherence parameters and differential cross section are

known, the complete information about the excitation can be obtained. The
density matrix 2.12 can be expressed in terms of these parameters

( t+r,

0 -ffexp(211))

(-f

0

e('P,)=;l

o

o o

exp(-2ty)

1-

2.28

L, )

I

where the natural coordinate frame has been used,

In practice, we can employ two sets of laser direction and polarization
geomeffy (o^,<p^,pol) in the superelastic scattering experiment to measure
'y, and z,r. The absolute value

of scattering amplihrdes can be

4

,

determined

from an additional measurement of the differential cross section o.

2) The electron impact excitation of P state without conservation of atomic
reflection symmetry

In general, the assumption of positive reflection symmetry for

the

wave function of the excited state with respect to the scattering plane can

not be maintained during the collision.

It

may happen in electron impact

excitation of a heavy atom that spin-orbit effects are so sffong that they flip

the orientation of the total spin, thereby allowing population of the substate

with negative reflection

symmetry.

Furthermore, since LS-coupling does

not necessarily hold for the heavy atoms, the total angular momentum of the

excited state "/ will be used to describe the excited state. We here study
t¡ansitions from an isohopic rSo ground state to
"/: 1 excited states that can

be considered as a linear combination of rP, and 3Pr states

(

so-called

'intermediate" coupling scheme). Now the excitation from initial state

rS0

to

magnetic substate l0) in the natural frame ( / = 1, M¡ = 0) is allowed.

In the natural

frame M¡

: !1

magnetic substates have positive

reflection symmetly and are thus excited in transitions with conservation of
total spin. fli, (Mr: t1) represents the scattering amplitude of the excitation
without flip of the total spin and

<il;fï.)

is the corresponding density mafix

element where the bracket indicates the average over initial and sum over

final spins since the spin of the projectile electron is unobserved. We can
still define coherence parameters p,t , y, and zi in the similar way as what we
did from Eqn. 2.23 through Eqn. 2.26 to describe the electron collisional
excitation

to

states with positive reflection symmetry. But

we add

a

superscript "+" to refer to the positive reflection symmeffy. Vy'e should also

note that these parameters are used to describe the excitation to a tJM)
state,

The

Mr:

0 magnetic substate has negative reflection symmetry and is

excited in ffansitions without conservation of the total spin. ¿' represents the
scattering amplitude of the exciration with

flip of the totat spin and ("6'lï,.)

the conesponding density matrix element, We now define a new parameter

Qoo

= 2l fi'l'

))a

is

poo

is called the height parameter and gives the relative probability for

spin flip perpendicular to the scattering plane. Coherence patameters 4-,

and

li

while

.y,

form the positive reflection symmetric part of the density matrix,

poo

forms the negative reflection symmetric part. The density matrjx in

the natural frame takes the

following form

(

t*t¿

O

[-¡.

exp(-2i^y)

0

p(r=1)=f,tr-0..>l
-

o

o

-p,.exp(2ry))

o

t

I

- ¿Ì )

(oooì
*o*.1o 1 ol

2.30

[oooJ
Eqn.2.30 shows the decomposition of the density matrix into two
parts. The first part has positive reflection symmeffy with respect to the

scattering plane and gives information about
conseryation

the

scatúering under

of the total spin. The second part has negative reflection

symmetry and represents the scattering associated with spin-flip. The degree

of polarization is less than or equal to

P.

=^l(ri¡'+ç¿y

This implies that

1

31

{*

electron impact excitation

2.31

and L*,

of

are

independent parameters. For the

atoms with spin-orbit interaction, four

independent electron impact coherence parameters and the differential cross
section are needed to fully descrjbe the excitation process. They are p,*, Lj-,

T

,

poo

ando . Among them, the height parameter p* is

spin-orbit interaction. The physical pichlre of

p*

associated with

is shown in Fig. 2.6 where

po. represents the relative height of the charge cloud density å. The relative

length, width and height of the charge cloud are related to EICp by
/ = (t _ poo)å(1+

4*)
w - (1 - p*)å(7- Pl)

2.32

h=eoo
with

l+w+h-l
In a real superelastic measurement, four sets of laser direction and
polarization geometry have to be used to determine p,*, L*r, "y and poo
parameters that, along

with the differential cross section o, completely

characterize the excitation process in case that spin-orbit interaction is not
negligible.

An altemative set of electron impact

coherence parameters was

inffoduced by Blum et al. (Bluml980) and da paixao er al. (da paixao1980)

in the collision coordinate frame. In the case of collisional excitations to p
state with spin conservation, three independent parameters o , À and
1
are required to describe this transition. Among them,
cross section

o

is the differential

of the excitation to l, = 1 state and can be considered as the

sum of differential cross sections for all magnetic sublevels in the collision

frameo =

o"o

+ 2o"1,

ì,

and

1

are defined as

"

It=--=-:-

tr:r

2.33

lff l'+21f,'l'

and

îc

x-are(*)

2.34

JO

À

is the projection of the charge cloud angular distribution onto the

z" axis and 1
amplitudes

fr"

represents the phase difference between scattering

and

f{.

Sometimes it is more convenient to use Stokes parameters of the time-

correlated photon

to

describe

a

P-state inelastic collisional excitation

(Bornl970). In a coincidence experiment, Stokes parameters are defined in
terms of electron-photon coincidence intensities

4' = 1(0")+1(90')
i!9:l-{t:9:l

=-2Re(Í;'r!\.)

2.3s

and

,,' ='.\+.t=:l-

'-t|?1:).
1(45') + 1(135")

where 1(y)

is

=

2.*.(r;'fi',.)

2.36

the electron-photon coincidence inûensity and

polarization angle

of linear polarized light with

respect

I(RHC)

- I(LHC)

f.,t, _t f:l
I(RHC)+I(LHC) =t

the

to the forward

scattering direction, and

P" _

r¡

2.3'7

where RHC and LHC refer

to

right-handed and left-handed circularly

polarized light, respectively. The relationships between {p,

, L,, y }

and

the {P,,P,,P,> in the fully coherent case are given by

P1+iP2- P,exp(2iy)

2.38

Pt=

2.39

and

-Lt

while the connections between

{t , X } and {p,,e",n ) arc

P,

-2?"-t

2.q

P"

- -2$,(1 - ),) cosx

2.41

P,

=2JÀ.(1-Ðsint

2.42

and

If the spin-orbit interaction is not negligible during

the excitation, the

fourth Stokes parameter Po must be introduced to fully describe the collision
process (Andersen1979). Po refers

to the measurement of time-correlated

photon in the scattering plane and is related to the height parameter
(Andersen1988).

poo

2.7 Theoretical Prediction of EICP by First Born Approximation

A projectile electron interacts with the taryet potential and is scattered
at different polar angles as shown in Fig. 2.8. [n the presence of a central
potential, the scattered electron flux is axially symmeffic along the incident
beam direction and is independent of angle <p . Since the incident electrons
arg monoenergetic and travel in z direction with wave vector ko, the incident

beam can be represented by a plane wave

Fo

-

2.43

¿íkoz

and the outgoing wave function for elastic and inelastic scattering takes the
asymptotic form when r
-

Fo

J-

oiko

l

- ¿*oz + Á(e):r

(elastic

scattering)

2.44

scattering)

2.45

and

F,,

-

oik,

t'

f,{0)L
r

(inelastic

We can then expand the wave function in terms of the complete set of
eigenfunctions ofthe unperturbed atom Lr,,(tnt,..rnN) and projectile electron
wave function

{(4)

Figu¡e 2.8. A diagr¿m showiûg the ele.tsoû scatþ¡ing procedule. The pla.Ee wave exp(ikoz)
rÞpleseots lhc i.trcideot ele4uoû wavefutrction. ( 0,0 ) is the pola¡ a¡gles. Thc scåttered ele¡hoÂ
flux has axial symmetry about the z-axis.

yr(r,r,)={l+J )u,,{r"r..'r"r)F,,(r)- Su,,(ror...ro)F,,(ru)

2.46

where r,,, and ro are the lth atomic electron coordinates and the beam
electron coo¡dinates, N is the number of atomic electrons, and the functions

ø,,(ä) satisfy the Schrodinger equation for electrons in an unperturbed
atomic potential. The perturbation potential resulting from the electron beam
scattering from the atomic target can be given by ÀV which contains the

projectile electron potential energy term and the projectite electron-atom
electron interaction term. By bringing Bqn.2.46 into Schrodinger equation,
we obtain

(yi + rci, -þr,,,,,)0,,{ro¡ -ff

5v,,,,,q,{ro)

where the prime indicates that the term m
summation, rc ,,

=n

2.47

is

to be omitted in

is the wave number, and V,,,,, is defined as the

the

matrix

element

v,,- Jui,Q"r,..r"r)LVu^(r"r...ror)dr^.,.dro,

2.48

'We have now an infinite set of
coupled differential equations to solve

in order to obtain the asymptotic form of the wave functions F,,(r). Clearly,
approximate methods must be used. The approximations consist of selecting

only the most important mahix elements and putting all the others equal to
zgto.

The following basic assumptions are made for the first Bom
approximation (FBA) that was first inrroduced by Bom

in

1926 (8om1926):

1) The incident wave is undistofied by the interaction, so that we may

represent the beam electron by an undistorted plane wave moving along the

direction of incident elecúon no .

Fo(r)

-

exp(itcono, r,,)

2.49

2) Excitation to any final state n comes as the result of

direct

transition from the initial state, and intermediate states play no significant
role, i.e. there is no coupling with intermediate states and

V,,,,,

- 0 for m * e ,

where m designates the initial state.

3) The potential energy of interaction between the scattered electron
that produced the excitation and the atom in its initiat state is small, so that
distortion of the scattered wave can be neglected and thus {,,, = 0

Under these assumptions, the set
equation for excitation to strate

(y2*

+

rc1,¡r,,çro)

of

Eqns 2.47 reduces to a single

,?

-þr", " n(ircono

.

ro)

2.50

with the boundary conditions

r,,çru¡

-

!
rb

¡,,ç,rJ) exp(irc,,n,,, ru)

2.51

4,(0) = 0

Under FBA, the incident and scattered particles are treated as plane

¿t"" aîd e'*,' that remain undistorted by the interaction, Only
forward transitions between the initial and final states i and f arc considered,
waves

and electron exchange and spin effects are not taken into account.

equation provides the solution

A single

to the scattering problem and no coupled

equations are involved. The FBA is valid for high-velocity impacts or small

scattering angles that correspond

to the small momentum transfer or

the

large impact parameter (long range scattering force).

Since both incident and scattered waves are considered as plane
waves with linear momentum rc , and

K /, the amount of linear

transfered from projectile electron to target atom is Ârc = K,
charge cloud

-

momentum

rc,. Thus the

of the excited atom has axial symmetry along Àrc in FBA.

Since we start with singlet S state, the excited state is a pure p-orbital in the

direction of Arc with zero angular momentum transferred.

Lfon'

n@a^)

-0

2.52a

_1

2.52b

The alignment angle can be easily obtained from the vector geometry

inFig2.9

y(rtllr)

where x

-

tan-,1-

Jin

tser

cos0.,1

-lEol(Eo-

-

.r

2.52c

¡

LE)1"' with Eo and ÅE denoting impact energy and

energy loss.

The experimental results show that at low impact energy and large
scattering angles, FBA fails completely.

L, may no longer

be

"y

does not follow FBA prediction,

zerc and .fl may be less than unity.

At

around the

----'-=---r-r

R.,-(E- tE)t''

I

Figure 2. 9- A diagran for evaluating the alignment aBgle
itr the fißt Bom approximation,
in which the charye cloud of tho excited stâte is puely liûearly polarized ( p, I ard Zl - 0).

-

minimum of

"y

predicted by FBA, .y often has a drastic change and rotates

even further, while L-, rises
minimum.

All

to its maximum and N drops down to

its

these indicate that at low impact energy and large scattering

angle which is associated with the deep penetration of scattered electron into
target atom, the angular momentum transfer from projectile to target takes
place and the excited target atom is actually not a pure p-orbital. The charge

cloud does not align along the direction of linear momentum transfer.

The overall observed behavior

of L, in helium, the simplest two-

electron atom, is summarized as following: The
regions; one region at small angles for which

0"o,

can be divided into two

l,, > 0 and another at large

Lr<O.In between there is an angle for which Zr =0. For
symmetry reasons, Lr=0 at O"oi = 0o and 180'. This discussion can provide
us with a qualitative picture of the variation of L, against scattering angle
angles where

and allows us to make some rough prediction on the behavior of coherence

L'

parameters

P,

andy

Any theoretical effort beyond FBA involves serious computations
because one has to deal with the infinite set ofcoupled differential equations

(Eqn.2.50). As the impact energy decreases, improved approximations can

be made by considering more terms on the right side of Eqn. 2.50. The

Distorted Wave Approximation (DWA) ignores transitions through
intermediate states as does the FBA but takes account of the distortion of

the incident and scattered waves by the static fietd of the target. By
introducing

a

distortion potential, the distorted incident and scattered

electron waves can be calculated (instead of plane waves). These wave
functions are then used to carry out the first-order perturbation. A variety of

distorted wave calculations have been developed to predict electron-atom
scattering.

A

comprehensive discussion about

DWA is given by Itikawa

(1986). At low incident electron energies, the close coupling calculation

(CC) can give excellent results. In the CC approximation, the expansion
(Eqn. 2.46) is truncated and a relatively small number of closely coupled
terms are retained. Oniy a number of closely coupled equations have to be

solved. This approximation can give accurate results
energies

if all of the target states lying

at low

electron

close to the initial and final states in

energy are included. The basic theoretical principle of CC can be found in

Henry (1988). In the case of heavy atoms, spin-orbit interaction becomes

impofiånt and relativistic effects should be taken into account, The
relativistic distorted wave calculations (RDW) have been performed by
including the relativistic correction terms (2uo1991). The Dirac equation is
solved

in the presence of a distorted potential and the atomic and the

pdectile

electrons are treated fully relativisticalty.

All

these theories can, to

different extent, successfully predict the non zero transferred angular
momentum

( LLt 0), the less than

1 charge cloud anisoffopy

(4 <

1), and

the sudden change in alignment angle (1) for targets from He to heavy
atoms. However, as

we will see in later chapters, these

first-order

perturbation theories do show considerable disagreement with experiments

in predicting DCS and EICP at low impact energies and at large scattering
angles.

CTIAPTER 3
APPARATUS
3.1 Introduction

In this Chapter, the descrÌption of the entire experimental apparatus for

our electron scattering experiments will be given. For convenience of
discussion, the apparatus is divided into six functional sub-systems and each

ofthem is discussed in detail in different sections. Only a general description

of the apparatus is included in this chapter. Parts of the apparatus may be
modified for each particular experiment and details

following chapters.

will be given in the
This chapter is organized as follows: 1) General

description of the apparatus, 2) Vacuum system, 3) Laser and optical system,

4) DatÀ collection system, 5) Electron spectrometer, 6) Electronics

,7) Meøl

vapor sources. The first section shows the overall system design and the
functions ofthe apparatus. In section 2, the descriptions ofvacuum chamber,

vacuum pumps and gas handling system are

given. The optical

system

including argon laser, ring dye laser and other optical components is
described in section 3. In section 4, the channeltron multiplier, the electronics

for data collection, computer controlled multi-channel scaler and the related
software development are discussed, In section 5, the detailed design theory,
construction and performance of electron guns and analyzer are given. The

electronics for the electron spectrometer is described in section 6. In the last
section, the design and performance of metal vapor ovens is shown.

3.2 General Deseription of the Apparatus

A schematic diagram of the entire apparatus is shown in Figure 3.1. At
the heart of the apparatus (see Figure 3.2), incident elechon and polarized
laser beams interact with a metal vapor beam produced by an oven. The
scattered electrons are detected by an electron energy analyzer. A channeltron

multiplier is attached to the end of exit lens of the energy monochromator to

detect electrons. The electron beam and detector view cone define the
scattering plane and interaction center. Laser beam and target beam must be
aligned at the interaction center. The electron beam is produced by a tungsten

filament and is accelerated and focused

in an electron gun. The linearly

polarized laser beam comes from a ring dye laser pumped by an argon ion
laser and passes a retardation plate that can be used to control the electric

field vector of the light at the interaction region. Either electron gun or
detector can be mounted on a stainless steel rotatable table coupled with a
gear wheel that is attached on a feedthrough shaft and accessible from outside

the vacuum chamber.

A Faraday cup and a

gas nozzle are also consfucted

and aligned at the interaction center. The Faraday cup is used for electron gun

tuning and cunent calibration. The gas nozzle is installed to introduce helium
or nitrogen for preliminary gun hrning and impact energy calibration.
The electron gun, detector, metal vapor source, rotatable table, Faraday

cup and gas nozzle are housed in a stainless steel chamber.

Several

viewports are used to pass laser beam in different directions. The possible
laser incident directions can be 90o, 45o or 0o (in plane) with respect to the

Plate rotator ând
shutter conlroller

r-*,"";--ll-,Æ-

Ramp generator

Cathode potential

Rarfìp generator

Figure 3.1. Schenatic diag"m ofthe appa¡atus for electron supeElasticelastic scatleri¡g experiment.

HE
Retardation plate

GT prism

Egure3.2. Schematic diagram ofúe i¡teraction region. c andp rcpresetrt the a¡gular
displacements ofGT prism transmissioD axis aÂd ofÞtardation plate fast axis, respectively,
with respect to the forwad-scattering atrgte.

scattering plane.

All electrical wires are introduced into the vacuum chamber

through several feedthroughs. The chamber is evacuated by an oit diffusion
pump and a mechanical forepump.

.

Cancellation of the earth's magnetic field is accomplished with a p-

metal can (nickel-iron alloy with high permeability). Residual magnetic fields
at the interaction region are uniform and less than 25mG in all directions after

degaussing has been done by flowing a high AC current through the ¡r-metal
can. With such a residual magnetic field we estimated that an electron beam

at typical 10eV kinetic energy travels in a radius of curvature of 4.25m. This

is equivalent to a 2o deflection of the electron beam within 30cm travel

In order to reduce the residual magnetic field, everything inside
magnetic shield is made of magnetic free materials. Efforts were made to
distance.

minimize the length of electrical wires carrying high cunent to reduce the
induced magnetic field.
The scatúering angle reading is made by connecting the shaft coupled to
the rotatable

table with a potentiometer outside the vacuum chamber, which

can convert rotation angle of the rotatable table into resistance.

designed

to

A circuit was

measure the voltage drop across the potentiometer. The

calibration between angle and voltage drop gives 0.0033V/degree conversion

ratio. One half degree angular resolution for angle reading can be easily
achieved.

The apparatus is designed to have the flexibility to rotate either gun or
detector with the other one fixed on an aluminum plaform in various possible

locations, The metal vapor source is also hung on the platform

in different

positions depending on the geomefiy for each experiment. The Faraday cup

can be mounted on either rotatable iable

or platform.

Several opticai

alignment procedures were developed

to align the gun, detector and laser

beam at the scattering center.

The vacuum chamber, baseplate and oil diffusion pump sit on
aluminum basetable while most

an

of the electronics are arranged on an

electronic rack. Both units are very well grounded.

All

exposed surfaces

surounding the interaction region including the metal cases of gun

and

detector, oven shield, Faraday cup shield and gas nozzle are also carefully
grounded to ensure zero electrical potential at interaction region.

3.3 Vacuum System

A stainless steel bell jar
as the vacuum chamber.

of

27in in height and 36in in diameter is used

A dovetail groove on

the jar's base flange holds an

O-ring to make the vacuum seal with a stainless steel baseplate. Viewports
and feedthroughs are sealed with copper gaskets, An elecfopneumatically
operated gate valve connects the chamber with a Varian VHS-6 oil diffusion

pump that is roughed by

diffusion pump

a Varian SD-700 mechanical forepump. The
has pumping speed of 2400 l/s for air and the ultimate

vacuum of 5x10's torr.

The forepump has pumping

ultimate vacuum of

ton. The background chamber pressure is measured

10-a

with a Varian 843 ionization gauge controller and

speed

a

of 765 llm and

571 Bayañ-Alpert

ionization gauge tube. Foreline pressure can be read from a Varian 0531
thermocouple gauge tube. The best vacuum obtained in this chamber is 1x10-r

torr. A

protection unit is employed to monitor chamber vacuum, foreline

vacuum and diffusion pump body temperature. Whenever pump, electrical

power or cooling water failures, or leaks take place in the vacuum system,
the protection unit can close the gate valve and tum

off

the diffusion pump.

A MD6MU leak valve is used for the gas leak-in
valve is continuously controllable from 10¡ to

10-10

system. The leak

mbar Vs and the fully

closed leak rate is below 10-u mbar l/s. The leak-in sysûem can be rough-

pump. One terminal of the leak-in
with the gas bottie, another terminal is led into the

pumped separately by a mechanical
system

is connected

vacuum chamber. The gas is brought into the scattering region by a piece of

stainless steel pipe and delivered

to the scattering center through a

to

reduce the effect of mechanical pump

molybdenum gas nozzle. In order

oil diffusing back into the diffusion pump, a Nupro ss-4BMG valve is used to
bleed air into foreline to keep foreline pressure at about 200 mtorr.

3.4 Laser and Optical System

A Coherent Innova 90 argon ion laser is utilized to pump a Coherent
CR-699 ring dye laser. A general discussion about ion lasers and dye lasers
can be found

in (Yafivl976) and (Hecht1992). The argon ion laser can

produce reliable laser beam of high power in cw operation on a multitude of

lines across the visible and in the near ultraviolet and infrared (Bridges1964).
The principal excitation mechanism in noble gas ion laser is electron impact

in high cuffent dc
subsequent

in one collision, and
excitation to a highly excited strate occurs via subsequent
discharges. Atoms are ionized

collisions. The ions then relax, cascading to lower states with many possible

relaxation routes and give out fluorescence. Inside the laser, an optical
resonator is mounted on Super Invar rods to achieve the highest angular and
length stability and the best rigidity. The typical linewidth is 4GHz thar is the

sum

of

inhomogeneous Doppler broadening, Zneman splitting and

homogeneous broadening due to the transition's natural lifetimes. Table 3.1

contains most of the transition line frequencies and ouþut power for Innova
90.

All

these take place

in a plasma tube that must be able to withstand

current density of 700 A,/cmz for alc discharge.

A water suppty system has

been conshucted to supply cooling water with constant pressure to the laser

to dissipate heat. Two output power regulation modes are provided by the
ion laser: light regulation control and current regulation control. The ion laser
can give out constant maximum output power of 6watts. Other specifications

of the ion laser are listed in Table 3.2.
The Coherent CR-699 ring dye laser can provide a single frequency,

tunable, stabilized traveling light wave and
operation across

is

capable

of

locked

scan

a 30GHz range. It eliminates power output limitations

inherent in standing wave designs and can produce single frequency output

levels as high as ten times those achievable by means of standing waves
(Hecht1992).

In a standing wave dye laser, the nodes of the standing wave lie spaced
across the dye

jet. As the dye jet is illuminated by a high power pumping

beam, each node becomes a region

of unsaturated gain. These ,'spatial hole

buming" modes have to be suppressed by increasing the finesse of inftacavity
elalons. This increases insertion loss and reduces conversion efficiency, For

the ring laser, a traveling wave is formed in the cavity and the gain at the dye
jet is uniform. The problem with standing wave operation does not exist in the
ring laser. Therefore it can deliver more output power.
Unidirectional, traveling wave operation is achieved by means of an
optical diode. The single frequency operation is obtained through the use of
three optical elements: a three-plate birefringent filter, a thin etalon and a
piezoelectric driven thick etalon, The birefringent filter can reduce the laser

Table 3.1. The transition line frequencies of Cohel€nt Innova Ar Ion [¿ser.

Output Power Specification
Wavelength (nm)

Output Power for Each Mode

514.5

2400

501.1
496.5

720

480

488.0

1800

476.5

472.7

720
240

4ó5.8
457 .9

4ZO

180

Table 3.2. Specificatiohs of Coherent Innovar 90 Ar Ion Laser.

Ouþut Polarization

100:1 electric vector vertical

Beam Diameter

i.5mm at l/e2 points
0.5 mrâd at 1/e2 points

Beam Divergence
læng Term Power

Stability

Cunent Regulation *37o
Light Regulation +0.57o

Output Power

Multiline (514.5-457.9nm)

6000mW

linewidth to about ZGHz. The thin etalon has a free spectral range of
200GHz, which is sufficient to enforce single longitudinal mode operation.

The use of the thick etalon permits the longitudinal mode to be scanned.
Ovelall effective linewidth resulting from all three elements is approximately
20MHz. A structure diagram of the dye laser is shown in Figure 3.3, and
some most important features are listed in Table 3.3.

When the laser works in the locked mode, the oscillating mode is
seruo-locked to a stable reference point for the active stabilization. The error
signal generated in a reference cavity is amplified and used to adjust the dye
laser cavity length by driving a piezoelectric mounted folding mirror and
scanning Brewster plate

scanning

a

to achieve frequency stabilization. The frequency

in the locked mode is

accomplished

by changing the reference

frequency. The closed-loop stabilization causes the laser to

fack

exactly,

maintaining the narrow linewidth. Scans of up to 30 GHz can be made in the
locked mode.

Our desired wave length of pumping light is around 553-555nm. The
suitable dye for this wave length is Rhodamine 110 that has the efficiency

peaked

at 550nm. V/ith Rhodamine 110 dye and in the best operation

condition, the laser can yield output power
operation and 850mW

of

1280mW

in

broadband

in single frequency operation using 6.0W

pumping

power from an argon ion laser. The output laser beam is linearly polarized in
vertical direction.

Figure 3.4 presents an overall view of the optical system. An optical

bench

is

constructed under the vacuum chamber. Two high reflectance

mirrors are used to direct the laser beam into the interaction region. One
mirror folds the laser beam toward the vacuum chamber. Another one sits on
a

mirror holder, which can translate and rotate the mirror so that the mirror
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Table 3.3. Specifications of Coherent CR-699 Ring Dye Laser.

Output Power

800mW single frequency for 6watts
514.5nm TElvf66 input at the peak of
the dye tuning cuwe (-580nm).

Mode

TEMoo

Beam

Diameter

0.75mm

Beam

Divergence

1.6mrad

Jitter @ffective
Frequency

Power

Linewidth)

Drift

Søbility

< lMHz RMS at 10 KHz bandwidth
<

100

MH/hour

Slolday

Figure 3.4¿ A vie\r, ofthc oveBll ¡öe¡ optical systes. The optical componeols arÞ labeled as follows:
.tu ior laler (AL), dye laser (DL), ¡ÞfleatioÂ miÌro$ (M I , M2), be€m shutter (S), 3-D mtatable minor
holdor (MÌÐ, Glatr-Tayor pdsús (GTl, GT2), optical b€ach (OB), r€tardatioÂ plate ß) a¡d plate
fotator (R).

Pola¡ization optics of a half-wave
retardation plate

Polarization optics of a quarterwave retardation plate

Figuæ 3.4b. The pola¡izatior optics ofrelardarioÂ plates. A half-wave platc ca-û totato a liÃeady
pola¡izÉd light leld vector by tvice fte a¡lgle betwoe¡ the tight pola¡izatioû direatioÂ a.Ed the
fast axis of the plat€, A quader-wave plate c¡tr coûvert lhe¿.rly pola¡ized light at 450a¡gls with
¡espe4t to tho fast axis of the plate ioto circula¡ly polarized light

has enough freedom to bring a light beam shining on the
direction into the interaction center.

miror in

A Glan-Taylor prism is employecl

any

as a

linear polarizer to ensure that pure linearly polarized laser light strikes the
retardation plate.

Before the laser beam enters the chamber, we manipulate

the

polarization state of the light. This can be accomplished by use of retardation
plates.

A

retardation plaûe is made of optically anisotropic crystalline solid

and the different indices of refraction between o-ray (n") and e-ray (n,) within
the solid can inÍoduce a phase difference

3.1

For M2 retardation plate (half-wave plate), the phase

difference

between o-ray and e-ray is æ and the electric field vector direction

of

the

incident linearly polarized beam is rotaûed by twice the angle between linearly

polarized direction of light and the fast axis of the plate. For

V4

(quarter-wave plate), the phase difference between o-ray and e-ray is

plate

nl2

and.

a linear polarized light beam is converted into a circular polarized light beam.

Commercial retardation plates are available.

In some cases, we used a half-wave plate to continuously rotate the
optical electric field vector of the linearly polarized beam. A rotator assembly

was constructed. The retardation plate was mounted on a holder that was
attached

to a hollow tube. The tube was

synchronous motor through a pair of gears.

coupled with

a

continuous

A single arrn was screwed on the

rotator holder to chop a light beam emitted from a photoswitch to generate a

pulse signal. The pulse signal was then sent to multichannel scaler to

synchronize retardation plate rotation with spectrum

scan. Figure 3.5 shows

the structure of the rotator. Details of the related electronic circuit can be
found in Appendix 1 (i).

For other experiments, circularly polarized laser light was needecl. We
used a quarter-wave plate to convert the linearly polarized light into left-

handed and right-handed circular

light beams alternately. Figure

3.6

schematically describes the structure of rotator and the driving circuit. The
diagram of pulse switching circuit is given in Appendix 1 (ii). The retardation

plate was mounted on a plate holder and was attached to a hollow tube. A
four arm chopper wheel chopped a tight beam emitted from a photoswitch to
generate controlling pulses.

A stepper motor was driven by a pulse generator.

Before the pulse series arrives at the stepper motor, it passes through a pulse
swirching

circuit that is controlled by the ramp start pulse from VO and the

pulse generated from the photoswitch. The former one tums on the pulse
series and starts the stepper motor. The later one tums the pulse series off and

stops the motor. The circuit then waits for the next start pulse from MCS to

switch on the motor and so on. Since the arrns are separated by 45., after
calibrating the angle between the fast axis of

N4

plate and the incident beam

polarization direction, the plate can generate

a

series

of

laser light

polarization states in the order ofright-handed circularly (RHC), linearly,

lefr

handed circularly (LHC) and linearly polarization conesponding to the four

arm positions. For the convenience of calibration, the plate holder and the

four arm wheel can be rotated separately so that the fast axis angle calibration
can be carried out while maintaining the arm wheel at start position.

Sometimes we also used the same arrangement to generate a group

of

linearly polarized light beams oscillating at 0o, 45o, 90o and 135o with respect

synchronous
motor

rotator
holder

retardation
plate
photoswitch

(a)

Figure

35, (a) Strucû¡Þ of the continous rctardatiotr plate rotato¡. O) The relat€d
cirçuit A ÐDchrooizing putsc signal catr be geûeratfd aûd setrt to MCS,

electsoûic

photoswitch

(a)

the chopper wheel
for half-wave plate

the chopper wheel
for quarter-wave plate

(b)
Figure3.6, (a) ShucturE of fte stepwi$ rËta¡dation plate rctatol O) Aview ofchopperwhe€ls
whici arc us€d to stop retadation plate,s at cqtaitr a¡gtes. (c) The elechoûics conûollitrg he
&ta¡dâtion plate rctatioD. The origiû of the 'Ext Dev. Resetrr signal can be fo¡¡nd itr Figure 3.8.
This sigDal activates fte stepper motor to múate he choppe¡ wheÊl to lhe Bext positior. The
shuttgr is closed duri¡g the rotatio!.

MC S
+5V

photoswitch

:xt. Dev.
ìeset

i.--r___-

il**K

pulse
generator

i

i__.......-.*_._..__..-.__.

or
I

pulse switching
circuit
inveder

shutter
driver

(c)

and

I

i

motor
driver

stepper motor

to the forward scattering angle. The arms on the four arm chopper wheel were
then separated by 22.5".

A laser beam chopper is used for the iaser-off spectrum accumulation.

A piezoelectric crystal drives a metal

shutter to close or open an aperture.

The driving circuit of the piezoelectric crystal is basically a voltage doubler

circuit and can supply 300V. The circuit can be controlled by the output
voltage level either from MCS or retardation plate rotator. In this way we can
synchronize the laser beam chopper with the MCS spectrum scan.
Several alignment gauges and procedures were developed for the laser

light beam alignment. For each experimental arrangement gauges are needed

to align the laser beam at the interaction center. Then an indicator on

the

ceiling and an aperture on the plaform are set up to define the aligned light
beam. Finer alignment of the laser beam can be done by adjusting the folding

mirror while monitoring the superelastic signal.

3.5 Data Collection System

The heart of the data collection system is an EG&G ORTEC
multichannel scaler (MCS). The MCS is made up of a card that is plugged
into an IBM PC computer and MCS emulation software that runs under DOS
operation system. The MCS card is capable of storing data to its memory in
as short as 2ps.

It

can provide internal dwell time clock ranging from 2¡rs to

30min. The histogrammed data, referred to as a spectrum in our case, can be
up to 4096 channels in length with a minimum length of 4 channels. A dual-

port memory interface on MCS gives the computer direct access to the data

memory. Timing diagrams for intemal and extemal start modes are given in
Figure 3.7a, b with

a pass

of 4 channels. In the MCS, the source of the time

ACQUIRE OUT

CHANADVOUTNNN¡
DATA IN
MIDPASS OUT

Figure 3.7a. Timing diagram, intemal start and clock

START IN

AæUIRE OUT

--I--

cHANADVouT fT-l-ffl-Tl rl-Tfrn [-l_fT¡-ll ¡TCHANADVINNNNN
DATA IN
MIDPASS OUT

Figure 3.7b. Timing diagram, ext€mal start and clock.

The Acquirs output (ACQUIRE OUT) sigûaf is used to signal wheq a pass is active.
The Chauel Advatce Oitput (CHAN ADV OltÐ siglal.s a cha.Dqel adva¡ca.
The Midpass OuÞut (MIDPASS OLfÐ sigûals rhe niddle ofa sweep.
The Stad lûput (START IN) sig¡als the MCS cald ro slart a 6wecp.
The Chatr.ûel Advaoco hput (CHAN ADV IN) causes the MqS uûit to advaûce to the trext cha¡ûel.
The Data hput (D.{TA IN) is rhe itrput for rhe signal to be counted
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base can be specified.

If

the intemal time base is selected, the Dwell Time

Clock located on the MCS card is used as the time base to cause the channel
advance.

If

the extemal time base is selected, a rising edge on the CHN

ADV

IN input is used to cause the channel advance. It can aiso select the start of
pass trigger.

If

an internal start of pass trigger is selected, the next pass is

started as soon as processing has completed on the current pass.

If

extemal

start of pass trigger is specified, the next pass is started when a rising edge

occurs on the START

IN

IN

inpur. ACQUIRE OUT, ACeUIRE

and

MIDPASS OUT can also be used to communicate with outside. The MCS
emulator can run a series of commands that can control data collection and
data storage and execute other DOS programs. Therefore, users are allowed

to run their own programs under MCS Utilities Menu. A full description of
the MCS system is given in the MCS Operator's Manual.

A PCL-720 digital VO counrer card is utilized as digital input and
output register. It provides 32 digital input and 32 output channels and a
programmable interval timer. The programmable timer includes 3 independent

16-bit counters, each with a count rate of up to 2.6llfHz, and the control byte

for programming. A detail description can be found in User,s Manual.

An EG&G ORTEC MCS card, software and a pCLl720 digiral VO
counter çard are installed in an IBM PC 286 computer.
constructed

in

A BNC

panel is

rear of the computer to extend wires from MCS and VO cards

for extemal connection. A wiring map is given in Figure 3.8 (a).
The timer ouþut

into the computer

from pin 4 and

5

is sent
through I/O input to serye as a time base for user's
10 of Connector

in VO card

programs (see Figure 3.8 (b) and (c)). When the stepper motor is used to

rotate the retardation plate, the extemal start of pass trigger pulse for MCS
generated by user's program comes from an VO ouþut labeled START OUT

12 CH select
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I exlbevread
11 data bus

!
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Egure 3.8 (a). MCS cå¡d ard I/O wirhg diagram
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connect¡on panel
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Figure 3.8 (c). The w¡r¡ng diagram among MCS, l/O and external devices

that is connected with MCS START IN. Another VO output provides MCS

with the channel advance pulse through CH ADV IN. Extemal Device Reset
pulse signal is used to trigger the stepper motor rotator when one ramp is
completed. In case that the continuous rotator is used, the pulse generatecl in
the photoswitch on the rotator circuit is sent into MCS through START

IN to

start a pass. MID PASS pulse signal can be used to operate the laser beam
chopper, The channel selection signal, strobe and data bus produced by user's

program are output to a programmable D/4.

A Galileo 4039 channeltron is mounted at the end of electron

energy

analyzer for electron detection. The energy selected electrons impinge on the

channeltron cone surface

and

secondary electrons are generated. The

secondary electrons then are accelerated by high voltage and bombard the
surface to produce more electrons. The auxiliary circuit is shown in Figure

3.9. A high voltage power supply is used to provide the channeltron with
2000 - 3000V and the voltage is introduced into the vacuum chamber through

a high voltage feedthrough. The negative pulse signal is amplified by

an

EG&G ORTEC 113 preamptifier. The signal is rhen further amplified by an
EG&G ORTEC 572 amphlier and discriminated by an EG&G ORTEC timing
SCA, on which the lower and higher levels of the acceptance window can be
set. A EG&G ORTEC 447 ratemefer is used to monitor the count rate of the

pulse signal. Finally the signal comes into MCS card tfuough DATA IN
terminal. The file saving programs have been written to save the collected
spectra on the floppy disks.

Figure 3.9. Schematic diag.an for lho data collectiotr system aod ùe cha!ûelt¡otr auxilia¡y

circuil

3.6 Electron Spectrometer

The eiectron spectrometer consists of an eiectron gun, electron energy
analyzer, Faraday cup and related power supplies. We cunently have two

electron gun assemblies. One is a high electron current density gun that was

designed and constructed

by Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Chutjianl979).

Another one is a high energy resolution gun that is designed in this lab and
machined

by the work shop of

Department

Manitoba. The analyzer is also loaned by JPL.

of
A

physics, University of

detailed discussion about

the design and performance of these elecffon optics will be given in next
section,

Figure 3.10 shows a schematic diagram of the electron spectrometer
system. Electrons injected from the filament are accelerated and focused

inside the electron gun. The potential difference between the interaction
region (surounded with ground potential) and the filament tip bias defines
the final kinetic energy ofthe elecfons ( i.e. impact energy ) at the interaction

center. A negative bias, namely cathode common, on the filament is provided

by a DC power supply in series with a ramp generator that can linearly
change the impact energy against MCS channel number.

After an elecfron collides with target atom, it can be scattered into
three possible channels: elastic, inelastic or superelastic channel, and carries

cefiain residual kinetic enorgy. The residual energy refers to the remnant
kinetic energy of electrons after the collision and can be defined

impact energy = energy loss + residual energy

as

4

=0

electfon gun

(detector (analyzer)

vérwvõ

vz

uo.e

I
1

Figüre 3.10. schematic diagrarn ofele¡üotr scattering specûometer. vo repres€{rts the cathode common
pote¡tial, v¿ the anal)zercommotr pote¡tial, E¿ the incidert electron kitretic eÃeryy,
the impact
eller$¡, E, the residual etreryy of scåtterd electmn, aod A¿ the etectÍon kinetic energ]¡ loss. The lens
potentials arÞ also indicåted.

ù

The detection of the scattering signal magnitude at certain energy loss

(or gain) enables us to investigate the electron collisional excitation between
the corresponding atomic energy levels. The electron analyzer functions as an

energy monochromator to admit electrons with certain kinetic energy. The
common potential of the analyzer is provided by the same type of DC power

supply and the ramp generator as those used for cathode common, but the
ramp generator now scans the energy loss. When analyzer common changes
resulting from the energy loss scan, the energy transmission window sweeps
throughout the desired range of residual energy to admit the elecffons with
certain kinetic energy, and an energy loss (or gain) spectrum can be obtained.

A typical energy loss

spechum

is shown in Figure 3.11 that contains

the

electron scattering signal in all three scattering channels. Since the analyzer

common potential

is

referenced

to the

cathode potential, zero analyzer

coÍrmon bias corresponds to the location of elastic peak on energy loss
spectrum and the superelastic peak locates at the symmetric location of the

inelastic peak for the same transition with respect to the elastic peak. A

switch is installed to change the polarity of the DC power supply for the
analyzer common. This allows us to scan the analyzer cotnmon potential on
both inelastic and superelastic channels.
The ramp wave function is generated in a RAMP program and sent out

of computer through the VO port. A Kepco SN 500-122 Digital programmer
is employed to convert the digital data from VO port into analog signal and

provide the electron spectrometer

with

variable voltage supply to scan

energy loss or impact energy. This instrument can provide voltage range of 0

- +10V and maximum output current of +2mA with linearity enor of +ll2
LSB, The bus line çan carry 12 bit binary that allows a voltage resolution of

1P, (inelastic)
I
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It

provides users with two separate channels to program

independently.

The voltage output of each channel from the digital programmer is
amplified by a Kepco NTC 200 programming interface.

It

can supply 0 -

200V and 0- 10mA output with slewing rate of lVlpsec. The 8 hour drìft is
less than 20pV and 5nA. Ripple and noise is 0.05Vo or 50mV, whichever is
groater. The output voltage is varied by changing the extemal voltage control

resistor.

A

resistance switch board was constructed for the control resistor

variation.

The DC bias on each channel is generated by a Kepco HB 4A
regulated DC supply. Continuously variable DC ouþut ranges from 0 to
325Y in five overlapping incremental ranges with the voltage resolution of
0.02Vo

of maximum voltage. The ripple is less than 0.001V rms, maximum

and temperature coefficient less than 0.01Vo per oC. Output voltage varies
less than O.01Vo or 2mV, whichever is grcater over a period of 3 hours after

waÍn-up.

RAMP programs, consisting of RSET.BAS and RMAIN.BAS, were
developed

in Quick BASIC and compiled into executable files under DOS.

Command programs were also written to run RAMp programs

in

MCS

emulator. A set of ramp parameters can be setup and saved in a temporary file

in RSET, including number of passes, dwell time, ramp length, ramp height,
number of ramps, jump channel and jump height.

It

also enables us to select

either impact energy or energy loss channel to run the ramps.

The main function of RMAIN is to: 1) generate the ramps with the
parameters given by RSET, 2) send the digital data of the wave form to VO

and a strobe pulse to inform the digital programmer to collect digital data

from VO, 3) set the rate and modes for clocks on the VO card and place

channel advance pulses on VO output, 4) place start trigger pulse on VO
output when one pass is completed and send

out externai device reset pulse

to VO output when a ramp is over, 5) return the data accumulated in each
channel of MCS memory to computer and display the spectrum on scÍeen,

6) offer operation functions of Fast Scan, Suspend, Stop at End and Single
Pass Scan, 7) lock the voltage scan anywhere on the ramp and consequently

output a certain voltage level associated with a selected channel on the
spectrum. RAMP program can generate ramps with the ramp height varied
between 0 and

10V. The program can generate a number of ramps in one

pass and produce a voltage jump at the indicated channel on one ramp. The

pass length can be chosen between

4 and 4096 channels. The ramp lock

function provides us with the convenience to lock energy loss or impact
energy at any feature on the spectrum. The resolution of the spectrum is
determined by the actual ramp height (not include jump) to the pass length
ratio. The original programs for data aquisition are attached in Appendix 3.

3.7 Electron Optics

3.7.1 General Principle

Theoretical aspects of electron optical designs are extensively covered

in the literature (Dah11973, Griver1965 and Moore 1983). Only an outline of
the design consideration will be presented here. The properties of chargedparticle beams are analogous in many respects to those of photon beams and

the laws of geometrical optics can be applied to electron optics, The
elecfostatic lenses produce equipotential surfaces with shapes similar to
those of light wave fronts in optical lenses. A charged particle passing across
8l

these surfaces is accelerated or decelerated, and its path

will be culed so as

to produce a focusing effect.

Similar to light optics, in electron optics, a luminous object is usually
defined by an aperh.rre, called a window, which is uniformly illuminated from
behind by a stream ofcharged particles (see Figure 3.12). The angular spread

of particles emanating from the window is limited by a second aperture called

a

pupil which determines the half angle 0 of rays from

each point on an

object defined by a window. Consider the optical system illushated in Figure
3.13, in which an object defined by a window at z, is imaged at zr. The rays

(x,zr) at the edge of the object are limited by a pupil
to fall within a cone defined by a half angle 0,, which is called the pencil
emanating from a point

angle. The angle of incidence cx, of the central ray from (x,, z,) on the plane

of the pupil is referred to as the beam angle. The rays emanating from each
point on the image appear to be limited by an aperture (image pupil) that
corresponds to the object pupil. An image-pencil angle 0, and beam angle

from a point (ry,
image pupil.
image

z)

cx,

at the edge of the image are defined with respect to this

It should be noticed that window and pupit can also locate

on

side. In this case, the images of them on object side play the role of

window and pupil.
Since the charged particle's path

is curved continuously

across the

electrostatic lens, electron optical lenses are thick lenses. The focal points of
a thick lens are located by focal lengths,

f,

and

fr,

measured from principal

planes H, and Hr. The locations of the focal points with respect to the cenffal

plane are given by F , and Fr, and hence the distances from the central plane

to the principal planes are F,

-

f , and F, - fr. The object and image distances

with respect to the principal planes are p anel4, and with respect to the

pupil

Figure 3.12. A pupil detemining the halfaagle O ofra)6 from each poitrt on arì objrct
defiued by a windorv. x*is the windorv radius a.nd x p fhs pupil radius.

Fi$rc

Relation of object pencil angle 0 | and beåm angle c¿¡ to image petrci I aqgle
beam
angle g,r(xt, zt) a.Dd (xz, zz) are tÌìe coordiDates of pohts at the edge
0 rand
of lhe object a¡d at the edge of the image respectivety.
3.1 3.

central plane are P and Q, respectively. The linear and angular magniflcations
are given by

u=x, =Í)-q = J;
\ .fz f'-P

3.1

*=0, -f'-P - f'
02 f, fr-q

3.2

The most widely used lenses for focusing the low energy charged
particles are cylindrical and aperture lenses with rotational symmeÍy about
the central axis. Double cylinder, triple cylinder, two and three aperture lens
geometries are commonly used in electron optical design. The numerical data
about the focal properties of various types of lens geometries are given in the

book Electrostatic Lenses by Harting and Read (Hartingl976). These data

are determined from numerical solutions of the equation of motion of an
electron in a lens field and have inaccuracies of the order of

l%o.

The energy distribution of electrons emitted from a thermionic cathode
is given by the Boltzmann equation

I(E)=t,##"*pe#)

3'3

where E is the kinetic energy of electrons and Z is the cathode temperature.

The full width at half-maximum, L8,,,

is l.79kT. The maximum curent

can be drawn from a cathode of area A and work function
Richardson equation

Q,"

that

is given by the

I =120T2Aexo(-Q"'t

"

At

3.4

kr'

a normal cathode operation temperature

of 3000.K, Mlz = 0.5eV. It

is possible to improve the resolution by lowering the cathode temperature T
as indicated in Eqn. 3.3.

But

the emission cunent drops quite rapidty and the

lower limit for suitable cuffents is approximatety 1000.K, which implies
M'z=0.15eV. Consequently, to achieve high resolution, some kind of
electron energy monochromator

is

required

for both electron gun and

detector,

The 180' spherical (hemispherical) sector is often utilized, which
employs an inverse-squarelaw field created by placing a potential across

a

pair of concentric spherical electrodes. The electrical potentials on inner and
outer spheres for transmission of a particle of energy

E:qV

(2& -1)

3.5

=V(2!!-l)

3.6

Vo,,,",.*V

are given by

and

V,,,,,",'

The definitions of

Ro,

R, and Ã, are given in Figure 3.14, The energy

resolution is (Trajmarl 968)

ÁE_ ro , (Âo)2

E2Ro2

3.1

Flgure 3.1 4. The hemispherical analyzer: R is the radi us of the inner hemisphere, R2 the
mdius of the outer he¡nisphe¡e, Ro the radius of the c4tral path, o the diameter of the
elltrance and exit apeÍures, o:' the maximum aDgular deviation of an itrcident tsjectory
with rerpect to the cetrtral path, atrd Ác¿ the maximum deviation of a tr¿jectory from the
1

central path within the

a\alwr.

where

is the angular deviation of the beam and ar is the diameter of the
^q,
entrance and exit slits. The maximum deviation of a trajectory from the
central path within the analyzer is

(,),,, _AE

I to _)¿
LE.
_l_
Ro= E + ACI + 2Lu'2Ro+ E'

_____.:4

3.8

3.7,2 High Resolution Electron Gun Design

This gun is designed to resolve the electron transition features of heavy
metal atoms. The typical energy spacing between these transition features can
be as small as 100meV, so the overall energy resolution of the specffometer

should be in the same order. For cuffent elecfon spectrometer arrangement

and target density, the electron beam current has to be on the order of
hundreds nA for us to obtain an acceptable signal to noise ratio. The electron
beam should

be parallel, with the beam diameter not much larger than that of

the target beam (0.35cm in this case).

The structure of the high resolution gun is presented schematically in
Figure 3.15. Itconsists of a hairpin filament, an electron extraction diode, an
entrance lens stack, a spherical energy analyzer and an exit lens stack. The

detailed theoretical description about the design

of

the electron extraction

diode is given by Bemius et al.(Bemius1988). Electrons start in a pierceWehnelt extraction diode using a

haþin as the cathode. An ensemble of

trajectories is launched from the cathode, accelerated by the potential on the
anode (see Figure 3.16). Those rays transmitted through the Wehnelt aperhrre

o.sin

t-Þ

rilament

Figurc 3.15. The structure ofthe high energy ¡Esolutiotr gu¡r. The detailed descriptions about extr¿ction
diode, eltrance lens, hemispherical enerry monoch¡omator âûd exit le.os are given ilr the text,

F¡lament
(cathode)

--\
/

l
o.rin

|
0.1in

-

Figure 3.16, Asyûltotic rays ofelecaoD beåfn in the elechotr exû-action region. V6 denotes the applied
voltage on Pierce element atrd Vl the voltage otr the aoode. The cross-over betwe¿tr Wehnelt cup and
atrode serves as the objeat ofthe gun electroÂ optics. The location ofthe c¡oss-over depends on the
filamert poútion, spacitrg betwe¿n Pierce ele.ment and aaode, V6 and Ví .

and initially directed radially outward at the cathode are folded over the first

caustic located between the Wehnelt cup and the anode, which then acts as
the electron source for the optical system of the lens. Computer modelling of

the designed diode has been carried out with the Simion pC/pS2 ion
trajectory simulation package (EG&G) and the detailed results for various
Pierce-Wehnelt spacing distances and Pierce voltage bias

Vo

are given in

Appendix 2.

The function

of the entrance

lens stack can be analogous

to

a

microscope. The electron source is located in front of the first focal plane of
the first triple aperture lens and focused on

the first focal plane of the second

triple aperture lens. Therefore, the outgoing beams from the second triple lens
are parallel as illustrated in Figure 3.17. The first aperture (w,) plays the role

of a window and defines the luminous area of the electron source. The image
of the second aperture formed by the first triple lens @,) functions as a pupil
and determines the pencil angle. Meanwhile the second aperture also serve as
a pupil

for the second triple lens @r) and the image of p, is on the F", plane

of the second triple lens. Using Eqn. 3.1 and 3.2, we can obtain the linear
magnification M = -4 and angular magnification m : 4 for the whole system.
The cross-over on Fu, plane is the image of the electron source area limited

in size by P, and acts as the object for the spherical monochromator witlr
well-defined size and deviation angle.
chosen to be 0.030in

In our design, the first aperture

is

in diameter and the second aperture is 0.120in

in

diameter, This results in a cross-over of 0.120in in diameter on Fu, plane and

a luminous area of 0.030in in diameter on Fo, plane, The angular deviation

of the outgoing rays

crc2

is about 12 degrees. The results of

computer

simulation of the entrance lens stack design camied out using simion are
shown in Appendix 2 for various voltage configurations.

V3fy't = 5.6

V3¡r't

Y2N 1 = 17.5

v2N 1 = 4.0

=

5.0

lÅ
ltr

_ü.
"=[

-:::--_--

F¡r

o.o3oin

I+
0.500in

F¡gürÞ 3.17. The schematic of two lriple-ap€rtuF leûs assembliet (A ard B) c¿nstih¡ting the eqtlatrce
letrs sfack a¡d the coûfguralioÂ of applied voltages. The diag@¡¡ also shows the electsoÂ optics aûd
lhc ray diagl?E of clect¡oû beåm l¡trde{ úe givetr voltage configuratio!. Hatrd F r€presetrt the pritrcipal

pla¡e ard focal pla¡re ofeæh t¡iple apeItì¡¡e leÂs.

The 180' sphericai monochromator is placed next to the final entrance
lens so that the image of the electron source produced by the entrance lenses

is located at the entrance slit of the hemisphelical sectors. The kinetic energy

of transmitting electrons

is

determined by the potential difference between

the cathode and the final lens on entrance side. Apertures of 0. 1in in diameter

are used at entrance and exit slits of the monochromator to strip off electrons

that are emitted too far away from beam axis or have too high a transverse
momentum. With these parameters, we can predict from Eqn. 3.7 that the
energy resolution of the monochromator alone is about 110meV with
1.Oin and E

:2V.

The maximum deviation of the electron trajectory from the

central path is 0.22R0 as calculated from Eqn. 3.8.
sectors with Ri

A, =

= 1 .3lin

and R,

= 1.68in

A pair of hemispherical

are employed in current design.

The exit lens stack consists of two triple cylinder lenses and the second

focal plane of the first triple lens (FrJ is coincident with the first focal plane
of the second hiple lens (FrB). \ryith this arrangement, the parallel outgoing
electron beam from the exit slit of the monochromator is focused at infïnity by
the exit lens stack. In other words, the image of the electron source at the exit

slit has a crossover at the second focal plane of the second triple lens, that is,
1.5in away from the final lens element

in our design

(see Figure 3.1g). An

aperture of 0. 125in in diameter is placed at the position of beam waist where

F,, fall at the same plane. Since the linear magnification of the exit
triple lenses is M = 1, the final size of the electron beam waist at interaction
Fro and

center is about 0. 12in in diameter.

The lenses of the gun and hemispherical sectors are constructed from

copper and apertures are made

of

molybdenum.

All

apertures and

hemispherical sector surfaces are sooted to maintain stable surface potentials

Vr V¿

V¡

V3¡r'1 = 9.0

V2¡r'f =3.0

Vr V2

V3

V31r'1 = 1'4

V2¡r'1

-3.5

I

t
F¡r

Hs¿ Her

Figure 3.18, (a) The schematic of two cylitrdrical letrses ( itrdicsted as A aûd B) whici coûstifute the
exit letrs stack atrd the coqfguratioÂ ofapplied voltages. (b) The elect¡otr optics alld the ¡ay diagraE
of eleckon b€¿m uûder the giveû voltåge cotrfiguntion. Atr obþt at the f ¡st focål pla¡e of le¡s A is
focus€d at thc secoûd foc¿l pla¡e ofletrs B. H atrd F reprÞs€lt the p¡itrcipal plare atrd foc¿l plale of
eåch triple cylitrddcal letrse.

during operation. The tungsten filament is mounted on an adjustable ceramic
pole holder that is slide

fit into

a stainless steel housing.

All

lens elements of

entrance and exit stacks are coaxially mounted on two pairs of ceramic rods,
and are attached on entrance and exit sides of the monochromator.

A pair of

holes are drilled on the outer hemispherical sector for optical alignment of the

two lens stacks. Two pairs

of

deflectors are installed

in each of the

lens

stacks to steer the electron beam in 2-D space.

The performance test of the high resolution gun gave satisfactory
results. The overall energy resolution of the spectrometer system can reach

70meV with the high resolution gun, compared with 0.5eV using a high
intensity gun. The typical emission cunent is 300n4 measured with a Faraday

cup. The electron beam profile is demonstrated in Figure 3.19 with angular
resolution of 2o full width at half height. A series of test spectra are shown in

Fig. 3.20. The energy resolution of 70meV can be achieved with this gun
design. The voltages applied on lens elements are not the same as predicted
values. This is probably because the actual electron object source is at the
electron cloud formed in front of the filament hairpin instead of filament itsetf

and the location of the electron cloud is unpredictable. Another possible
factor

is

the electron repulsion force that could be strong enough to change

the course of electron trajectories at the beam cross over region where the
electron density is quite

high.

The gun retuning for different impact energies

can be made by adjusting the potentials of only two lens elements (L4A and

L4B), which allow us to change the impact energy easily. The gun

can

operate reasonably well at impact energy as low as 5eV,

The power supply ofthe gun consists

ofa number ofvoltage regulator

carels to provide an adjustable regulated potential to each individual lens. The

voltage regulator is designed to generate a regulated cunent of
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Egure 3.19. The atrgular dist¡ibution ofelecûon beåm emitted ftom the high e¡rergy resorutioÃ gun.
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flows through a potentiometer across the current output and the reference
point. In this way, the desired voltage can be produced, depending on the
value of the resistance of the potentiometer.
Appendix

1

(iii). Appendix

1

A circuit diagram is given

in

(iv) shows the diagram of the gun power supply.

A 318V DC power is supplied by a Lambda 28M regulated power supply to
the regulator cards and the voltage output from the regulator can be varied

with respect to the cathode potential. The negative bias of -24y is provided
by a Calex dual power supply , which allows the output voltage to cross zero.
Because the transmission of electrons is critically sensitive to the potentials

on the hemispheres, more stable and accurate potentials are required for the
hemispheres

in the detector, Two

Lambda LSC-A-02 regulated power

supplies are utilized here to provide the potentials with regulation stability of
0.01.Vo,

ripple and noise of 25Omicrovolts rms. Extemal resistors are used to

control the output voltages. The ratio of the potentials between inner and
outer hemispheres can be preset by a ten-tum potentiometer. According to
Eqn. 3.5 and 3.6, the potentiometer must be adjusted so that
V¡u,",

-Vo

vou*,

-vo

-

3.9

-Rz
Rl

holds for hemisphere radii R, and Rr. The output voltages for each lens and

the electron emission currents on each aperture can be measured by

Keithley 175 autoranging multimeûer and

a

a

Keithley 485 autoranging

picoammeter, respectively, A pair of high precision resistors (0J9o acatrac!)
are used to ensure that the potential on the filament tip is exactly the same as

the cathode potential. The filament cunent is provided by a Lambda LA-200
cun'ent regulatred power supply.

3.7.3 High Intensity Gun

This gun was designed and constructed in JpL ancl the

detailed

principle ofdesign has been discussed by Chudian (Chutjian1979). The basic
consideration of the gun design is that the gun can yield an intense cunent
over a wide energy range (1-100eV). A schematic diagram of the gun and the

shape

of

asymptotic rays

is

shown

in

Figure 3.21a and Figure 3.21b,

respectively. The start of the design consists of a pierce extraction diocle in
which electrons are drawn from a filament hairpin by a potential V, : g0V. A
real entrance window is denoted as w,, and viftual entrance pupil as p,. The

function of lenses

2

and

3 is to form an intermediate image of w, and p,,

denoted as w, and pr, respectively. The window wl was placed near the first

focal point of lens 2 so that the intermediate beam angle in element V, is
small (0.01rad). Element v, is thus a suitable location of a spatter aperture
(s,). lænses 4 and 5 form a three element variable focus lens whose purpose

is to focus w2 at w3 Qocated at the scattering center) over a wide range of
final elecffon energies. The intermediate pupil p, is focused at pr. A second
spatter aperture

s2

was placed at the end of element Vu.

stainless steel is used for the gun lens elements while the apertures are
made of molybdenum. vy'e have simulated the electron trajectories of this gun

design with

Simion. Good agreement is obtained between the

voltage

configuration given by Chutjian and the one predicted by Simion. The real

test of the gun also indicated that the gun works well with the voltage
configuration given by chutjian. when a tungsten hairpin filament is used, the
gun can deliver, typically, a 1-2 ¡tA elecffon current with an energy resolution

of approximately 0.5eV FWHM. The divergence angle is measured to be 6o.
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Figure 3.21a- Schematic diagram of the high itrtensity gutr.
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Figurê 3.21b. Aslmtotic rats for operatiotr of the gun at impact eÐergy of 20eV ( in the high node).
Adopted ûon Ref. (Chu d iau 1979).

The circuit diagram of the power supply is given in Appendix 1 (v).
The same cuffent regulator cards as mentioned in part A) are installecl in this
power supply.

3.7.4 Detector

The geometrical arrangement of the electron detector is shown in
Figure 3.22. This system consists of an enffance lens stack, a hemispherical
monochromator, an exit lens, channeltron house and channeltron multiplier.

The system was designed and constructed in

JpL.

The detailed design

procedure can be found in Chutjian's work (Chutjianl979). As mentioned in
Part B, the two main design criteria were to provide at the exit plane (wr)

a

real image of a fixed final energy, whose location is independent of scattered
electron energy, and to place the final exit pupil at infinity. A collimated beam
at the output of the entrance lens stack is provided, which can prevent loss

of

electrons within the monochromator, The fixed energy

is

of electron at w,

taken to be 2eY . In order to improve the energy resolution of the analyzer, the
electrons must be decelerated prior to their entering the monochromator. This
can be accomplished by using a decelerating lens. An energy analyzer can be

used to scan over the energy loss range of interest by varying the analyzer

common potential V, (see Figure 3.10).

A

satisfactory method

for

the

scanning is to

fìx the monochromator potential at that voltage that allows
transmission of electrons of the certain kinetic energy and to scan the
analyzer common

to pass electrons with various residual energies. The

transmission intensity of electrons versus analyzer potential is then a measure

of electron impact excitation of the atomic target.

entrance Iens stack
target

+

l
t,n
| ,

exit lens
Figure 3'22 schematic of the ere,hon det€ctor (a'aly¿er). The location
ofwindows aad pupils are
indicated in lhe diagrun.

A pair of hemispheres with inner diameter of 4.50in and outer diameter
of5.50in are utilized in the energy analyzer. The function ofthe exit lens is to
focus the image at monochromator exit slit to channeltron acceptance cone. A
channeltron housing was designed to prevent strong electricat field from the

high potential on channeltron from leaking out. The surfaces of lenses and
hemispheres are coated with gold and sooted. The upper limit

of the energy

resolution is 70mv, estimated from the overall resolution of the spectrometor
system. The detection viewcone is determined by the aperture on the nozzle
and the aperture on the energy-add lens and is estimated to bo approximately

6.3".

The power supply for the detector is similar to the ones for guns as
shown in Appendix 1 (vi).

3.8 Metal Vapor Source

High temperature is needed to produce the atomic beam target for the
electron collision experiment. The minimum operating temperature for a metal
source to deliver enough target density is

500'c for ytterbium

and

700.c for

barium. The present metal vapor beam source consists of a ilbular stainless
steel crucible, a resistive, coaxial heating wire, a thermocouple, a stainless
steel thermal shield and a current regulated power supply.

The crucible is wrapped with the heating wire that has close thermal
conlact with the crucible body.

A tunnel of 0.040in in diameter is drilled to

release the metal vapor from a chamber that contains the metal sample.

A

nickel coated stainless steel plug is pressed against a knife edge to seal the
crucible. The high temperature evaporates the metal sample and the metal
vapor pressure builds up inside the crucible chamber. A beam of metal vapor

pours out from the chamber into the vacuum. Care has been taken in the

to

design

reduce the thermal conduction from the crucible into the
suffounding objects by using high temperature ceramic rods to support the
crucible.

Atoms ieave the source by effusion

if

the source pressure and the

tunnel diameter are chosen such that the atoms pass through the tunnel
without collisions. The effusion of atom beam has been discussed in the
works by Ramsey @.amsey1958) and Valyi (yalyi1977). In rhe case of thin
apertures, when the tunnel length / - 0, the condition under which effusion
can take place can be expressed as

d <<Ln

3.10

where d is the diameter of the aperture and Àn is the collision mean free path

of atoms in the source which, in terms of gas kinetic theory, is given by the
formula

^l

"

where

3.11

^t2aon

z is the number of atoms per unit volume, o* is the collision cross

section of atoms defined as o*

ff

-

zÍôt I 4, and

ô

is the atomic diameter.

the beam of atoms is emitted by effusion across a aperture of width

and length /

-

0, then the number of atoms in the sotid angle

the direction of angle

dN

@

is given by the expression

-@nvA,cos@

3.1.2

da

d

effusing in

where As

is the

area

of the cross section of the aperture. The angular

distribution of the beam density is of cosine type. Taking the particle mass to
be m and assuming Maxwellian particle velocity distribution in the source,
the mean particle velocity

o=l tBø

I

can be expressed as

3.13

"*
The number of particles effusing from the source in all directions
during unit time is obtained by integrating Eqn. 3.12 over the solid angle2n

N

-!ntA,

3.14

If a thin tunnel is used for the exit, a beam with good collimation

can

be produced and the angular distribution of the atoms flying out from the
source changes according to the ratio lld as is apparent from Figure 3.23. The
change in the angular distribution can be explained by the fact that the atoms

flying into the tunnel at a large angle collide with the tunnel wall and have
less chance of flying out from the source. To prevent the collisions between
atoms and the wall in a tunnel, the pressure has to be chosen such that

l<Lo

3.15

20"

Frgure 3.23, Relative a¡gjla.r distdbutio¡s

ofdiameter d atrd of difefedt le¡glhs

/.

ofaton b€4¡s emitted fiom atom
fton (Valyi 1977)

Adopted

30'

sourcÊ through a tube

The number of atoms effusing out of the tunnel during unit time can be
expressed only by introducing a reduction coefficient symbolized by

u -!Ë.nva r
4'
The reduction coefficient

f

3.16

l,

has been already evaluated for the tunnels

of different shapes. If d stands for the diameter of circular tunnel and / for the
length of the tunnel, the reduction coefficient is given for d << I by

s-

4d

3.17

3t

The density of the atom beam at the exit of the tunnel can be derived

from Eqn. 3.16

n*,

=ifu

3.18

The value of the half angle of the atom beam, associated with the half
beam intensity has been calculated

e,-9#
The ratio

lld

can be chosen such that

3.19

it corresponds to the 0,,, in

the

given geometry of the apparatus, This increases the useful fraction of the
emitted beam and also the utilization efficiency of the material. In practice,
the vapor pressure may be so high that Eqn. 3.15 can not hold. Under this

circumstance, the above procedure can only give us a qualitative estimation in
the beam shape.

The real procedure for the beam shape determination can be started
from the determination of the metal vapor pressure in the chamber. The vapor
plessures of ytterbium and barium atoms at various temperatures are given in

Table3.4. The metai vapordensity can thus be calculated using the ideal gas
law. The atom beam density at the exit of the tunnel and the half angle of the
beam 0,,, can be obtained from Eqn. 3.18 and Eqn. 3.19, respectively, while

is given by Eqn. 3.17.The atom beam spreads when it flies towards

!

the

interaction region and the beam density at the interaction region is then
determined by the half angle 0,,r, the flight distance of atoms before they
reach the interaction center, and the diameter of the tunnel.

Since radiation plays the major role in the dissipation of heat under the

vacuum, a thermal shield

is

maintain a high temperature

necessary to reduce the thermal radiation and

in the metal

source. Thermal shield can also

concentrate the stray metal vapor on its inner surface to reduce the chamber

contamination,

A thin aperture of 0.060in in diameter on the thermal

shield

defines the atom beam direction and leads to the collimation of the beam. The

collimation angle depends on the size of the aperture on the crucible and the
one on the shield. In our current design the beam is collimated within l2o

angle, which leads to a beam size of 0.10in

full

in diameter at the interaction

center of 0.5in away from the thermal shield. A ARI aerorod coaxial heater is
used as heat source for the crucible.

A constant DC current of typicalty,

1,5

to 2.04 flows through the heater to deliver up to l60Watts power, which is
enough to heat up the metal source to the operating temperatures.

A chromel-alumel thermo couple is attached to the crucible to measure
the temperature of the metal source in respect to the room

Table 3.4. The barium and ytterbium vapor pressure vs. temperature
Pressure (atm.)

Temperature ("C)

l0-10

360

t0-e

409

10-8

466
533

10-7
10-6

l0-5
10-4

614
712
843

i0-3
lo-2

1015

10-r

1590

I

2125

10-r0

228

10-e

262

l0'8

301

10-?

346

106

400
463

i0-s

t250

i0{

541

10-3

OJö

t0-2

775

l0-r
I

943
1194

temperature. The error
about

limit of standard chromel-alumel thermocouple is

f2"C below 280'C

and +0.757o above 280oC. The voltage output vs

temperature curve of chromel-alumel thermo couple is approximately linear
and the voltage output at the typical operation temperature is on the order of

20mV, which can be easily measured with ordinary voltmeter.

CHAPTER 4
MEASUREMEI{TS OF ELECTRON IMPACT
COHERENCE PARAMETERS F'OR ELECTRON.IMPACT
EXCITATION OF, l3sBa(...6s6p rpr)

4.1 Introduction

A comprehensive

review

of

electron impact coherence parameter

measurements and theory has been introduced

physically appealing EICP ( namely p,t

,y,L,

in

Chapter

2. A set of

and poo ) have been defined by

Andersen et al (Andersen1988), which describe the shape and dynamics of an

excited charge cloud. For the most widely studied cases

in the EICp

investigation, efforts have been applied to the study of s to p excitation with

the aim toward measuring the relative phases and magnitudes of scattering
amplitudes that describe the excitation.

Experimental determination of EICp's for alkaline-earth metal targets

has been accomplished using both electron-photon coincidence

and

superelastic techniques. The coincidence method has been employed by
Brunger et al. (Brunger1989), Zohny

(Hamdy1991) to measure EICP's

et al. (Zohny1990), and Hamdy et al.

for the Mg 3rp,, Ca 4rp,, and Sr

5rpr

excitations, respectively. Further measurements on

ca and sr were

reported

by Hamdy et al. (Hamdy1993) and Beyer et al (Beyer). Superelastic
scattering experiments have been used to measure EICp's

for the Ca

4rpr

excitation by Law and Teubner (Law1993),
Electron-photon coincidence measurement applied to metallic elements

such as alkalis and alkaline earth are somewhat difficult, because
requirement for long measurement time

of

the

in this type of experiment. on

the

other hand, superelastic scattering experiments using laser-excited atoms are

more efficient. orders of magnitude reduction in the data collection time
proves to be essential for the experiments in the case of metal atom studies.
The duration of an experiment is constrained by the vaporization rate of the

finiæ met¿l sample and is usually on the order of 30 hours. Because of the
high monochromaticity of the dye laser, we can isolate the specific hyperfine
levels belonging to a certain isotope. This therefore allows us to eliminate the

effect of hyperfine depolarization and offers us isotope selectivity.

The superelastic scattering technique has been applied to the study of
barium by Register et al (Registerl983) in an attempt to measure EICp for
tP,) level. The notation of Moore (Moorel95g)
excitation of flhe
'388a(...6s6p

is

to

designate this energy level under the assumption that it is
predominantly an LS coupled rPr state but contains a substantial contribution

used

from the (...5d6p) configuration (clark1989). Barium provides an attractive
atomic target for the experimentalist since it is relatively straightforward to
produce barium vapor beams and the excitation of the rpr level with 553,5nm

radiation is easily accomplished using a Rhodamine 110 dye laser, The

r3sBa

energy level sfiucture is uncomplicated by hypedine structure and the laser
pumping process is therefore simple to deseribe.

Barium offers considerable scientific interest as a target for electron-

scattering studies.

Like the other

alkaline-earth elements,

it

consists

essentially of a simple system of two valence electrons bound to a relatively

inert core and offers a natural extension to studies canied out on the helium
atom that is, by far, the most extensively investigated collision target. With
an atomic number of 2=56, we can consider barium to be a "heavy atom" in

which spin-dependent forces may play a role during the electron collision.
The J:0 to J=1 transition in this atom can be compared with an analogous
transition in the heavy rare gases, which have been the focus of study by

several groups carrying
(Corr1 990)(Munay

1

out

electron-photon coincidence experiments

990)(Marrus 1 99 1 ).

Determination of EICp for the excitation of r3sBa(...6s6p rp,) is also of

considerable theoretical interest, The present investigation

of barium is

motivated, in part, by ongoing theoretical effort to calculate these EICp. kr

particular, results employing first-order perturbative theories have been
reasonably successful in predicting EICp for the excitation ofrare gas targets

(Bartschatl987, da Paixao1984 and ZuoI992). Such approaches have been
recently applied to the calculation of EICp for the barium (6sz rS) to (6s6p

tPt) excitation (clark1989 and srivastava1.992). The unitarized distortedwave approximation (UDWA) has been utilized by Clark et al (Clark19g9).
This approach employs a description of the atomic structure that is relativistic

to the extent that the mass correction and Darwin terms are included in the
calculation of radial wave functions. The continuum electron is treated
nonrelativistically. The importance of spin nonconservation in the collision
through exchange excitation can, therefore, be predicted with this theory,

while the amplitude for direct spin flip of the projectile electron is not
calculable. The atomic-structure calculations show that the barium rp, ståte is

predominantly LS coupled and, as a consequence,

uDWA theory

predicts

spin to be conserved during the collisional interaction and gives poo 0.
=
calculations of barium EICP with a fully relativistic clistorted-wave (RDV/)
theory have recently been reported (srivastava1992). This theory utilizes
Dirac-Fork target states and solutions to the Dirac equation in the presence of
a distortion potential. Although the atomic-sÍucture calculations used in this
theory also give a purely LS-coupled rp, state, some relativistic effects (spindependent) properties

of the scattering were predicted, namely a nonzero

spin-polarization function so. The manifestation of relativistic effects through
the EICP was again predicted to be negligible (i.e. poo < l0-o). Both theories,
therefore, suggest an analogy between the bariumrSo to rp, excitation and the

helium l'so to 2tP, excifation. Two-state close-coupling calculations were
carried out by Fabrikant ro predicr DCS @abrikantlggO) and EICp
(Fabrikantl985)

at 20eY impact energy. These calculations involved

a

nonrelativistic approach in which semiempirical atomic wave functions were
employed and exchange between the incident electron and core target
electrons was ignored.

In general, the charge cloud may have mixed reflection symmeÍy due
to the presence of spin-dependent terms in the interaction Hamiltonian. our

initial rationale behind the study of barium EICp was to investigate the
influence of spin-dependent forces acting during the collision. when poo
=6
the scattering can be described purely in terms of LS coupling. In this case
the two coherence parameters
{* and Zl are related by (p,-)" + (L-r), _ 1 and

only two independent parameters are needed to describe the

scattiering

process.

In the first reported study of superelastic scattering from laser-excited
barium, Register et al (Registerl983) ananged their experimental geometry so

that optical excitation of the (... 6s6p rp,) level was accomplished by a laser

beam located

in the

scattering plane

( an "in-plane', experiment). These

investigators were unable to extract EICP because they found that, at small

scattering angles, the superelastic scattering signal was asymmetric to
rcflection of the polarization vector with respect to the scattering plane and

this is in contladiction with theoretical predictions. Further investigation by
Tetner et al (7ntneú989) pinpointed the cause of this asymmetry and
revealed that rrin-plane" superelastic scattering experiments are strongly
influenced by the small but finite spatial extent of the scattering volume even
at scattering angles far from zero. This influence manifests itself in the above
mentioned asymmetry as well as in a severe reduction in the sensitivity of the

superelastic scattering signal
polarized laser beam
scattering signal.

-

to the polarization direction of the linearly

an effect we

will refer to as "depolarization" of

Further modelling calculations showed that

the

superelastic

experiments employing a laser beam perpendicular to the scattering plane (

æ

/2 out-of-plane) are insensitive to the finite volume effect at medium and large
scattering angles.

The electron impact coherence parameters,

in

combination with

differential cross section (DCS), can yield magnetic sublevel partial
differential cross section (PDCS). Magnetic sublevel pDCS generated by the
appropriate combinations of EICP and DCS have been presented by csanak

et al, (Csanak1992 and Csanak1993) in a comparison of experiment and
theory for electron impact excitation of the nrpr of helium.

Magnetic sublevel PDCS differ from conventionally measured DCS in
that the latter quantity involves an average over initial magnetic sublevels and

sum over final magnetic sublevels of the squared moduli of the scattering
amplitudes. Hummer and Bums (Hummer1986) have measured magnetic
t

l5

sublevel PDCS for excitation

of the He(3rp) rever

using erectron-photon

coincidence techniques.

In this

chapter, the EICp

{-, 1

and L*, for electron collision

excitation o¡ r:sB¿(...s5(p 6rp,) are measured using the supereiastic scattering
method. The present experiment was configured to allow the laser beam
to

strike the atomic target at 90o to the scattering plane, The coherence
parameters -Çtand y are measured using linearly polarized
laser light while

zi

is obtained by use of circularry porarized

measurements

to large scattering

angles

light. we

have extended our

zl

at various impact energies and

demonstrated pronounced structure

in its angular dependence. The direct
comparison between experiment and existing theories is most meaningful
when scattering-angle coverage is complete enough to display the phenomena
predicted by theoretical calculations. Detailed comparison will be
made with
the UDWA calculations of clark et al. (clarkl9g9), the RDW calculations
of
srivastava et al. (srivastava1992), and the close-coupring theory of Fabrikant

@abrikant1985). V/e then derived

(Blum1980) and da paixao

et al

measured EICP. Furtherrnore

I

parameter devised by Blum et al.
(da paixaolggO) using our resurrs of

we

extracted magnetic sublevel partial

differential cross sections for electron collision excitation of (...6s6p 6rp,)
level based on the sublever-averaged DCS measurements of Jensen

et

ar

(Jensen1978) and vy'ang et ar (wang1994) in combination
with our measured
EICP results.

4.2 Measurement Theory

The theory of electron scattering by laser-excited atoms developed by
Macek
and Hertel (Macek1974) has been introduced in Chapter 2, The superelastic

scattering intensity 1" for an experiment can be given by Eqn.z.] with all the

notations defined. This general expression can be arranged, for deexcitation

of a J

:

J

1 to

{f,i,^,e}

:0

state, to give the explicit dependence

of 1' on the EICp

and the polarization state of the laser light at the scattering tar.get.

For a purely linear-polarized laser beam passing through a retarclation plate
(which introduces a phase retardation ofô), the polarization state at the target
is generally elliptical, and we can write

¡' =Ç7A+ a,þos(2o-28)cos2p-sin(2o-28)
4.1
+B't lcos(2u-2p)sin2p + sin(2cr

-

2p)cos2pcosô + Csin(2a

- 2p)sinô),

where

e

=

+t,tst,lLl f (nJM r lcrm r,, no00lcrm r,)12
s2

A=1+

iQ-

++(À

E

-

-

-f,sin'z

3ì")(3cos'z0,.,

-

1)cosesin2

cos2Q,,

0,.,(1

-

3À) +

0,.,

1) +

3 cosO,_

åaÃ(À

-

Ð cosicosÂsin20,, cosQ,,,

sin0o cos qn.þ"qt _

þ

cosf cosÂ

-f (1 - jsin'?0,.,)cos2Qn(À - 1)cose
B" = -3sin 0,i sine,r.r/ryt

c

=

-

¡ cos i cos Â + jsin2Q,, cos0r,(À - l)cose

-3JÀ(1- f) sinfrcosasin0,,ì

sinQ,'i

The details about the coordinate system and the definition of angles
Or,,þn,c[ and B are shown in Figure 4.1 (also referred to Ref. (Zetner1990)).

A brief discussion of the relevant coordinate system is given in the following.

In the superelastic-scattering experiment, the electrons are characterized by
the momentum of the incident electron (ft,) and scattered electron (Ë/ for the
superelastic-scattering process. For the inverse inelastic process, we use the
notation k,,, and

ko,,,

for the momentum of the incident and scattered electrons,

e- (ft..
.t'

Figure 4. 1. The details about the coordinate syst€ms a¡rd the definition of angles involved.
CXcor, Ycor, Zcor ) denotes the collision frame, (Xpr, ypr,, en ) the phoûcn ftame, and (Xpn ,
Ypl' , Zpn ) úe laser frame. The diagram also gives the laser light propagation and lineai
polarization directions, and the incoming and scattered eleckon directions for the inelasticscattering process. In the case

ofelliptically polarized light, the polarization light state will
be the superposition of two polarization light states polarized in orthogonal directions and
with phase shift ô.

)

(0n,

Qn

)

- (rT,l2, -rllz)

Z,ut

e-(k,

Xr"t

Figure 4.2. The speciflrc geometry employed in our superelastic-scattering experiment when
a half-wave retardation plate is used. In this case, the spherical polar angle ( 0o
) are
,
set to be

(ñt2, -ñ12 ).

Oo

)

respectively. The correspondence of these two processes has been illustrated

in chapter 2

2.1 and Figure 2.3). The collision frame is also
defined in Figure 2.6 and is denoted as (X*,,y*,,2",,) in our coordinate
system.

(see Figure

A " laser frame ', (Xr¡yr¡Z¡) is defined such that 2,,¡,, ts selected

along the laser line of incidence but against the direction of incidence. The
polar angles of the positive Zrn, axis in the collision frame are denoted by 0n
and Qn. The positive

X0,,,

axis is chosen to lie in the I Z¿¡,

Z*ì

plane in such a

way that the laser frame fXr¡nYo¡,,Z¡r) is obtained from the collision frame
LX*p Y_p 2"",1 through rotations by Euler angles (0¡,0¡,0). Then o denotes
the angle between the laser beam electric-field vector and the positive xrr,,
axis (before the beam traverses the retardation plate), while B gives the angle
between the fast axis of the retardation plate and the positive x,,r,, axis.
Rotation of a right-handed screw in the direction of increasing g, defines
B
the 2r,,, axis.

The experimental arrangement adopted

in the present investigation

fixes the electron detector and allows the electron-beam source to rotate. In
our arrangement, the laser incidence direction is in the positive

y.,,

direction.

Hence, for a scattering event occurring at the origin of the reference frame,
the spherical polar angles (e,r,qn) are given by (n12,-nl2). The laser beam

incidence and polarization geometry for our experimental arrangement is
shown in Figure 4.2. Also notice that we use a, and fr, here to characterize the

elecffons in the superelastic-scatüering process.

with this

set of polar angles,

the superelastic-scattering intensity formula Eqn. 4.1 can be simply expressed

in terms of natural-frame EICP,

1'(p - o)

-

#ftl

lO+

cosô)cos(2o

-

2y)

Þ+

+f

tt - cosô)c os(4þ_2y

+2, sinôsin(28 For a fixed

cr

-2o)

2cr)

4.2

, the measured dependence of

1s

on

B

can thus be used

to readily extract the coherence parameters.

4.3 Experimental Details of

p,*

r tland

Li

Measurement

The general description of the experimentar apparatus has been given
in chapter 3. The high intensity electron gun is rotatable with respect to a
fixed, hemispherical electron detector. Typical beam current at the interaction
region is about 200n4 with energy resolution of 0.5ev and with about r2o
beam divergence. The linearly polarized laser light from the ring dye laser
pumped by the argon ion laser is incident upon the target Ba vapor beam from

below the scattering plane and strikes the scattering plane perpendicularly.
The metal-vapor source is heated to a typical operating temperature of about
760"c and produces a beam collimation of 10:1 with typical number density

of the order of 7x1010cm¡ at the interaction region. A Glan-Taylor prism was
employed in the present work to ensure linear polarization of the incident
laser light, Typical laser powers of 100mW in single mode were used.

Before entering the vacuum chamber viewport, the beam traverses a
retardation pIaæ (N2 or ì,J4 at 555nm). By continuously rotating a M2 plate
with constant angular speed, we can generate a light beam with rotating linear
polarized electric field vector at the collision center. By using a N 4 plale, we
can convert linearly polarized laser light into circularly polarized light at the

collision center if the fast axis of the plate is properly aligned with respect to
the GT prism fansmission axis.

The polarization state of the laser light at the interaction region is
determined by the true value of the phase retardation introduced by the
retardation plate (possibly not exactly õ = r¡ for M2 plate and ô

: nl2 for À14

plate), as well as the possible presence of stress-induced birefringence in the

bottom viewport, In the present experiments we employed multiple-order
quartz retardation plates that were specified as N2 or N4 at tu = 555nm.
Diagnostic measurements as described by wedding, Mikosza, and rvilliams
(wedding1991) were carried out to determine cosô. Figure 4.3 is a schematic

of a polarizer-analyzer combination used to determine the retardation of a
plate that was initially designed to characterize the polarization of light. The
polarization analyzer is composed of a polarizer @ol#1) and a retarder. An
additional linear polarizer (Pol#2) with its transmission axis defining the
reference axis x was included before the polarization anaryzer. The additional

polarizer transmits linearly polarized light to be incident upon the analyzer.
The transmitted intensity of the polarizeranalyzer system is (wedding1991)

¡(c¿, Ê,

ô) = 10fl +

{

[cos2(cr

-

B)cos 2B

- s inà(a -

B)sin 2p cosô]]

4.3

where

c is the angular displacement of transmission axis of pol#2 with

respect to x-axis ( i.e. the direction

of the hansmission axis of pol#l), B the

angular displacement of fast axis of the retarder with respect to x-axis, and
the Stokes parameter of the incident light.

pl

Polarizer2

retarder

Polarizerl

Figüre4.3. Schematic of a polarizer-analyzer combination. The anows on polarizers indicate
the direction of
transmission axes and lhe alrow on retarder is in the direction offast axis.The fllst polatizer is
used to defìne
linearly pol¿rized light charactered by P r. The transmission axis ofthe second polarizer is
set to be at angle d
with respect to the one of Polarizerl. p is the angte of Ihe fast axis ofretarder with respect to the traffmission
axis ofPolariz¿rt.

lase¡

difusing lens

Figure 4'4' The seup fo¡ Ee€sure*ent ofphase
retardation i¡¡aoduced by retardation plate atrd
by viewpoÉ
For the viewport meâsurcllre¡t, refa¡dation plate
is take¡
away an¿

Cf

f

í .ä,.¡.

If the incident laser light is linearly polarized (i,e., 4 = 1) and c is set
to be 45o with respect to the transmission axis of pol#l, Eqn 4.3 can be
rewritten as

1(4s',Ê,ô)

*

1

+ÊîÐ.in+F

4.4

The retardation ô can be thus extracted from the modulation depth of
sin4B oscitlation. The experimentri setup is shown in Figure 4.4. The laser

was tuned at Ba resonance wavelength

ì" =

553.5nm.

A

series of

measurements were carried out to test the polarization of Glan-Taylor prism

polarizer, the effect

of the reflection mirror on polarized light and the

birefringent effect of the viewport under the stress. we found that the GT
prism can produce perfect linearly polarized light (l00To polarization), the

effect of the mirror on polarized light and the birefringent effect of the
viewport are negligible. By setting the angle between transmission axes of

GT#l and GTtÐ (a) equal to 45o, we performed the

measurement by

continuously rotating the retardation plate. The transmitted light was then
registered by a photomultipler, converted into frequency signal and collected
by MCS. By fitting the modulation spectrum on Eqn. 4.4,we determined that
cosô = -0.970( L{.02) for the N2 plare and cosô
for the À
=

-0,374(+0.02)

l4 plate.
For P,+and T measuremenfs, a N2 retardation plate was mounted on

a

rotator driven by a synchronous motor and was continuously rotated to
produce a rotating linearly polarized laser light

in the interaction region. A

synchronization pulse generated by the plate rotator triggers the start of data

acquisition by the MCS (as described

in

Section 3.4).

In this way,

a

"polarization modulation spectrum"

of the superelastic-scattering

signal

versus retarder rotation angle B can be accumulated. The use of an electrically

controlled shutter triggered by the miclpass signai fiom MCS allows the
accumulation

of background signal in the second half of each polarization

modulation specttum.

In the case of Zl measurements, a quarter_wave retardation plate ( ô :

n/2 ) converts linearly polarized incident light from Glan-Taylor prism into
left-handed, right-handed circularly or linearly polarized light. we set the
RAMP program to collect a spectrum of supererastic-scattering signar
conesponding to laser excitation by LHC, RHC, linear polarized light beams
and background in a single pass (four-quarter spectrum). The collection of
each quarter of the spectrum by MCS is triggered by the synchronizing purse

from the rotator. After the data collection for one laser polarization is
finished, the rotator changes the orientation of the N4 plate to produce
another laser polarization state.

For the purpose of

Zl

measurements, we mounted the quarter_wave

retardation plate on the stepper motor driven rotator and installed a four arm
chopper wheel on which arms are separated by 45".In order to generate

'þerfect" circularly polaúzed light at the collision center for

z,

measurement,

the fast axis of quarter-wave retardation plate must be aligned at 45" with
respect to the transmission axis of Glan-Taylor prism. we completed the
alignment by following this procedure: The laser was tuned on barium rpr
transition frequency. A linear polarizer was mounted on the top viewport as a
polar.ization analyzer. In absence of the À/4 plate, the polarizer was set
to

cross the linearly polarized laser beam from the Glan-Taylor prism and
minimum transmitted light was observed. The retardation plate rotator was
preset at its supposed position to produce linearly polarized light.
t26

v/e

then

mounted

theì'/

plate in the plate holder and rotated the plate holder until

a

minimum transmitted light was obtained. In this position, the fast axis of the
N4 plare is either parallel or perpendicular to the transmission axis of the
Glan-Taylor prism and the light transmitted from the À)4 plate is linearly
polarized. This indicates that the ),,t4plate rotated 45o forward and backwarcl
can generate circularly polarized light beams of opposite handedness at the

collision region. The accuracy of this alignment was estimated to be f

1o

which is basically determined by the 1' angular increment of the step motor.
The energy levels of barium atom below

3eV are given in Table 4.1

(Moore1958). tn naturally occurring barium, the isotopes with atomic mass
unirs 138, 137, 136, 135, 134, 132, and 130 are presenr in 71.66Vo, 11.32Vo,
7.81Vo, 6.597o, 2,42Vo, 0.10Vo, and O.l\Vo abundance, respectively. The
nuclear spin for the even isotopes is zero and for the odd isotopes is

3/2. so

there is no hyperfine structure in the 138 isotope (with I = 0). The 13g isotope

is dominant in abundance and the energy gaps between 13g and

other

isotopes for (...6s6p tP,) transition are larger than 70MHz, which enables us

to tune the dye laser on the 138 isotope. An additional check on the laser
funing can be made by use of a polarizer to monitor the fluorescence.

If

laser

is tuned on the odd isotope, the fluorescence light is not compleúely linearly
polarized (even though the excitation light is fully linearly polarized) because

of the depolarization caused by hyperfine structure. on the contrary, because
ofthe absence ofhyperfine effect, the fluorescence emitted from even isotope
(like t:eBa) is purely linearly polarized.

The schematic diagram of laser pumping process in Ba is shown in
Figure 4.5. Laser light tuned at rso to rPr transition excites atom to rp, level.
consequently, three elecffon-collision deexcitation processes (superelastic

Table 4.l. list of energy levels of barium below 3eV.
Ground state (1s22s22p63s23p63dt0 4c24p64{ t0JszJp6 )S52

Ionization energy 5.212eV

Designation

I-evel (eV)

6s2 lS
6s5d 3D
6s5d 3D
6s5d 3D

I
2
3

1.190

6s5drD

2

6s6P rP
6s6P rP

0
I

1.413
1.521

6s6P rP

0

0.00
1.120
1.

t43

2

1.567
1.676

6s6P tP

1

2.2q

5d6p:P

2

2- t 5t)

5d6p rP

3

5d6p:P
5d2 ID

4

2.845
2.946
2.860
2.861
2.878

5d6p

t¡

5d2 3P
5d2 3P
5d2 3P

2
2

0
I
2

2.911

2.966

128

I

g,

4.5. Laser pumping excitation of r33 Ba (...6s6p) and the eleatroE collisioDa.l deexcitatiotr
transitiotrs followiÂg the excitation. Process (a) represe¡ts laser pumpiag excitation of lPl at 553nrn,
(b) elechotr collisiotral deexcitation from rPl to ts¡,1c¡ deexcitation from rp.| to lDz,aûd(d)
dexci tation fiom rDz to rS o,
Figure

scattering) take place: rPr to rS0 at2.24ev, rp, to rD, at 0.g3eV and rD, to

rSo

at 7.41eY.

The optical pumping of the Ba (...6s6p rp,) level at 553.5nm

is

somewhat complicated by the presence of a non-negligible branching ratio to
the lower lying rD metastable level. A systematic investigation of the effect of

lD level on the pumping

process has been carried out

by Register et

al

(Register1983). By assuming a branching ratio of 1:700 to therD level, they

calculated the population distribution among rS, rP and

rD levels

and

estimated that under their experimental condition, the populations on rp and

's

are dominant.

we

have performed

a

similar investigation for our

experimental condition by solving three-level rate equations and the similar
results were achieved. Therefore, we conclude that under current laser power

and pumping time, most population still remains within pumping cycle

and

does not end up at tD level.

The superelastic-scattering experiment began with accumulation of an
energy loss spectrum at an impact energy Eos = Eo - LE until the superelasticscattering feature

in tP,- tso deexcitation transition is strong enough to

be

located (see Fig. 3.11). The typical energy resolution of 0.5ev was obtained.

The superelastic-scattering intensity to inelastic-scattering intensity ratio for

this transition was approximately 1:50. we then locked the elecffon
spectrometer at energy loss of -2.24eV
the rp, to rSo superelastic_

-

scattering feature. The typical count rate at 10o scattering angle was about
100H2. The apparatus was ready to take a polarization modulation specfum.

Several calibrations were appÌied

to the data. Impact

energy was

calibrated against the known position of the He 2rs Feshbach resonance at

l9'37eY. To do so, we locked the energy loss at the peak of elastic-scattering
r30

signal and scanned the impact energy to accumulate a scattering intensity vs
impact energy spectrum. The impact energy was then calibrated with respect

to the resonance feature. The typical voltage discrepancy is less than 50mv
and is caused by contact potentials in the electron spectrometer ancl residual
electrical and magnetic fields at the interaction region,

Zero scattering angle was determined by monitoring

supererastic

scattering to the left and right. For r,*and T measurement we made use of the
symmerries 4.(0)=4.(-0), y(0)=-y(-0) and ls10¡_¡'(_0) ro calibrare

zero scattering angle, where

Is

refers to an average

of

1s over retarder

rotation angle B. For zi measurement, since there is no sharp angular
variation on zl curve, we calibrated the scatúering angle by calculating

(l-t)t''

and aligned the observed minimum with the corresponding
minimum previously measured in ,Ç*. In our current experiment, we are not
able to distinguish between RHC polarized tight from LHC polarized light
and thus to determine the sign of z. experimentally. we normalized the sign

of Ll to theory at one small scattering angle. The validity of
normalization relies on the theoretically predicted behavior of

ti

impact excitation of 1P state. A comprehensive discussion about

will

this

for elecffon

zi

behavior

be given in later section. This calibration was estimated to be accurate to

within +1". This calibration technique differs slightly from the traditional
0 = 0 calibration which uses the symmetry DCS(0)=DCS(-0), where DCS is
the differential cross section for excitation of a forward-peaked inelastic
feature. we chose this method because, in the case of superelastic scattering,
the background count rate is very low even at very small scattering angles and

it is much simpler to account for the background
superelastic-scattering spectrum.

contribution

The zero degree

to

a

scattering angle

determined in this way differed by 2o from its value determined by optical
alignment of gun and detector.

For the purpose of measuring

"y,

it was also necessary to determine the

position in a polarization modulation spectrum where the major axis of the
polarization ellipse (representing the ellipticat polarization state of the laser

light at target) aligns with the forward-scattering direction. This calibration
involved the use of a photomultiplier tube to monitor laser-induced
fluorescence modulation (see Figure 4.6).

A well-defined

fluorescence

observation direction was set by removing the electron gun cathode and
rotating the gun into a known position between the interaction region and the

photomultiplier viewport. The fluorescence detection view cone was therefore
determined by collimating apertures

in the electron gun (giving a detection

solid angle of 0.001sr). Minima in the fluorescence polarization modulation
spectra occur when the major axis of the laser beam polarization ellipse is

aligned with the fluorescence observation direction.

By

analyzing the

modulation spectrum, we can determine the laser polarization direction with
respect to the observation direction. since the angle displacement between
the forward-scattering direction and the observation direction is known, we
can then determine the angle of laser polarization elliptical axis with respect
to the forward-scattering direction,

photoswitch

laser beam

Frgule 4.6. The setup for the alignmeÐt angle (y ) câlibratiotr. cq ß are defned in the text.

4.4.Data Analysis

4,4.1 For

r,+

and

l

Measurement

Examination of Eqn.4.2 reveals that a perfect half-wave retardation
plate (ð = ru ) will allow the straight-forward extraction of r,*and "y through a
measurement of the depth of modulation and phase of Is as a function of
B. In
this case the laser light is linearly polarized at the target. we can reduce Eqn.
4.2 to amore explicit expression by

¡'(F -

In

cr) =

f<r+

settingô

{*cos(48

-

2y

-

: fi

2a)\

4.5

analyzing the background-corrected spectra, we observed a small

"slow" modulation of the intensity resulting from the term in Eqn. 4.2 thaf
involves zr. This term arises since our retardation plate is charccterized, by a
phase retardation that differs from

hence, sinð is not equal

to

n atBa resonance frequency 553.5nm and,

zero. By examining Eqn. 4.2, we found that two

cycles of the signal intensity oscillation involving p,* cover one cycle of the

slow modulation caused by

zr. In order to eliminate the slow-modulation

component from a specfrum, we added a "shift" version of the spectrum to
the original specÍum and formed the sum

lslB-c)(,¡+ls(Pwhere 1s(B

c)(,+ä) =

- a) is expressed

¡j{r +rlcos(48-2y -2())>

4.4

in Eqn. 4.2 andq can be expressed as

P*(1

'

2+ n-

Q+

- cosô)

cosô)cos(2o

-

4.5

21)

In this way, the slow modulation associated with ¿r is eliminated.
Extraction

of 4* and

"y parameters

was canied out by fitting the

superelastic-scattering polaÅzation modulation spectïa

to Eqn. 4.4, in

rhe

following way. A background subt¡action was first carried out by integrating
the background spectrum over all MCS channels in the spectrum, dividing the

integrated counts by the number of channels, and subtracting this result from
each channel in the signal plus background spectrum. The spectrum was then

fit by a two-parameter (n , y )

nonlinear least-squares method which

approximates the 1'z hypersurface near its minimum as parabolic. The error in
a

fitting parameter is approximately given by the change in this parameter that

causes x2 to increase by one from its minimum value. Details are discussed by

Bevington (Bevington1969). For the best fitting result, sometimes integration

of the signal specffum is necessary ( usually by integrating over two or four
neighboring channels) to improve the statistics of the spectrum.

signal spectra taken at different scattering angles

A

series

of

( after the subtraction of

background ) along with the best fitting curves are presented in Figure 4.7,
The parameter
was exüacted from the fitting parameters through the

{*

relation

D+

'

-

2t1

l-cosô-q(l+cosô)cos(2u-2y)

4.6

with our measured value of cosô = -0.970 and a value of cr determined to be
0" (15'). For a "true" À/2 plate (i.e.,
= n), p; is equal to q. Summing the

ô
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Figure 4.7. A series of polarization modulation spectra of superelætic
signal intensity at different
scanering angles. O reprcsents the calibraæd angle betwe€n laser field vector
dircction and the

forward scaÉering direction.
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spectrum in this way has the added benefit of eliminating slow modulation of

the superelastic-scattering signal, which may arise through a slight deviation

of the incident

laser beam

by the rotating retardation plate. We note,

however, that such beam steering was not visibly discernible.

4.4.2. For Z, Measurement

By bringing B - o = 0 ,n12, -nl4 and +nl4

(þ - a is the angle between

the retardation plate fast axis and the laser polarization vector direction) into
Eqn. 4.2, we get the expression representing the superelastic-scattering signal

intensity at each laser polarization state
Is(o¡

*

It (î)

*l+

1a 4*

*

P,*

ços(2u-2y)
cos(2a-2y)
4.7

t,

sin ô

¡t(-+) * t + &* cosôcos(2cr - 21)- t,

sin ô

ls1+1¡

t+

4*

cosô cos(2o

-

2r¿) +

For a 'perfect'N4 refardation plate (õ
that

L,

:

can be extracted from Eqn.4.2 or Eqn. 4.7 and expressed in terms of

superelastic-scattering signal intensity Is(P) with

,
"

nl2), it can be easily shown

=

¡'(+ã)- 1'(-+)

¡?"0)+¡t(-Ð

þ: tnl4
4.8

Deviation from the 'perfect'phase retardation (namely, cos8

:

0 forlJ4

plate) forced us to use a more complicated scheme to extract Z_, from Eqn.

4.2.We define the ratio

ft=

1'(+)

(-

-

ls(0)cosô
4.9

å) + 1s(0) cosô

from which we get ¿r by the relation

_ R-l_l-cosð,..-

-

. \:---------=.,
'¡-r -:-R+l'1+cosõ

4.10

The measurement of Is(ri / 2) is redundant with the 1s(0) measurement

(i.e., 1s(0) should be equal to

Is(n/2))

but allows us to determine whether

rotation of the lJ4 plate introduces any steering of the laser beam away from
the target region. A series of signal spectra taken at different scattering angles
( before the subtraction of background are presented in Figure 4.g.
)

The first step

of Z-, extraction was to inûegrate the counts of

superelastic-scattering signal over each quarter of the spectrum and divide the
integraûed counts

by the number of

channels. The results

of

integration

represent the averaged signal plus background intensities coffesponding to
laser excitation by RHC, LHC and linear polarized light (namely,
tnl4

þ

and

0)' and the averaged background intensity. A background

:

subtraction

was performed by dividing the integrated counts of background quarter by
the number of channels, and subtracting this result from the averaged signal

plus background count of each quarter. we then used these results
(background-corrected Is(t.i),1s(0) or 1s(å)) along with our measurement
of cosô into Eqn. 4.9 and 4.10 to get

L'

The error bars represent statistical

uncertainty of the integration, By comparing the

z,

results before and after

the phase retardation correction, we found that there is a significant influence
of phase deviation from nl2 on .L_, measurement results at the region of large
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Figure 4.8. A group of spectra of superelastic-scattering signal taken at different scattering
angles
when a quarter-wave plate is rotated. The fi¡st and thi¡d quaÍ¡r of spectra correspond ûo circularly
polarized light while the second and fourthquarær of spech" to lineå¡ty polarized
light The first
part of the second quarter is the accumulation of background (aser-off).
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2000

rr

values. The phase deviation can reduce measurement resurts by
up to 20vo

at some scattering angles.

4.5. Results and Discussion

The experimental resurts are tabulated in Tabre 4.2 ancr presented
graphically in Figure 4.9 through 4.r3.rn part (a) and (b)
of Figure 4.9 and,

4.13, (b) and (c) of Figure 4.lO - 4.12, charge_cloud alignment parameters
(4* and 'y) measured by means of superelastic scattering at impact energies

nf = 7.76eY,

17.76ey, 34.5ey,

47

.76ey

and

calculations carried out for impact energies Eo

i7.76ey are compared wit]r

= 10eV, 20eV, 36.7eV, 50eV

and 80ev. The transferred orbital angular momentum
results are graphicalty shown
energies

nf

:

1'7.76eY,34.5ey

measurement

in part (a) of Figure 4.10 to 4.12 at impact
and, 47

carried out for impact energies Eo
appropriate

(zr)

.76ey and compared with carcurations

:

20ey, 36.7ey and 50eV.

It

is

to

compare EICp's extracted from superelastic-scattering
experiments with incident electron energy u'os to theoretical parameters
calculated for the time-inverse inelastic collision involving incident
elect¡ons
with energy Eo = Ei, + A,n, where Á.8 = 2.24ev is the excitation energy of

the

Ba(...6s6p 6tP,) state, As we have discussed in Chapter 2, superelastic
and
inelastic collisions are related by time-reversal symmefty of the scattering
amplitudes, EICP's extracted from a superelastic-scattering measurement
are
the same as EICP's extracted from an electron-photon coincidence
experiment

involving the time-inverse inelastic collision for Ba (rp, to

In order to

rSo)

excitation.

discuss the reration between our observations and the

theoretical results, we have carried out modeling calculations that average
the
theory over an interaction volume of finite spatial extent. This type
of
142

'lable 4.2. Summary of measulcd EICP values obtained by superelasticscattering of electrons witli incident kinetic energy E: (Eo -2.24eV) aûd ¡J1e
derived degree of coherence Pt. The uncertainty in the last digits are given in
parentheses.

E: :7.76ev (8" = 10.0eV)
0 (deg)

4
6.5
C'

1

1.5

14
19

24
34
44
54

P,'

0.82(3)
0.87(3)
0.87(3)
0.88(3)
0.87(3)
0.84{3)

-83(4)
-44<4)

r(5)

-s0(4)
-s7(4)
-63(4)
-71(4)
-78(s)

0.82(s)
0.70(s)
0.s6(6)

6s(s)
2s(s)
-e(s)

0.8

E: = ti.76eY (8" = 20.0ev)
0 (dee)

LL

1

0.6s(3)

J

0.81(3)

-2s(4)
-46(4)

o.zs(r)

5

6

0.8s(3)

8

0.87(3)
0.83(3)

-s8(4)
-69(4)
-73(4)

0.7s(3)

-8s(4)

l0

0.42(7)

0.s2(7)

0.e6(6)

l5

0.63(7)
0.80(7)

17
18

0.92(6)
0.97(6)
0.e8(6)

0.59(7)

12
13

P,

0.ss(3)

0.99(8)

85(s)

t43

20
23
2s
28
30
33
35
38
4
43
M
48
s0
ss
60
6s
70
76
81
86

0.28(s)
0.18(3)
0.19(3)
0.31(s)
0.s7(s)
0.86(s)
0.99(6)
0.93(8)

(deg)

3
4
s
7
8
l0
r1
12
14
15
16
9
r

o.e1(7)
1.02(10)
0.90(7)

0.98(8)
0.94{8)

r.0(9)
r.00(8)
0.97(9)

0.67(1)

0.99(8)

0.341)
1.00(7)

0.02(7)
0.93(9)
-0.13(7)
-0.13(9)
0.01(9)

0.30(i6)
0.s1(36)
0.68(14)
-0.21(12)
-0.79(26)

rj:
0

70(s)
61(s)
30(s)
23(7)
17(4)
13(4)
s(4)
-7(4)

0.88(7)

P,*

r+.soev

!

0.66(3) -s3(4)
0.87(3) -72(4)
0.88(3) -82(4)
0.75(3) -8(4)
0.62(s) -93(4)
0.36(s) -99(4)
-t9(7)
0.1(3)

(4

:36.67ev)
LL

0.67(4)
0.18(7)

0.90(s)

osqT)
0.96(6)
0.42(7)
0.9 r (7)

0.s8(7)
0.98(9)
0.81(7)

0.96(8)
0.92('1)

0.96(7)

0.e7(8)

z1

0.40(8)

-2o(4)

1.00(

22
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l0)
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0.'r7Q)
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40
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=
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7
9
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t7
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Hgure 4.9. (a) Comparison of ttre P¡ parameter (circles with error bars) with UDWA
calculation of Cla¡k et al. (Clarkl989) (dashed cuwe). The rneasurements were obtained
in superelastic-scattering experinìents involving incident electrons with kinetic energy
Eì =7.76 eV, while the calculation describe an inelastic collision involving incident
electrons with kinetic energr Eo = 10.0 eV (b) Same as (a) except for the alignnent
pammeter T
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Figure 4.10. (a) Comparison of the ¡ir parameter (circles witr error bars) with UDWA
c¿lculations of Clark et al. (Clarkl989) (dashed cuwe), RDW calculations of Srivast¿va
et al. (Srivastaval992) (solid ctwe), and the close-coupling calculations of Fabrikant

(FabrikantlgSs) (squares), The measurements were obtained in superelastic-scattering
experíments involving incident elecEons with kinetic energy Eo = 17.76 eV, while the
calculations describe an inelastic collision involving incident ele€trons with kinetic energy
Eos = 20.0 eV, The dotted curve rcpresenß the results of a modeling calculation (which
employs the RDW EICP) canied out !o show the effect of an interaction volume that

subænds an angle of 4 degrees at the detector (b) Same as (a) except for the alignment
parameter p¡. (c) Same as (a) except for the 1 pammeter.
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Figurc 4.11. (a) Comparison of the ¿^¡ parameter (circles with error bars) with
UDWA
calculations of cla¡k er al. (clarkrggg) (dashed cuwe), RDW calcurations
of srivastava
etal. (Srivastaval992) (solid curve). The measurements were obtained

in superelastic_
scåttering experiments involving incident elecftons with kinetic ene¡gy
¿os = 34.5 sV
while the calculations describe an inelastic collision invotving incident electons
with

kinetic energyEo = 36.67 eV. The dotted cuwe represents the results of a
modeling
calculation (which employs the RDW EICP) carried out to show the effe¿t of
an
interaction volume that subtends an angle of 4 degrees at the detector (b)
Same as
(a) except for thePr+ parameter. (c) Same as (a) except
for the
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par¿meter.
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modelling calculation

is

identical

to that

described

by

Zatner

et

al

(Zetner1990) except that it is applied to the '90o out-of-plane' geometry of the
present experiment rather than the 'in-plane' geomeÍy discussed in that work.

A

BASIC progl'am developed by T,etner was used for the modelling

calculation. Our model calculates scattering signal arising from an extended
scattering volume represented by an ensemble of collision events, each of
which defines a rtrue' scattering plane and scattering angle. The apparatus

itself defines a scattering angle ( the angular separation between electron gun
and detector axes). The spatial distribution of the extended scattering volume

is physically defined by the overlap of the electron beam, atomic beam, Iaser

beam and electron detection viewcone. For the modelling calculations we

of a finite interaction volume, at a given nominal
scattering angle, by averaging the signal associated with electrons
superelastically scattered into 25 discrete directions within the acceptance
simulated the effect

viewcone of the detector. The contribution to the overall scattering signal
from any one of these 25 scattering events was weighted by the value of the
differential cross section at the true scatúering angle defined by the incident
and scattered elecffon directions associated with that particular event.

We have carried out modelling calculations for

r,*, .y and Lr,

and

found that the finite interaction volume has an apparent influence on

but is very insignificant for

L,

{+ and 1
Modelling calculations presented in Figure

4.14 shows the effect of detector viewcones on p,+and 1 which subtend angles

of 2", 4" and 6o at the interaction region. Deviation from the full curve
(DV/A calculation with no account of finite interaction volume effects)
increases with increasing angular size

of the viewcone. The 6. viewcone

corresponds to an upper limit set by collimation apertures at the detector front
end. The effect of such an extended interaction volume on the measurement

(a)

z'i
+

il

!

b;

äo
()
'U

Þ- -ioo

0102030

0 (dee)
Figure 4.l4 The results of modeling calculations to show the effect of furite interaction volumes
on 4+ par¿meter (a) and y parameter (b). The solid curve represents DWA calculation results of
Clark et al. (Clarkl989) for ¿o = 26sy, The do$ed ctwes are the modelling calculation results
which subtend angles of2, 4 and 6 degrees.

of

,l+and 1 EICP

is not

surprising. Near zero degrees scattering angle,

different collision events contributing to the measured signal can define true
scattering planes and true scattering angles that differ radically from their
nominal counterparts. This can be illustlated by considering a collision event

that scatters an electron out of the nominal scattering plane (but into the
detector viewcone). Near zero degrees nominal scattering angle such an event

can define a true scattering plane that is nearly perpendicular to the nominal

scattering plane, Hence,

for this particular collision event, an in-plane

experimental geometry is defined rather than the nominal 90o out-of-plane
geometry. Likewise, the ftue scattering angle, corresponding to a detected

collision event, can lie anywhere within a range determined by the angular
size of the detector viewcone. For a collision event that scatters an electron

out of the nominal scatûering plane, the difference between the true and
nominal scattering angle is largest near zero degrees nominal scattering angle

(refer to Fig. 3(a) of (Zntnet7990)). The influence of a finite interaction
volume on the measurement beyond 5o scattering angle is minimal for a
detector viewcone of 4o. Now we can explain why the interaction volume of

finite extent does not have significant inJluence on

Zr.

The magnitude of

is very low at small scattering angles. Therefore we
"depolarization" of

l,

expect

a

L,

small

resulting from averaging of scattering events over a

spatial extent. In Figure 4.9

-

4.13, modelling calculations (employing the

RDW theory) are represented by dotted lines. We simulated the effect of
finito interaction volume

by

a

taking the detector acceptance view cone to be

4o. As seen from the figures (especially Fig. 4.14), this influence can strongly

affect the measured values of ^Q* at small scattering angle but is negligible

except for near-zero scattering angles. We can therefore safely compare
experiment and theory outside of this region. Since the modelling calculation
158

indicated that the measurement

of L,

was negligibly affected by

interaction volume size even at near-forward-scattering angles.

the

It is therefore

legitimate to directly compare experimentaÌ and theoretical results for

l,

over

the whole range of scattering angles studied.

Radiation trapping arises from the reabsorption of radiation emitted

by the laser-excited atoms in the interaction region. The
emission is not polarized and can contribute an isotropic

spontaneously
spontaneous

component to the superelastic signal. When the atom number density is high

enough, depolarization effect can result in reduction of the magnitude of
EICP.

Hertel and Stoll (Hertel1977) have discussed the conditions under
which radiation trapping can be disregarded in collision experiments with
laser-excited atoms. The estimation

of the maximum atom number

density

tolerable has been presented as follows: In the center of the excitation region,
the spectral spontaneous radiation density is

uv

-n"

=

hDl2

4.11

-no---^no lÀvtt2

whereÀu,,, is the FWHM of the atom beam velocity distribution,

ø,

is the

t

total number density of atoms, n, the number density of excited atoms, and
the spontaneous lifetime.

D represents the beam diameter.

For barium 6tP, excitation where

n, I no

-

0.5

, we may neglect

the

trapped radiation when, say, the spon[aneous radiation density in the center

the beam

uv=

5x10-ta erg sec/cm-:. (This number was given

of

by Hertel and

Stoll for sodium. Because of the similarity between barium and sodium in
aspects of lifetime and radiation frequency

of their P state, we assume that

barium has the similar ø,,.). For a typical beam

D=

Zmm

r

=

10+ sec and

Lv,,r," 3v1gn cm/sec, the atom number density must be below 5x10u
atoms/cm3. Thus

in our experimental conditions, the atom number density

(about 7x10'o/cm:) falls wittrin this regime where depolarization by radiation

üapping should be small. Further corroboration is provided by the presence of
measured

{*

values that

fall close to unity. Since all of our

measurements

were taken under the same experimental conditions, we assume that radiation
trapping plays an unimportant role in all the measurements.

We have chosen emor bars to represent statistical uncertainty of the
data as well as any systematic unceftainty (small, but unknown, contribution

from radiation trapping, small deviation of the laser incidence direction from
the normal direction to the nominal scattering plane). We have found that the

error bar can be substantially reduced by taking signal and background
spectra in the same pass.

The experimental results exhibit behavior similar to that which has
been observed in elecfon-photon coincidence studies

of lrso to 2rp excitation

in helium (Andersenl988). Pronounced minima in the charge-cloud linearpolarization parameter P,* are evident at all impact energies studied. At
impact energies of Eo :36.7eY,50eV and 80eV, the minimum in
is

{+

accompanied by a rapid change in alignment angle .y, which is the expected

behavior for the excitation of a near-circular atomic state.

At Eo:20ey,

however, the alignment angle undergoes a comparatively smooth decrease

with increasing scattering angle, suggestive of He lrSo to 2rP observations
closer to the excitation threshold.

It is seen from the experimental

data that the first order Bom

approximation fails completely at large scattering angles. The prediction of

FBA is that P,* = L, Lr:0 and .y follows the smooth function of Eqn. 2.52c.

But the experiment data exhibit pronounced minima in ,Ç* parameter
rapid change in

Z,

"y

and

simultaneously. At the same angle when .Ç* goes to minima,

reaches about 1. As we pointed out in Chapter 2, the discrepancy between

FBA and the measurement results at large scattering angle and low impact
energy is associated with the deep penetration of scattered electron into target
atom.

In general, with the exception of low impact energies (Eo

:

10 and

20eV), the agreement between experiment and distorted-wave theories for 4+

and

1is

excellent (see Figure 4.11 through 4.13). The RDW theory is

somewhat more successful both in reproducing the locations and depths of
minimum in -Ç* and in accurately predicting the behavior of 1.

It is probably

not the fully relativistic nature of this calculation that is responsible for its
superiority over the UDWA results. Over the range of scattering angles where
agreement between experiment and theory

is

good,

it is expected that

relativistic (i,e,, spin-dependent) effects contribute negligibty to the rSo to rP,
excitation in barium. This has been bome out (theoreticalty) by both UDIVA

and RDW calculations.

It is likely that observed

theoretical results arise from differences

differences between two

in the details of the calculations,

particularly the use of different distortion potentials.

At the impact energ! Eo :

10eV, the measured

{*

exhibiß

structureless angular behavior and is affected by the finite interaction volume

at scattering angles up to 10 degrees (as shown in Figure 4.9). The UDWA
theory also predicts a relatively flat behavior

of

{*

but shows a shallow

minima at about 50'. The agreement between experiment and theory is

qualitative for ,Q* but is reasonably good for 1. UDWA theory seems to
predict a faster variation on angular behavior of both .Q* and T. The
sfructureless nature

of

{*

for low impact energy results from the fact that
l6l

electrons with low kinetic energy can not penetrate deeply into the target
(especially for those scattered to small angles) and consequently

it can not

transfer much angular momenfum to the target. This gives rise to a constant

in {*
momenfum L'
large value

associated

with a small value in the tr ansferred angular

At the impact energy Eo : 20eY, both distorted-wave theories fail
completely to reproduce the observed deep minimum in

{*,

although a very

shallow minimum in the observed location is indicated by RDW calculations

@gure 4.10). Both theories, however, are very successful in predicting the
observed alignment-angle behavior. This can be viewed in slightly different
terms.

If we assume that relativistic effects play no role in the barium s to p

excitation at this impact energy and over this range of scattering angles (as
theory suggests), then the excited-state charge cloud can be considered to
possess pure positive-reflection symmetry, the '+' superscript on ,Ç* becomes

superfluous, and we can write (Andersen1988)

+#= -!P,exp(-2iy)
where

(J"li-)

4.12

is the off-diagonal element of the density matrix p, expressed

in the natural coordinate frame. Since predicted and obserued behavior of
can be in excellent agreement while severe discrepancies in

ff*

can exist,

.y

it is

apparent through Eqn. 4.1,2 that calculation of the phase difference between

scattering amplitudes is less sensitive to scattering-theory approximations
than the calculation of their magnitudes. In fact,

ff* is determined by the

magnitude of a ratio of bilinear combinations of scattering amplitudes. Small

errors in the calculation of these amplitr-rdes, which represent the primary

quantities obtained from theory, can be amplified in such a ratio. We point

out, however, that both distorted-wave theories are reasonably successful in
predicting the observed DCS (given by Tr[p]) af. 20eY impact energy and
scattering angle less than 30o (Srivastaval992) (with the UDWA calculation

fitting the available experimental data more closely). We also point out that
this disparity in predictive power for 1 behavior and

f*

behavior has been

observed by Martus, Zheng, and Becker (Martus1991) in the comparison of

their heavy-noble-gas measurements to first-order perturbative theories.

It is well understood that distorted-wave theories should begin to fail at
lower impact energies although, in the present case, it is somewhat surprising

that 20 eV (approximately nine times the barium (6s6p lP) excitation
threshold) should be categorized as a low impact energy. More meaningful

comparison

of our Eo : 20eY data might be made with close-coupling

calculations (for example), which have been demonstrated to succeed at nearthreshold impact energies. Figrue 4.10(a), (b) and (c) include a comparison of
present experimental results with the close-coupling calculations of Fabrikant

(Fabrikant1985) at

4:

20eY. The deep minimum in

{*

is clearly predicted

by this theory; however, the location of this minimum is shifted in scattering
angle with respect to the experimentally observed minimum. Agreement with

the observed behavior of the alignment angle 'y is excellent below about 20o

It

scattering angle, but significant discrepancies exist outside of this region.

interesting

to note,

however, that the close-coupling theory predicts

noticeable 'shoulder' in the

"y

versus 0 behavior when the calculated

{*

is
a

goes

through a minimum. In other words, near the minimum in .Q*, the decrease in

'y is more rapid than in regions

of scattering angle on either side of

the

minimum, The same type of shoulder is discemible in the experimental
values near the observed minimum

in

{*.

163

^y

In this respect, a correspondence

can be made between the behavior of y at

in

"y

Eo:

20eV and the rapid variations

observed at higher impact energies near the associated minima

in

.Q*.

Unlike the distorled-wave theories, close-coupling calculations seem capable

of qualitatively predicting this aspect of the behavior of
energy. Andersen

et al. have summarized

calcuated results for excitation

.y

at low impact

available experimental and

of the He 2rPr state (Andersen1988).

They

pointed out that close coupling calculation, in comparison with other theories,

can reproduce the experimental results with very good agreement at low
energies up to 30eV (threshold

is 21.2eY). So it is not surprising that close

coupling calculation works reasonably well for the barium at impact energy
about 10 times of the threshold. Finally, we bring to the reader,s attention

a

by Clark et ø/. (Ctark1989), of the close-coupling and
UDWA predictions for the barium (6s6p tp¡ DCS ar 20 eV impacr energy.
comparison, made

These two theories show very close agreement

in the DCS below,

approximately, 70o scattering angle in spite of the dramatic disagreement in

f*

over this range of angles. This, again, highlights the sensitivity of ratios of

bilinear combinations of scattering amplitudes to theoretical approximations

and demonstrates the effectiveness of EICP measurements in providing a
more rigorous test of these approximations.

The

L,

coherence parameter

atom collision dynamics.

It gives

is an interesting probe of the electron-

the expectation value of the orbital angular

momentum (measured in the perpendicular direction to the scattering plane)
transferred by an inelastic collision. Typically,

hydrogen and helium,
such a way that

L,

for such simple systems as
wilt vary monotonically with scattering angle in

it is positive at small angles and increases from zero (in

the

forward-scattering direction) to a maximum, then decreases to change sign
and reach a minimum, retuming to zero in the backward-scattering direction,

The forward-scattered electrons reach the target with a large scattering
parameter and have a weak interaction with the target, while the backwardscattered electrons reach the target with a zero scattering parameter and head-

on collisions take place for these electrons. Therefore, the vanishing

of Z, in

the folward- and backward-scattering directions can be understood classically

by noting that the projectile electron exerts no torque on the target atom in
these two situations.

Several 'universal' features of the behavior

of L, parameter have

been

observed for electron-impact excitation of simple systems such as hydrogen
and helium. These are discussed by Lin et al. (Lin1989). These authors have

investigated the orientation parameter
parameter

"y

(4)

fm collision frame) and alignment

of atomic excited states of hydrogen and helium atoms formed in

collision with electrons (and with other particles as well). They searched for
general trends and similarities in the calculated (fr) in order to assess the
possibility of simple models for interpreting the variation of the sign ln

(4).

They found that for electron impact, except for electron scattering at large
angles, the sign of (fr) (i.e. ,L_, in nature frame) is positive, consistent with

the classical model with an atffactive force. The angles where

(4)

ttut

maximum, minimum and zero values become smaller at increasing impact
energies. A simple semiempirical scaling of
for electron-impact

(lr)

excitations to 2p states was found and the general behavior of

(4)

and 1 was

analyzed for different impact energies.

The relatively simple behavior of

L,

prompted the development of a

semiclassical model (Stephl980) which linked the sign of this parameter to
the attractive (+sign) or repulsive (-sign) nahrre of the collisional interaction.

According to this model, electrons suffering glancing collisions experience a
net attractive force while backward-scattering electrons penetrate deep into

the atomic electron charge cloud and experience a repulsion. The attractive

interactions were attributed

to the polarization potentials for

glancing

collisions (small scattering angle) and the repulsive interactions were
attributed to the Coulomb repulsion between the incident electron and the
target electrons for close collision ( large scattering angle). Madison, Csanak,
and Cartwright subsequently demonstrated the inadequacies of this modet by

reproducing the observed

Z,

behavior using the distorted-wave Bom

approximation and a purely attractive interaction potential (Madison1986).
The importance of this work was twofold.

It

showed that the introduction of

distortion into the entrance and exit scattering channels in a first-order theory
was sufficient to yield reasonably quantitative agreement with observation of

Lr. In the absence of such distortion one obtains the first Born approximation
that fails completely by giving

L,

:

0 for all scattering angle. Second, by

performing a partial-wave expansion

of the enffance and exit

scattering

channels and introducing distortion selectively into the various partial waves,
these authors concluded that the angular behavior

of L, arises from quantum

mechanical interference among the distorted partial waves and does not lend

itself to a simple semiclassical interpretation.

In an interesting quantum mechanical study by Madison et a1
(Madison1986), the partial wave dependence of Z, was systematically
calculated in the FOMB theory. They found that the distortion of the I = 0, 1,
2 incident partial waves plays a significant role for obtaining the characteristic

shape

of Lr(g*). The I

- 0 and 1 distortion explains the forward positive

is

predominantly responsible for the sign reversal of

sign, while the d-wave

L,

atlarger scattering angles, This is illustrated in Figure 4.15. One major

point discussed by Madison et al is the importance of the nuclear atffaction as
the dominant force, determining the sign of the orientation for small scattering
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Figure 4.15. Trarufered angr¡lar momentum for elecfton impact excitation ofHe 2 rp at gl.6ev in
FOMB approximation. /p - 0, l, ... refers to the incid€nt el€rtron partial waves. Adopted ftom
(Andenen1988).

angles. The pure static potential is always attractive as soon as the electron
penetrates the atom. The electron repulsion and the long range polaization

potential are found not to be crucial for the shape of Lr(O.,¡).

that the negative sign of

L,

It is thus clear

atlarge 0.o, cannot be attributed to a repulsive

interaction but rather to the deep penetration of the scattered particie into the

potential and the resulting phase shifts and interference effects. Recognizing

this fact we note that there is no simple classical interpretation for the
negative Lr for electron-impact excitations. A quantum mechanical
interpretation has to be used to explain this phenomenon.

In the excitation of He 2tP by 80eV electrons, distorted partial waves
up to

1

:

2 were shown to make the dominant contribution. For the Ba 6'P,

excitation measured

in the present work, we would expect

significant

contributions from higher-order partial waves with the resultant quantummechanical interference giving rise

to a more highly structured

angular

behavior of Zr. Figure 4.10(a),4.11(a) and 4.12(a), in which we compare our
present measurements with available theory, illustrate that this is indeed the

case, The angular variation

of Z,

exhibits pronounced structure and is

in H and He excitation. We do,
to Z, behavior predicted and observed in Ca

substantially different from that occurring
however, note a resemblance

(Zohny1990, Hamdy1993

and

Srivastaval992),

Sr

(Hamdy1991,

Hamdy1993, Beyer and Srivastaval992), and, in some cases, the heavier rare
gases (Andersen

1

988, Conl 990 and Machado 1 99 1 ).

At impact energy Eo=2\eY quantitative agreement between experiment
and theory is poor, although all three theories reproduce, to some extent,
qualitative aspects of the angular behavior of Zr. The failure of the first-order
perturbative theories (UDWA and RDW) is not surprising at this low impact
energy. The CC approach should be more successful in this regime but the

two-state, nonexchange, nonrelativistic treatment adopted

by

Fabrikant

(Fabrikant1985) can only predict the height and width of the maxima

in

l'

but fails to reproduce the angular behavior of Z, adequately.
Comparison of the first-order perturbative theories with experiment at

Eo: 36.7eY reveals excellent quantitative agreement
angles.

An interesting situation occurs, however, at

olut

E0

to 92o scattering

= 50eV in which a

discrepancy between theory and experiment develops beyond the first
maximum

in L,

and worsens with increasing scattering angle to the point

where both UDWA and RDW theories fail to predict an apparent sign change

in Z-, near 60o scattering angle.

In Figure 4.16

The

present

Z,

measurements are combined

with our

earlier ,f+ measurements to give p+, the degree of polarization that is defined

in

Chapter

2, using

p* =f(pf)2+çLr)"),t,.

If p*: 1,

considered to be fully coherent and spin dependence

the excitation

is

in the collision is

negligible. Over the range of impact energies and scattering angles presented
in the figures, it is clear that p*= 1 to within experimental error limits, We

note that large error bars in the case

of

Eo

= 50eV arise partly due to

calibration uncertainty in the scattering angle. At this impact energy both r,*

L,

vary rapidly with angle and small uncertainties can give large
variations in p*. The fully coherent nature of the Ba 6rP, excitation is
and

predicted by both UDWA and RDW theories. We point out, however, that

the RDW theory does give a nonzero spin-polarization function but the
manifestation of spin effects in the EICP's is predicted to be small. The solid
lines in Figure 4.i6 results from a calculation which models the effect of the
finite interaction volume on p+ using RDW EICP's.
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Figure 4.16. (a) The degree of pola.rization P + for fo = 26çy. Measured values (circles
with error bars) were obtained by combining the measured P and Lt results. The solid
line represents a calculation which models the effect of â finite interaction volume using
36,7eV. (c)
tlre RDW EICP of srivastava (Srivastavai 992). (b) Same as (a) except
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Another set of EICP's (À,

i,

defined in collision frame by Blum, da

e,

^)

Paixao, and Csanak (Blum1980 and da Paixaoi9SO) is also used to describe

the electron-impact excitation processes. Among these parameters, À is the

most physically meaningfui parameter and represents the ratio

of

partial

differential cross section (PDCS) for M" = 0 ( magnetic sublevel in collision
frame) to differential cross section (see Eqn. 2.33). Therefore,

if

I

is known,

we can derive PDCS from existing DCS. Based on the relationships between

these two sets

of

parameters,

we have derived À parameters using our

experimental EICP results and then obtained PDCS (see Section 4.6).
The first step of present work is to use rearranged Eqn. 2.38 and 2.40
to calculate ), parameter from available results of previously measured

L,

P*,y

,

and Pt Stokes parameters

^

P+1

4.13

2

and
P,

4.r4

= P,* cos2Y

P* and 1 values

are either measured directly in superelastic-scattering

experiments or derived from measured
was measured incidentally with

L,

Z,

values. Some of the P1 parameter

measurement.

All À values derived from different measured

EICP's

for

impact

E0:70.20,36.7,50 and 80eV are tabulated in Table 4.3. Error
limits on the derived À values reflect both statistical and systematic
uncertainty in the primary measurements. The I versus scattering angle
energies

behavior is also graphically plotted in Figure 4.17. Tbe À values and error
bars on the graph were determined by best fitting the raw data of L and their

Table 4.3. Summary of experimentally derived values of the ?, parameter.
Numbers in paretheses indicate the uncertainty in the last digits.
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Eig 4. i7. (a) Experimentally derived values of the À parameter (circres with error bars)
at
an impact energ)¡ of Eo = 19"y. '¡¡" full cwve represents the uDrivA calculation
of

clark et

al (Clark1989). (b) Experimental derived values of rhe
paramerer ar an impact energy at Eo =
20ev. The full curve represents the UDWA calculation of clark et al (clarklggg). The
broken
curve represents the RDW theory of srivastava et al (srivasøval992). The chain cuwe
represenh

l"

the close-coupling calculation of Fabrikant (Fabrikantl gS5). (c) Experimental derived
values of
paftrmeter at an impact energy at E0 = 36.7ev. The full curve represents
the uDwA calculation
of clark et al. The broken curve represents the RDW theory of srivastava et al .(d) same
(c)
as

except Eo = 50eV. (e) Same as (c) except Eo = 96"y.
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upper and lower error limits, respectively. In this way we obtained the À
values and corresponding enor bars by taking weighted average over data
points possibly at the same angle. The r,* measurements suffer from a severe
systematic

effor at small scattering angles caused by the influence of

a

scattering volume of finite extent. Vy'e have used deconvolution method to
'unfold' this effect from

{+

measurements at lower impact energy in order to

of À. This was done by making a smooth
extrapolation from the known value of 4* : I atzerc degree scattering angle
give undistorted values

to the first data point unaffected by the volume effect,

Figure 4.17 also compares derived

ì.

values with available theory.

Calculations based on UDWA of Clark et al (Clark1989) are shown for all

impact energies. The RDW theory of Srivastava et al (Srivastava1992) is
presented for impact energies Eo = 20,37.5, 50 and 80eV.

calculation carried out by Fabrikant (Fabrikantl985) at

A close-coupling

Eo:

20eV is also

given. Excellent quantitative agreement is apparent in the case of the RDW
calculations for

4

= 36.7, 50 and 80eV. Quantitative agreement is exhibited

by UDWA results at these impact energies at the smaller scattering angles.
This theory tends to underestimate the value of ì" at larger scattering angles

but gives good qualiøtive agreement with the angular behavior of

this

At E0 = 20eV, the first-order perturbative theories (RDW

and

parameter.

UDWA) show only qualiøtive agreement with observations since they

are

approaching the low impact energy limit of their range of applicability. The
close coupling calculation also shows qualitative aspects of the behavior of À
at Eo

-

20eV but is unable to give good quantitative agreement. Surprisingly,

the qualitative behavior of the
the UD'WA calculation.

4:

10eV data is reasonably represented by

4.6 Determination of PDCS for (...6s6p 6tP,) Excitation

The general expression of the differential cross section for a particular
scattering process has been given in Chapter 2,

If

the excited state contains

some sublevels, we can define a partial diffelential cross section (PDCS) in

the similar way. But the numerator now represents the flux of scattered
particles that excite target atoms to each particular substate. The DCS of this
particular state equals the summation of PDCS over all of its substates. In the
case

of

rSo

to rPr transition, there are three magnetic substates existing

1, 0, 1), PDCS(M

:

-1), PDCS(M = 0) and PDCS(M

:

(Mr:

-

1) constirute the

differential cross sections (DCS) for tP, excitation
DCS( lP, ) = PDCS(M:

-i) + PDCS(M:0) + PDCS(M= 1)

4.15

The magnetic sublevel PDCS will be presented in two altemative
forms, namely, 'collision frame'and'natural frame'. Two of the EICP, namely

Lrand

À , have special significance

for the present work in that they can be

expressed directly in terms of the magnetic sublevel PDCS.

If we adopt the

notation PDCS (M") to refer to the partial differential cross section for
excitation of the Mth magnetic sublevel in the natural frame and PDCS (M")
to refer to the

patial differential cross section of

the

Mth magnetic sublevel in

the collision frame then

À-

and

PDCS(M"
DCS

-0)

4.16

Partial differential cross sections can be extracted from Eqn. 4.16 and
4.11 with the help of the further relations

DCS = PDCS(

M' -

0) + 2PDCS(M"

-

4.18

1)

and

DCS = PDCS(M" = +1) + PDCS( M" =

4.19

-1)

Eqn. 4.18 makes use of the relation PDCS(M"

-

+1)

-

PDCS(M" = -1)

that follows from the symmetry properties of the scattering amplitudes under

reflection in the scattering plane, Eqn. 4.19 holds when excitation of a pure
singlet P state takes place in the absence of spin-orbit coupling acting on the
continuum electron. Under these conditions, the collisionally excited charge
cloud must possess positive reflective reflection symme[y with respect to the

scattering plane,

in which case PDCS(M'= 0)= 0

and (P,t)2 +(L)2

-1.

This characterizes a completely coherent collision process, We have verified
this directly by demonstrating that (P,t)' +

lLr¡'-

1

20eY,37eY and 50eV up to the scattering angles

for impact energies Eo :

0 :

48",37" and 33o

respectively. In the present work we assume that coherent excitation of the

Ba 6tP level t¿kes place outside of the kinematic range for which direct
experimental evidence exists and extract magnetic sublevel partial differential
cross sections based on this assumption using the following formulae:

PDCS(M"=0)=trDCS
PDCS(M"

=1)-å(1-À)DCs

PDCS(M'

- 1l) = j(1 + ¿r)DCS
- -1) - +(i - ¿a)DCS

PDCS(M',

4.20

These equations are developed by using Eqn 4.16 through 4.19. Eqn.

4.20 were then used to convert available theoretical results for the EICP and
DCS into partial differential cross section.

The experimentally derived À values and the ¿a measurements of our
previous superelastic-scattering experiment were used in combination with
the absolute DCS measurements of Wang et al (V/ang1994) (for Eo
20eV) and Jensen et al (Jensen1978) ( for

E0:36J,50

:

10,

and 80eV) to give

partial differential cross sections by Eqn. 4.20. LL values used for PDCS
calculation were averaged by best fitting the data points resulting from both

Lr

and n+ measurements

.

ln order to obtain the absolute DCS values at Æ, =

36.7eY and 50eV, we plotúed the excitation function curve ( DCS versus E )

for the Jensen et al data and inúerpolated DCS at these impact energies from

the curve, Parlial differential cross sections were calculated at
scattering angles

for which absolute DCS

those

measurements were available.

Interpolation in scattering angle was therefore required to give the appropriate

À and 2,, values at

these scattering angles. The collision frame partial

differential cross section ( PDCS(M":O) and PDCS(ø'=1)) and the natural
frame partial differential cross sections (PDCS(ø':+1) and PDCS(M':-1))
for Eo:20eV and 36.7eY are plotted in Figure 4.18 and 4.19. Readers can
refer to (Li1994) for diagrams for other impact energies

(

10eV, 50eV and

80eV). The summary of PDCS results for all energies is given inTable 4.4.
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Table 4.4. Summary of PDCS values extracted from measured DCS and
measured EICP. Numbers in parentheses ìndicate the uncertainty in the last
digits.

0 (deg)

PDCS
Mc=0

MÈI
Eo

2

236

5

124

8

58.1

t0
15

38.8
8.73

25.0
38.0
38.s
31.6
20.6

20

1.69

7.61

)<

0.490
0.360
0.320

¿.o)

30

q

0.361

45

0.375

50

0.354

Mn=+1

M.:_1

= l0'0eV

1.07

0.400
0.130
0.660
0.500
Eo = 20.0eY

2

464

142

5

104

113

21.7

5r.2

10

8.71

15

1.7

26.7
4.85

20
30

0.840
0.599
0.504

35

o.464

40

0.478

45

0.494

50
60

0.,1O5

0.256

0.048
0.010
0.008
0.007
0.028

70

0.088

0.031

25

t

412
207
88.0
47.3
9.86
2;75
1.32
0.152
0.470
0.326
0.240
0.183
0.156
0.114

1.03

0.366
0.142

186

337

124
36.0
14.9
1.54

0.160
0.0133

0.0354
0.0894
0.172

0.254
0.23'7

0.156

0.0360

e (deg)
MÈO

MÈI

PDCS
M":+1

Mn:-l

Eo = 36'7eY

2.5
5
10
15

20
30

q

50
60
70

353
25.3
1.68
0.799
0.969
0.566
0.209
0.0667
0.0203

0.00292

477
140
20.5
3.21
|.52
0.635
0.161
0.0373
0.0i34

254

t0z
r3.2
1.38

0.291
0.102
0. r00
0.00210

0.00240
0.00124

0.00360

383

90.3
7.49
0.337
0.03

i0

0.135
0.0ó90
0.0337
0.0116
0.00180

Eo = 50'0eV

2.5
5

i0
15

20
30

40

50

281
13.3
1.49
1.27
r.02
0502
0.1 r
0.0317
1

229
88.4
8.01
0.915
0.229
0.129
0.0156
0.00138
Eo = 80'0eV

3
5
10

l5
tn

97.3
12.2
1.04

2.25
1.28

201
74.9
3.06
0.606
0.452

t87

411
lt7
13.7
3.07
1.17
0.s62
0.1 l0
0.0193

329
73.2
3.85

0.0310
0.306
0.198

0.0323

0.01s2

Eror limits for the derived PDCS

are not shown in the figures but are

taken to be the square root of the sum of the squares of errors contributed by

the EICP and absolute DCS measurements. For the most part, the overall

error

is

dominated

by uncertainty in the

absolute DCS. The resulting

uncefiainty in the absolute DCS measured by Wang et al is quoted to be +
257o while the uncertainty in the absolute DCS of Jensen et al is quoted as

507o. Associating

a

nominal uncertainty

of

+10Vo

*

with the coherence

parameters ì" and Zr, we estimate that the error in the relative PDCS is t11Zo

for Eo

= 10eV and Eo: 20eY, and, +l\Vo for Eo:37eV, 50eV

and 80eV.

Using error propagation, we calculate that the absolute PDCS is uncertain by
+27Vo for Eo

:

10eV and 20eV and uncertain by t5lVo for

Eo:37eV, 50eV

and 80eV.

Comparison

of the derived,

experimental, PDCS(M") with theory

with the UDWA approach of Clark et al
(Clark1989) except at the lower impact energies (4 = 10eV and Eo:20ey).
The RDW theory of Srivastava et al (Srivastaval992), however, seems to
reveals excellent agreement

overestimate these PDCS
agreement

at most impact energies

although qualitative

with the angular behavior is found. Similar conclusions can

be

drawn in the comparison of theory with derived PDCS(M,) behavior. The

UDWA calculations agree remarkably well with experimental pDCS(ø,'

+i)

:

at all impact energies studied while RDW calculations again overestimate

this cross section. The PDCS(ø,' = -1) seems to provide a more critical test

of theory than.úe PDCS(M, = +1). Ar
PDCS(M"

Eo:

20ey, rhe srriking dip in

: -1) is only minimally apparent in the calcularions. While this lack

of agreement is understandable at low impact energy, (Eo = 20eY), a similar,
less severe, discrepancy

is

observable at E0

:

50eV. We note that the

theoretical calculations presented in the figures were not convoluted with the

finite angular resolution associated with measurements of the DCS and EICP.

Finally, we point out that comparison
perturbative theories with experiment leads

to a

of the two first-order
interesting observation.

Earlier work on the EICP for Ba(6'Pr) excitation and the present results for
the À parameter show that the RDW theory gives excellent agreement (at
least at the higher impact energies) with the data, surpassing the predictive

power of the UDWA theory. On the other hand, in many cases, the RDW
partial differential cross sections systematically overestimate the measured
PDCS, especially at larger scattering angles, while the UDV/A results give

good quantitative agreement with measurements. Apparently, the problem
associated

with RDV/ predictions of PDCS magnitudes disappears when

appropriate ratios of the PDCS are taken to give the corresponding EICP,
seems, therefore, that successful theoretical predictions

It

of the EICP do not

necessarily guarantee successful theoretical predictions of cross sections. We

conclude that experimental determinations of both EICP and absolute cross
sections are required in order to adequaüely test any given theory.

4.7 Conclusion

We have measured charge-cloud alignment parameters

collisional excitation of

r38Ba

{*

and 1 for the

:

(6s6p

'P,) state at electron-impact energies Eo
10 eV, 20eV, 36.7eY,50eV and 80eV and transferred angular momentum ¿r

at

Eo:

20eY,36.7eY and 50eV using the superelastic-scattering technique.

At each impact energy, the scattering-angle coverage has been sufficient

to

allow the observation of pronounced structure in the behavior of these
parameters. At the higher impact energies studied ( namely Eo = 36.leY,
189

50eV, and 80eV), minima in P,* are accompanied by rapid changes in the
alignment angle.

At

lower impact energy studied (Eo = 1OeV and 20eV), the

alignment-angle behavior

is characterized by a generally smooth

decrease

with increasing scattering angle, although there is some evidence of weak
sÍucture corresponding to a somewhat more rapid variation over the naÍow
range of scattering angles in which
maximum in

of

t,

occurs when

.f*

-f*

passes through a minimum. The first

reaches its minimum. The angular behavior

these parameters shows pronounced structures which exhibit some

similarities to predicted and observed behavior in the heavy rare gases such
as the general trends observed in the 1'S to 2'P excitation in helium.

Comparison

of our experimental

results

for the

alignment-angle

parametery with two different distorted-wave theories reveals generally very

good agreement at

all

impact energies and scattering angles studied,

especially in the case of the fully relativistic calculation. Agreement between

experimental and theoretical results is also quite good
energies

of

Eo :36.7eY, 50eV, and 80eV, and for LL at

for f+ at impact

Eo:36.7eV, 50eV.

Distorted wave theory (DWA) gives quatitative prediction in P,* at Eo

:

10eV. Both distorted-wave theories (DWA and RDW) fail completely to

reproduce the observed behavior

of

,Ç+ and

L, at

Eo

= 20eY. The close-

coupling calculation of Fabrikant reproduces, qualitatively, the observed

_Qt

in that a minimum of correct depth and width is predicted, The
calculated minimum, however, is shifted to a larger scattering angle with
respect to the observed minimum. Similarly it also reproduces the first
maximum of correct height and width for z, which is shifted to a larger
behavior

scattering angle. This theory, unlike the distorted-wave theories, also
indicates the presence of weak sffucture in the behavior of 1 over the region

where

{*

falls to a minimum, alttrough comparison with experiment again

reveals only qualitative agreement.

We have combined the present results with earlier measurements of

in order to calculate P*, the degree of polarization. Observation that p*

{+

:

I

over the range of impact energies and scattering angles studied indicates that
the Ba 6IPr excitation is fully coherent and the role of spin dependent forces

is small in this regime. This is in agreement with the predictions of available
first-order perturbative theories.

The measured EICP's have been used
Generally,

the comparison between

to

derive

l,

parameter.

experimental results and RDW

calculations shows an excellent agreement at

E0:

36.7eY,50eV and 80eV.

UDWA only exhibits good agreement at the smaller scattering angle at

these

energies. At lower impact energies, all theories (UDWA, RDW and CC) are

only able to qualitatively reproduce the experimentally derived À.

Finally, we have used our measured and experimentally derived EICp's

in combination with the absolute DCS measurements of Wang et al

and

Jensen et al. to yield PDCS in collision frame and nature frame. Comparison
was made between derived PDCS and theoretical calculations.

In the current measurement, we have employed two techniques, namely
polarization modulation spectn¡m method ( for
and .y measurement) and

{.

four-quarter spectrum method ( for L_, measurement). The former method,
except for the fluorescence polarization measurement, does not require any

optical polarization alignmen¡ while the latter one, in comparison with the

former, results

in

smaller statistical error but involves

a

complicated

polarization alignment procedure of the retardation plate. Therefore efforts
have to be made in the optical alignment to reduce measurement enor due to

misalignment of the optics.
l9l

CHAPTER

5

THE STUDIES OF ELECTROI\ SCATTERING
EXCITATION OF 174Yb

5.1 Introduction

Recently, a number of studies, both theoretical and expelimental, have
appeared

in which inelastic electron scattering from heavy,

two-electron,

close-shell atoms has been investigated. Such atoms belong to the "Group

II"

classification of elements comprising the alkaline-earth elements in addition

to the ffansition metals Zn, Cd and Hg. The lanthanide element Yb and the
actinide element No also exhibit the same type of electronic shell structure.

Electron impact excitation of these atoms provides a physically interesting
contrast to the case of helium, the simplest two-electron system. The 1sz to
1s2p transition in helium has been well studied and invites comparison with

corresponding excitations

in heavy two-electron systems. Unlike helium,

however, in which LS coupling holds well, many of the heavier two-electron
systems are affected by the spin-orbit interaction. In the case of Hg and Yb,

for example, with atomic numbers Z

:

80 and Z

:

10, respectively, this gives

rise to "intercombination" radiative transitions connecting the :P, excited state

to the tSo ground state. The (J

:

1) P states in these atoms are well described

by a linear combination of LS coupled singlet and triplet states in the socalled "intermediate" coupling scheme.
Experimental techniques in electron scattering ale presently capable of
generating comprehensive sets of observables with which to test theory. In
addition to the measurement of the differential cross sections (DCS), methods
namely, electron-photon coincidence experiments and superelastic-scattering

to investigate the "fine details" of the
scattering process as characterized by the electron impact coherence
experiments, have been developed

parameters (EICP). Because of the spin-orbit interaction in these atoms, the

collisional excitation may not prcserye atomic reflection symmetry. Instead of
two, as in the case of barium, we need four independent EICP to describe this
excitation process, namely P,*,y,L, and

poo

(height parameter).

ln comparison with the extensive body of data becoming available for
rare gases like helium, det¿iled characterization of inelastic electron scattering

from Group II elements by DCS and EICP measurements is still rather limited
in the intermediate impact energy regime of 20eV to 100eV. Sohn and Hanne
(Sohn1992) described EICP measurements for the tSo to :P, excitation in Hg

using the electron-photon coincidence technique with both unpolarized and
polalized electrons at impact energies of 8eV and 15eV. In addition, EICP for

Hg 6tP, level at 50eV impact energy have been reported by Pascual et al
(Pascual1993) while DCS measurements for impact energies in the range

leY to 25eY have

of

been made by Danjo et al (Danjol993).

So far, very little experimental work has been done on ytterbium. As a

representative

of the rare-earth group, ytterbium has an intense and simple

energy-loss spectrum because it has a closed-shell, ground levei configuration

with two (6s) valence electrons. Many electron energyloss spectral features
are therefore relatively straightforward to identify. Ytterbium requires the

lowest heating tempelature

(

about 550'C) relative

to other rare-earth

elements to achieve a sufficient vapor pressure. The (...6s6p 3P,) ievel (at
555.6nm) can be prepared by dye laser and thus scattering exper.iments with
laser-excited Yb atoms ale feasible to. The relatively simple level structure of

ytterbium allows us to resolve most of the electron collisional excitation
features with our cuffent electron spectrometer and isolate the transition we

want to study. It is thus an ideal sample for cross-beam DCS measurement.
Furthermore, ytterbium is a heavy atom

testing ground for the importance

(Z:70) and can therefore provide

a

of reiativistic effects ( i.e. spin-orbit

coupling is nonnegligible). From a theoretical standpoint, this atom provides
an interesting collision target since its shell structure has much in common

with Group

II

atoms. Calculational approaches developed to treat electron

scattering from ciosed shell atoms at intermediate impact energies, such as

the first-order perturbative theories of Srivastava et al (Srivastava1992 and

Srivastaval992b), Clark

et al

(Clark1989) and Barrschat and Madison

(Bartschatl987) should be suitable. structure caiculations for the first excited
P state of the Yb atom should not be prohibitively difficult since the single
configuration (6s6p) approximation has been used with some success in
calculating Yb-He and Yb-Ne interatomic potentials (Zagrebinl,992). So far

theoretical calculations

Srivastava

et al

of

relativistic distorted wave approximation by

(Srivastava1995)

and unitarized distorted

wave

approximation by Clark et al (Clark) are available for EICp and DCS at Eo =

20eV and 40eV. UDWA results from Clark were used for the purpose of
normalization of our experimental DCS results. Shimon et al used electronimpact excitation method to measure the excitation functions of ytterbium
atom and determine effective cross sections for most of the strong transitions.

The intercombination line (6tso

-

63Pr)

in ytterbium spectrum was detected.

The existence of such intense intercombination transitions clearly indicates
the breakdown of LS-coupling in a ytterbium atom, Differential scattering has
been studied by Kasakov and Khristoforov (Kasakov1983) for near-threshold

impact energies. The aim of this work was to investigate strong resonance
features in the excitation function (e

:

90') for the elastic (...6s6p IP,) ancl

(...6s6p 3Po,,,r) scattering channels.

In this chapter we report the preliminary explorations into electron
scattering from ytterbium atom. Coherence parameters P, ,P" and
measured

by superelastic-scattering method and differential cross

{

were

sections

were measured by conventional cross-beam inelastic-scatteling method. In
Section 5.2, we will present the measurement results of coherence parameters

\,P"

and

Zi for the excitation of 63P, level using superelastic-scattering

method. The DCS measurement results for the excitation

of 6tP, level

are

given in Section 5.3. tn Section 5.4, some preliminary results of energy loss
spectra of electron scattering from laser-excited Yb are shown.

5.2 Superelastic Electron Scattering from Laser-Excited l7aYb(...6s6p
6'Pt)

5.2.1 Experimental Details

For

tl

measurement in the
'?4Yb(.,.6s6p 63Pr) transition, the apparatus
was identical to that described in our investigation of the Z] parameter for tSo

to tP, excitatio¡

i¡

t:sþ¿ (see Section 4.3). The high-intensity electron gun

was used here. The scattered electron detector was fixed in position while the

electron gun was rotatable. The total energy resolution

of the

spectrometer

system is about 0.5eV. The operation tempetature for the metal vapor beam
oven is about 550'C for ytterbium.

The dye laser using Rhodamine 110 was tuned to the intercombination
transition at ¡"
1'14

(I:0).

:

555.6 nm. There is no hyperfine effect for ytterbium isotope

The isotope shifts of the intercombination line are 954.76MH2

between isotope 174 and 176, and 1000.28MH2 between isotope

ll2 and

174 (Clark1979). These isotope shifts can be easily resolved by the single

mode bandwidth

of our laser. The

abundance

f6¡

tzay6

is

31.81Vo, in

comparison with 21.81Vo for r72Yb and 12.73Vo for t?6Yb. Hence, we can tune
our laser at isotope 174 without any contamination from other isotopes.

For

Ll

measurement, we still used the experimental scheme discussed

in Section 4.3 to generate circularly-polarized laser light with a M4 quarlz
retardation plate (N4 at 555 nm). The same procedure as discussed in Section
4.3 was followed to align the starting direction of the fast axis of the

45'(or

N4 tobe

135") with respect to the forward scattering direction so that the

circularly polarized light can be obtained. The laser light struck the
interaction region at an incidence direction normal to the scattering plane. The
superelastic-scattering signal coresponding to laser excitation by RHC, LHC

and linearly polarized laser light was detected by the channeltron and
accumulated

in MCS. Each spectrum contains the accumulated counts of

superelastically scattered electrons corresponding to these polarization states
as

well as counts of background (namely, four-quarter spectrum).
We need to use Eqn. 4,2. to express P, and P, parameters in terms of

superelastic scattering signal intensities. With

E

:

nl2, the superelastic

scattering signal intensities coffesponding to B - G = 0", 22.5",45" and6l .5"
ate

Is(0) ". 1 + P,+ cos(2u - 2y)

¡t(+)

* 1- P,- cos(2u -2y)
5.1

¡t(ä)

*

¡t(¿rt)

where

1+ P,*

sin(2a-2y)

* 7- P,'stn(2c--2y)

o is defined

as the laser polarization vector direction with respect to

the forward scattering angle and B -

o is the angle between retardation

plate

fast axis and the laser linear polarization direction. By properly setting cr (cr

:

90o (+5o) in this case), we can use Eqn. 2.38 to express Stokes parameters in

terms of superelastic-scattering signal intensities

,',_1'(å)-1'(o)
-

5.2

.'z _- 1'(+)-1'(+)
¡13¡1¡þ

5.3

rs(Eo)+

In order to

Is(ot

measure

P,

and

P, parameters, we should obtain signal

intensity of electrons superelastically scattered from atoms by setting the fast
axis of a half-wave retardation plate to be $ - cr

:

0o, 22.5", 45o and,

6j.5".

Since the linearly polarized laser field vector rotates twice as fast as the
retardation plate fast axis, the linearly polarized light with the field vector.s

oscillating at

0", 45", 90o and 135' with

respect

to the laser field vector

direction is introduced at the scattering center, We mounted the half-wave
retardation plate on the stepper motor driven rotator and installed a four arm
chopper wheel on which arms are separated by 22.5" between each other.

After aligning the laser polarization direction with respect to the forward
scattering direction, we can generate linearly polarized light oscillating at 0o,

45o,90" and 135' (with respect to the zero scattering angle). In order to align
the conect laser polarization direction, first of all, the gun was positionecl at

the forward-scattering direction to define the nominal zero angle. Vy'e then
preset the rotator at the position which should give rise to linearly polarized

light oscillating at the forward scattering direction, rotated the N2 plate
holder until the minimum laser-excited

Yb

fluorescence intensity was

observed, and then locked the plate holder with the rotator. In this position,

laser polarization direction at the collision center was aligned along the

forward scattering direction. Now the four segments of the spectrum
correspond to the signal intensity of electrons superelastically scattered from
atoms excited by linearly polarized laser light with the polarization directions
at 0" ,

45o

,90o and 135" with respect to the forward-scattering direction.

The same procedure as mentioned in Chapter 4 was followed to
calibrate impact energy and forward scattering angle. Impact energy was

calibrated against He 2rS resonance and the zero scattering angle was
determined by monitoring the symmetlic superelastic signal to the ieft and the

right. The superelastic-scattering experiment began with accumulation of an
energy loss spectrum at an impact energy

Eos

= Eo - AE until the superelastic-

scattering feature in rP, - tSo deexcitation transition was strong enough to be
located. We then locked the elecfron spectrometer at energy loss of -2.23eV

-

the

signal

3Pr

-

in

lSo superelastic-scattering feature and accumulated the scattering

different laser polarization directions. We found that

the

superelastic-scattering intensity for this transition is considerably iower than

that of the tP, - tSotransition in barium. Thus a longer aceumulation time was

needed to overcome poor signal to noise ratio. The typical count rate at 10o
scattering angle was about 20H2.

5.2.2 Results and Discussions

The designation of ytterbium configurations and their energy levels are
given by (Martinl978) and Table 5.1 lists some of the features. The energy
levels of

3P0,,,,

( 4f'a(rS)6s6p) are 2.14,2.23 and 2.44eV, respectively.

Coherence parameters P,,

P,

and

Ll

superelastic-scattering signal using Eqn. 5.1,

were extracted from available

5.2 and 4.8, respectively. All

measured coherence parameters are listed in Table 5.2. Figure 5.1(a) and 5.2

(a) show the angular behavior of P, ( P,
electron energies of

Eos

:

fi,77eY

: -t

, see Eqn. 2.39) for incident

and 37.77eY, respectively, measured in

superelastic-scattering experiments. Part (b) and (c) ofFigure 5.1 and 5.2 are

for incident electron energies of E'os :
l7.77eY and 37.7leY respectively. From P, and Prparameters, ^Ç+ was

results of

P, and P,

parameters

obtained and plotted in Figure 5.3. The superelastic scattering is related, by

time-reversal,
energies Eo

to

corresponding inelastic excitations occurring

at

impact

:20.0eY and 40.0eV respectively.

The 3Pr fransition in ytterbium at 1, = 555.6nm is very close to the
specified wavelength À

can consider

it

: 555nm for the V4 retardation plate we used. So we

as a "perfect' quarter-wave plate

deviation from ô

:

( cosô

:

0) and ígnore its

nl2phase retardation.

This transition is spin-forbidden (ÂS* 0) which results from the spinexchange interaction. When the projectile electron penetrates deep into the
target atom during the collision,

it may exchange spin with one of the target

elecfon with opposite spin orientation. This can results in the spin flip of the
t99

Table 5.1. List of ytterbium spectral features.
Ground state (l s22s22p63s23p63dl04s24p64dto5s25p6

lSo
)4f 146s2

Ionization energy 6.25394f0.00003eV

ConFrguration

Term

t¿vel (eV)

4fr4(rs)6s6p
4fr4(rs)6s6p

3P

3P

2.14
2.23

4ft(tS)6s6p

3P

2.44

4ft¿(ts)6s6p
4fr4(rs)5d6s

rP

3.1

lD

4fr(rS)6s7s

ls

3.42
a )6,

4fr4(rS)6s7p

3P

4fr4(rs)6s?p
4fr4(rs)6s7p

IP

4.73
5.03

3P

5.4r

i

Table 5.2. Summary of measured EICP obtained by superelastic-scattering of

electrons and experimentally derived EICP at impact energy
(Eo -2.23eY).Tlte uncertåinties in the last digits are given in paretheses.

Ei
0 (deg)

5
10

-0.8(6)

15

-0.71(17)

17.76ev (Eo

-0.4s(9)
-0.07(10)
-0.16(27)

20
30
40

Eso

5
6

Pl

-0.8s(3)

P2

-0.82(7)

t7.5

P,.

0.81(8)

0.8s(7)
0.73(23)

P¡

:

ao.oev)

C¿i)

P,.

0.90(s)
-0.16(2)
-0.19(3)

0.16(12)

0.83(8)

-0.33(4)

-0.s8(30) o.sq37)
-0.27(t6) 0.4s(2s)

0.80(48)

0.s2(29)
-0.63(11)

19

20

(Eo

-0.29(8)

14

i5

-0.17(3)
-0.21(3)

:37.76ev

9
10

20.0ev)

-0.23(s)
-0.33(7)
-0.3s(10)
-0.s0(33)

50

0 (deg)

-

P¡GL.')

r2

PI

-0.68(4)

:

-0.12(29)

0.30(s0)

0.33(s8)

24

-0.s r (29)

29

-o.45(22)

201

Eos

Figure 5.1. (a) Comparison of the me¿sured p3 (-I.L) parameter (circles with enor bars)
with UDWA calculations of Clalk er al, (Clark) (solid curve), and RDW calculations of
Srivastava et at. (SrivasAva1995 ) (dashed curve). The meåsurements we¡e obtained in
superelastic-scattering experiments involving incident electons with kinetic eDergy Ed
17.77eV, while the calculations describe an inelastic collision involving incident electrons
with kinetic energy Eo - 20eV. (b) Same as (a) except for pr parameter. (c) Same as (a)
except for p2 parameter
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Figure 5.2. (a) Conparison of the measured p3 (-¿L) pâ¡ameter (circles with enor bars)
with UDWA calculations of Clark et al. (Ctuk) (solid curve), and RDW calcllations of
Srivastava et al. (Srivastavalggs ) (dashed curve). The me¿sürements were obtåined is
superElastic-sc¿ttering exp€riments involving j¡cident etecEons with kinetic energy Ed
37.77eV while the calculatioDs describe an inelâstic coltision involving ilcident ele¡trons

-

rvith kinetic enerry E¡

-

40eV. (b) Same as (a) except

except for P2 pa.râmeter.
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paraneter. (c) Same as (a)
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of Eo - ?!eV. The ñrll cuwe rcprcients the LDWA calculation of CI¡¡k et

an imgact eærgy
aI

(Cluk). (b)

Sarne as

(a)

exc.e?r

E0

= 40eV.

projectile electron. The exchange interaction is short range in nature because

it is confined to a volume roughly

the size of the charge-cloud probability

density of the atom. Thus spin-exchange effects are significant for scattering

at small impact parametels, i.e., scattering by larger angles.

(Impact

parameter is defined as the closest distance of approach of an electron to the

target,

if

the particles would be incapable of interaction).

At low

electron

impact energies ( within a few eV of threshold), spin-forbidden transitions
actually dominate the energy loss spectra in most cases. However, the cross
sections

for optically allowed transitions increase at intermediate electron

energies and peak at about

i0

times the threshold energy and then decrease

gradually.

Hall and Read (Hall1984) discussed collisions involving very small
impact parameters, in which the projectile electron comes close enough to the
target for electron exchange to become possible. This process can cause

singlet-triplet transition and

is

a

favored at low impact energy and large

scattering angle that correspond to deep penetration of projectile electron and
longer interaction time between target atom and electron. Suppose that a two-

electron atom is initially

in a singlet state (,S : 0), with its two

electrons having spin opposed (m,
has spin up

(m¡:

(nr:

112, m,

:

-1.12).If the projectile electron

112) and exchanges roles with m2, the atom

triplet state (^l : 1) with (m,
spin down

=

:

112,

m,

:

112),

valence

will be left in a

while the scattered electron has

-112). Therefore, spin-exchange effect results

in spin-flip of

the projectile electron and the change of multiplicity of the target atom.

At E0 : 20eV, Both UDV/A and RDW
predicting
and 50o.

Il

methods totally

fail

by

to be negative sign at medium scattering angles between 20o

It is not surprising to

see that theory does not work

well at low

impact energies. We note that, as in all cases of electron impact excited s to p

transitions reported so far, for any atom, the

scattering angles.
analogous rSo

to

{

parameter is positive at small

In

particular, this behavior has been observed in the
3P, excitation of Hg at low impact energy of 8eV

(Sohnl992). Aspects of the "universal" behavior of

Li

with scattering angie,

for s to p excitations, have been discussed in Chapter'4 ( also refer to Lin et al
(Lin I 989)). However, the theoretical calculations do reproduce

P, at Eo :

40eV with reasonable agreement.

It is interesting to observe the difference between the angular behavior
of Zi fol the 'So to 6:P, transition in Yb and the comesponding ^Ll behavior in
the Ba tSo to 6rPr excitation. They distinguish each other in that the former
one is optically forbidden transition while the later one is optically allowed.

Barium provides an interesting, comparative system since LS coupling gives

a

good description of the electron collision dynamics involved in excitation of
the 61P, state, despite the rather large atomic number (Z
and the excitation energy of the

the Yb

6:P,

measurements

Ba 6'Pr

state. Comparison

=

56) of this atom,

state is very nearly equal to that of

of our Yb results with

of the 6'Pr excitation at E0:20eV (

previous Ba

see Chapter 3) reveals

striking differences, The ,Li parameter in Ba exhibits an angular behavior

fi : 1 near 0
: 27o followed by a zero crossing near 0 : 42" and a minimum of LI: -0.2
near 0 : 50o. Over this same range of scattering angles, Zl for the rSo to 3p,
characterized by a rise through positive values to a maximum of

excitation in Yb exhibits a slow, sffuctureless increase through positive values

to an observed value of about 0.35 at 0 = 40'. Error limits for the 0
data point are large, but

Zi

:

50.

clearly remains positive at this angle. The

physical origin of this radical dissimilarity

in Zi

behavior for these two

transitions may lie in the important role electron exchange processes play in
the Yb

6:P, excitation. Although intermediate coupling holds for the Yb

63P,

state, the triplet component predominates, as evidenced by the 555.6nm line

excitation function measurement of Shimon et al (Shimon1981) which is
strongly peaked at threshold ( making allowances for cascade enhancement at

Iarge ìmpact energies). On the other hand, excitation of the Ba
coupled state at

Eo:20eY is probably

6rPr

l,S

dominated by direct (non-exchange)

scattering that would be dynamically favored at this impact energy ( about ten

times the excitation threshold) and at small scattering angles. At
the observed

Ll

Eo:40ey,

angular behavior in Yb begins to resemble the Ba data ( Eo

:

37eV) somewhat insofar as a pronounced small-angle maximum is becoming
apparent. This may indicate the increasing importance
admixture in the Yb

6:P,

of the singlet

state to electron scattering and the less important

role electron exchange processes play at highel impact energies.

Our experimental results of P, and
theoretical calculations. UDWA

P,

are also compared with

by Clark and RDW by Srivastava

are

currently available for P, and P, parameters at impact energies of 20eV and

40eV. Although only qualitative agreement is achieved, both theories do
reproduce P, and P, to some extent for these impact energies, particularly P,

for which theories have excellent agreement with experimental
resuits. {+ parameter can be obtained from P, and P. by expression
P:=.KP,f +(Prf. The similar comparison for.f* between Ba 6rp,
parameter

excitation and Yb 63Pr oxcitation also reveals that the structure of .Ç* for Yb
6:P, excitation is rather flatter than that for Ba. It is also apparent that at Eo =
40eY , P,* behavior shows more structure than that at Eo =

resemble

2g"y

and begins to

*
f for Ba. All these observations enhance our previous

conclusion

made for L*, that electron exchange processes may play important roles in the

Yb

63Pr

excitation at low impact energies and that the importance of direct

(non-exchange) scattering increases at higher impact energies.

When spin-orbit interaction is not negligible, the degree of polarization

P* is less than

1. So

P* <

1 is an indication that spin

flip may take place

ancl

the total spin of the system is no longer conserved. Unfortunately, in our case

it is not meaningful to present P*
However, we notecl that P*

-

due to the poor statistics of our data.
+ P: + P: < t has been predicted by RDW

^[P:
calculatíon of Srivastava et al (Srivastaval995). A quantitative understanding
about the effects

of

electron exchange and spin-orbit interaction

in

the

collisional excitation of the Yb 6rP, level requires investigation into other
EICP, notably poo defined by Andersen et al or the cose parameter defined by
da Paixao et al (da Paixaoi9S0). As discussed in chapter 2, poo represents the

scattering amplitude associated with spin-flip caused
exchange

by electron spin

or spin-orbit interaction during the collision when LS coupling

breaks down and spin-orbit interaction becomes non-negligible. These
scattering processes give rise to a negative reflection symmetry component of
the charge cloud with respect to the scattering plane and the

Mt:0

magnetic

substate can be excited. poo is thus a height parameter which characterizes the
charge cloud component oscillating outside the scattering plane ( as described

in Figure

21 ), In order to obtain information

about the spin-orbit interaction,

experiments involving in-plane laser beam geometry have to be carried out.

5.3 DCS for Electron Impact Excitation of the (.,.6s6p 6rP,) Levet in

yb

5.3.1 Experimental Details

The conventional cross-beam method was used for

ytûerbium

a

schematic

differential cross section measurements. Figure 5.4 shows

diagram of the experimental arangement and beam geometry at the

metal vapor beam

ofa cross-beim setup for DCS meåsuremeûts The interaction region is
dete¡mined by the overlap of the metal vâpor beam' lhe elecuon bearn and the detector viewc¡ne'
F¡gure 5.4. Beam geomerry

For the cuflent experiment, The gün is fxed in position and detector is rotatable'

interaction center. An ovelall description of the apparatus has been given in
Chapter 3. The high energy resolution gun consists of three entrance lenses,

two exit lenses and a single hemispherical energy analyzer that

clelivers,

typically, 200n4 beam current with an overall energy resolution of less than
80mV (FWHM) and an angular resolution of 2o (FWHM).

The new design of the metal vapor. beam source differs fiom the old
design by using a tubular stainless steel crucible with an extra long orifice for
beam collimation. The crucible resides in a stainless steel thermal shield with

an exúa small aperture to pass the metal vapor beam. Collimation

of

the

beam is determined by the extra long orifice of 0.5in in length and 0.032in in

diameter, and the 0.030in diameter aperture on the thermal shield that is
located 0.5in away from the interaction region. The metal vapor beam wiclth

at the interaction region has been measured to be approximately 0.040in by
means

of intercepting the beam with a clean metal surface. At

operating

temperature, the typical target density is estìmated to be 2x10r3cm-3.

The definition of differential cross section has been given in Bqn.2.17.
The scattered electron intensity registered in the detector represents DCS at a

certain scattering angle

in

some arbitrary scale which

is

determined by

detection efficiency, the size of detector view cone, the size of interaction

region, electron and target beam intensities, and so on.
measuro the DCS, we must keep the denominator

If

we intend to

of Eqn. 2.17 unchanged

when we change scattering angle. Therefore efforts have to be made to
maintain a constant size of interaction volume, the shape of electron beam,

electron beam and target beam intensities during the experiment. The
establishment

of a reference scattering intensity is an effective method to

cancel most of these variations. In the optimized system operation eonclition,

the electron scattering intensity at a reference angle can be used as a known
212

signal level

for normalization. If any variation in the

system operation

condition occurs, the electron scattering intensity at the refercnce angle to the
established signal level ratio is taken as the normalization factor to re-scale

the scattering intensity. In this way, most of the signal intensity variation
caused by system condition change can be eliminatecl.

In order to minimize the variation of interaction region volume during
the experiment, the metal vapor beam is introduced perpendicularly to the
scattering plane and the electron gun is fixed in position while the electron

analyzü is attached to the rotatable table. The scattering apparatus is housed

within a one layer p-metal magnetic shield. Residual magnetic fields at the
intelaction region are uniform and less than 25mG in all directions. We have
estimated that the residual magnetic field can cause iess than 3o deflection for

5eV electron beam in 30cm travel distance. This can be easily adjusted back

by the deflectors in electron gun and analyzer. The deflection angle

is

approximately proportional to tl.,[n" where Eo is the incident electron kinetic

energy. The influence from residual field on incident electrons would be
smaller for higher impact energies.

Before actuai DCS measurements, the calibration of impact energy and

the calibration of the zero scattering angle have to be made. The impact
energy was calibrated against the known position
scattering resonance (19.37eV)

at

of helium 2zS elastic

scattering angle

0:

90o. The zero

scattering angle was found by maximizing the inelastic scattering electron
count rate of singlet P feature in ytterbium. The zero degree scattering angle
determined in this way differed by three degrees from its value determined by

optical alignment of gun and detector. Furthermore, the reference angie (at 10
degrees) was established for electron gun cuffent normalization to minimize
the influence of spectrometer operation drift during the measurement,
2t3
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Figure 5.5. A tt?icat energy loss spe¿trum of y$eóium. The sp€ctum was takea with impact eoe€y
of4oev snd at scåttering angte of l0 degrees. The etectron impact rr¿nsition feåtures were ideûtified
using Referetrc€ (Martinl 979).

in the direction
vapor beam and were detected at a certain

The incident electrons struck the ytterbium târget
perpendicular

to the metal

scattering angle. The electron scattering intensity associated with the electron

collisional excitation of 6s6p tP, level was measured as a function of the
scattering angle at fixed impact energies. The measurements wer.e performed

at incident elech'on kinetic energies (impact energy) Eo

:

5eY, 1OeV, 20eV,

40eV and 80eV and at various scattering angles ranging from 2" to 70o. A

typical energy loss spectrum is shown in Figure 5.5 with some features
identified. Reference (Martin1978) was used for the designation
spectral úansition features.

of

these

At each scattering angle and impact energy,

an

energy loss spectrum was accumulaúed. The energy loss then was locked at
the peak of tP, feature and ratemeter reading of inelastic electron scattering
signal at 10 degrees was taken as reference for normalization. The relative

differential cross section was obtained by integrating rP, energy loss feature

profïle and normalizing the intregration to the count rate (in frequency) of
corresponding rP, feature at the reference angle.

5.3.2Data analysis

Our measured data gives us the angular distribution of the relative
differential cross section. There are several possibilities to normalize our
measured relative differential cross sections into absolute scale.

In the present work, we normalized our measured relative differential
cross section

to the

differential cross section obtained from UDWA

calculation at small scattering angle. The arguments for the validity of this
procedure are: 1) This calculation has worked very well to predict barium
cross sections (clark1989). 2) The angular distributions of differential cross
215

section for both experimental and calculational results have the similar shape.
3) Since UDWA is a Bom type approximation, it should be able to reproduce
experimental results at small scattering angles ancl at higher impact energies.
These points support our conclusion that the

uDwA result shoutcl be a goocl

prediction on yttelbium DCS at higher impact energies ancl thus
use

it to normalize our experimental

results.

we

it is valid to

normalized our measured

DCS at 10o to the UDWA calculation result at the same angle.

In crossed-beam scattering experiments the cross section is related to
the measured scattered signal intensity by a complicated expression involving

geometrical and instrumental functions. The cross section averaged over the

instrumental angular resolution can be expressed as the product
measured signal intensity and

a

of

the

proportionatity function. Under real

experimental conditions, we use extended scattering volumes and nonlocalized non-uniform target density and incident beam flux distributions. As
a consequence, an angular dependence is introduced into the proportionality
function. The effect of the change of scattering geomeüy with scattering angle

is called "volume effect" and was fully

investigated by Brinkmann and

Trajmar (Brinkmannl 98 1 ).

In present work, a modeìling calculation program was developed by p.
Johnson in this laboratory to calculate the correcting factor function for the

volume effect in cuffent experimental condition and instrumental geometry.

An anay of discrete points was setup to represent the collision centers in a
finite volume. Each collision center defines a scattering angle differ.ing from
the nominal scattering angle. The effective DCS at this nominal angle

will

be

the DCS averaged over all collision center at different true scattering angles.

The averaging was weighted by the electron beam density profile, target

spatial disffibution and the acceptance efficiency distribution of the detector
viewcone.

The determination of the metal vapor beam size was performed by
projecting the metal beam on a clean aluminum surface. The beam size was

roughly determined

by the distances of the interaction center and the

aluminum surface from the metal source, and the diameter of the circular
pattern of met¿l deposited on the surface. The electron beam profile was
measured by reading out the beam current directly on the detector

at

zero

scattering angle (as shown in Figure 3.19). The acceptance viewcone of the
detector basically depends on the first two apertures and the spacing between

them. By these procedures, the diameter

of the metat vapor be am

was

determined to be about 0.1in (at the interaction center), the diameter of the
electron beam to be 0.07in, and the acceptance angle of the detector to be 4o.

We found that the coffecting factor function for volume effect is sensitive to
the size of atom beam and impact energy but is insensitive to the size of
electron beam and acceptance angle. Figure 5.6 gives the angular behavior of
the correcting factor for various experimental conditions.

Finally, the absolute DCS is obtained by multiplying the normalized
experimental data with the corresponding cor:recting factor function for
volume correction.

We have attempted to normalize the integral cross section of our
measurement

to the experimental result of effective integral cross section

obtained by Shimon et al (Shimon1981). Their measurement was conducted

using the method

of

intersecting atomic and electron beams and the

photoelectric detection of the spectral line intensities. The excitation functions

for speetral lines of the strongest transitions were given in their work. We
discovered that their result of integral cross sections for (...6s6p
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Figure. 5.6. The volume correction factor vs. electron scattering
angles for impact energies 5, 10,20,40 and 80eV. The calculation
was carried out under the condition that the diameter ofthe metal
vapour beam:0.1in, the diameter ofthe elecfron beam = 0.07in
and the acceptance angle ofthe detector = 4o

tP,) transition at impact energies ranging from 5eV to 80eV is approximately
one order

of magnitude smaller than the theoretical calculational results of

unitarized distorted wave approximation method (as shown on Table 5.3). A
larger discrepancy is also found between their results and calcuiational result

of relativistic distorted wave method by Slivastava et al (Srivastava and
Srivastaval995). We expect that the discrepancies would be even larger
cascade contrìbutions were taken into account

in Shimon's work. We

if

then

decided not to use this normalization procedure.

5.3.3 Results and discussion

The normalized DCS measurement results for Yb

(...6s6prP,)

excitation at 5, 10, 20,40,80eV impact energies are tabulated in Table 5.4

and graphically shown in Figure 5.7 through 5.11. The

eror bars

only

represent the statistical error from the relative DCS determination. Since
measured DCS were normalized to theoretical calculations, we are unable to

estimate the errors from our normalization procedure. The volume effect

on our experimental data. The present
experimental results are compared with the unitarized distorted wave
approximation of Clark et al (Clark) and the relativistic distorted wave
corrections have been applied

(RDW) calculation of Srivastava et al (Srivastava).

At the low impact energy of 5eV, the angular behavior of the measured
DCS only agrees with UDWA and RDW results qualiratively @gure 5.7 ).

It

is not surprising to see that both first-order Bom type approximations fail to
predict the shape of DCS angular distribution at impact energy that is lower

than Yb ionization threshold.

In our

previous results

of electron impact

coherence parameter measurement (see Chapter 4), we have demonstrated the
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Table 5.3. Summary of integrated cross section obtained from UDWA
calculation of Clark et al (Clark), RDW catculation of Srivastava et al
(Srivastava) and measursment results of Shimon et al (Shimonlggl)
at

different impact energies.

integrated cross section (10 -t6cm2)

5eV

10eV

20eY

4OeV

80eV

31.98 38.98

41.63

3t.64

21.26

88.07 62.51

58,53

TIDWA
(CIârk er al)

RDW
(Srivastava et al)

?O O/<

Experiment
(Shimon et atj

0.663 4.333

3.252

4.612

2.070

Tabte 5.4. Summary of measured differential cross sections obiained by
cr<jss-beam method. Numbers in parentheses indicate the uncertainty
in th;
last digirs.
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failure of both calculations to predict p,'and

tl

in

t:sBa (...6s6p 6rPr) at

impact enelgy of 20eV.
Figure 5.8 - 5.10 exhibit good agreement between measured results and

UDWA calculation results at higher impact energies of 10, 20, 40eV and at

small scattering angles. But the UDWA calculation method seems to
overestimate the DCS at large scattering angles. Compared with exper.imental

results, UDV/A calculation predicts deeper DCS minimum in magnitude at
40o for Eo: l}eY,30o for Eo:20eY, and 20o for Eo:4Oo. The same
behavior was discussed by (Wang1994) in their work of DCS measurement

in Ba (...6s6p IP,) excitation, where the DWA method gave the calculated
DCS to be as large as a factor of ten higher than the ones obtained in their
measurement at large scattering angles

and

presented deeper DCS minima

compared with measurement results. RDVy' calcuiation always predicts

a

higher DCS value than UDWA method does at all energies. But the
discrepancy between

two theories tends to diminish for higher

impact

energies. The same behavior was also demonstrated in the work by Wang et

al (Wang1994). At E0= 80eV, the measured DCS is in excellent agfeement

with DCS calculated by UDWA method at all angles as shown in Figure
5.11. We attribute this to the better behavior of UDWA method at higher
impact energies.

In summary, our experimental DCS show more forward peaking at
higher impact energies, which reflects the general behavior

of

optically-

allowed transitions. The agreement between experimental and theoretical
DCS angular distributions is generally good but some deviations occur. at
large scattering angles. RDW calculation results agree with present results in
shape but this method predicts higher DCS values than

UDWA calculation in

terms of magnitude. The extension of this type of experiments in Yb includes
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the DCS measurements for rP, tlansition. Since tSo to :P, is a dipoleforbidden transition, it is interesting to see the angular behavior of its DCS in
comparison with dipole-allowed tSo to IPr transition. This work would also
complement our EICP measurements of (...6s6p 3P,) excitation in ytterbium.

5.4 Polarization Dependent Energy Loss Spectra for Electron Scattering

from Laser Excited Yb

The electron spectrometer and metal vapor source are the same as what

we used in Section 5.3 for DCS measurements. The high resolution gun was
employed which can provide an electron beam with energy resolution less

than 80meV and electron cuffent

of about 200n4. The laser beam was

introduced to excite Yb to (...6s6p 63Pr) level at ì"

:

555,6nm so that a

considerable portion of ytterbium atoms were pumped to excited state.

Vy'e

are now interested in the further excitation of these atoms to higher energy
level by electron inelastic collision.

Ã N4

refardation plate rotator generates LHC, RHC and linearly

polarized light altematively at the interaction region (see Section 4.3). A fourquarter spectrum can be thus obøined which contains the energy loss spectra

of laser excited atoms by LHC, RHC and linearly polarized light, and laser
off specffum, respectively.

A

series

impact energy

of

Eo:

polarization dependent energy loss spectra were taken at
20eY and scattering angle 0

:

10'. Figure 5.12 shows the

energy loss spectra for different polarization of excitation light and laser off

specffum with some features identified. We resorted
identify the features in the energy loss spectrum.
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By comparing laser on and laser off spectra, we immediately realized
that the features at energy loss of 0.83eV and 1.83eV originate in the electron

collisional excitation from the excited state 3Pr, namely,3Pr

to:D

and 3P, to

:S, transitions. There seem to be some other features caused by laser
excitation between energy loss of 2.40eY to 2.80eV, although it is very
difficult to locate them due to limited energy resolution and weak signal. The
laser polarization dependence is particularly obvious on rP, to 3Sr transition.
When pumping light beam is introduced into the collision region, the atomic

population

of the glound state decreases. So does the scattering

signal

associated with ground state. We did not find any significant decrease in
elastic and other inelastic features in these spectra. The reason may be that
the dimension of laser beam is much smaller than that of the elech.on beam
and metal vapor beam. Therefore the laser-atom interaction volume is only a
small portion of the electron-atom interaction volume.

It is interesting to see such strong excited-state to excited state
transition features. This allows us to carry out further research on this atom in

the future.

In

particular, plans

to

measure excited-state

to

excited-state

inelastic differential cross sections are underway.

5.5 Conclusion
Some preliminary investigatie¡s 6n tz+Jþ have been made with both

superclastic-scattering technique and conventional inelastic-scattering crossbeam method. We have carried out the measurement of Stokes parameters p,,

P,

and

P, at impact energy Eo = 20eV and 40eV using superelastic-scattering

method. The experimental results are compared with DWA and RDW
calculation results with qualitative agreement. Our results exhibit strong
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characteristic of intercombination transition connecting the 3P, state to the rso
state, which vigorously distinguishes itself fr.om optically allowed transitions

( as we have seen in the case of Ba). This may indicate that the spin-orbit
interaction plays an impoftant role in this electron collisional transition which
can induce the negative reflection symmetry

of the charge cloud. In order to

obtain the information about spin-orbit interaction, we need to employ a new
laser beam geometry.

The measurement of differential cross sections in

yb

yields

the

information about the angular behavior of rP, electron collisional excitation at

different impact energies between 5eV to 80eV. The absolute DCS were

by normalizing the measured integral cross section to the one
from UDV/A calculation. The comparison was then made between our
experimental results and UDV/A and RDV/ results. The agreement is
determinecl

generally good, particularly

at small

scattering angles and high impact

energies. The DCS results exhibit forward peaking in the angular behavior at

higher impact energies, which is the common angular behavior of the opticalallowed transitions.
The spectroscopic study of polarization dependent energy loss spectra

in Yb gives us the information about electron scattering from laser-excited
atom. The electron collisional excitations of :P, to :D and :p, to :S, were
identified and their dependence on laser light polarization was observed. This
shows us that further research in the measurement for DCS between excitedstate and excited-state is possible.

Ytterbium , as a heavy atom, provides considerable scientific interest

for

electron-scattering studies.

We are particularly interested in

the

importance of relativistic effects during electron collisional excitation. New

efforts should be made for the further investigatìon on Yb toward this
dircction.

CHAPTER 6

OVERALL SUMMARY

In

Chapter

4, we have shown the experimental results of

EICP

measurements for inelastic electron impact excitation of (...6s6p 6rP,) state in

barium by means of time-inverse superelastic-scattering technique.

Ll

parameters have been intensively studied

P,+

1 and

at various electron impact

energies. We have extended scattering-angle coverage sufficiently

experiment

,

so that the angular behavior of these parameters

in

our

shows

pronounced structures which contain interesting physical meanings about the

dynamic behavior of atomic charge cloud durÌng collision.
discussion about the behavior
Comparison

of

A

comprehensive

P,' , ^y and L*, parameters has been given.

of our experimental results with different distorted-wave

and

It

has

close-coupling calculations reveals generally satisfactory agreement.

been pointed out that the angular behavior of these parameters exhibits some

similarities to that of 2tP, excitation in helium, Furthermore, the degree of
coherence P* has been calculated over the range
scattering angles studied. P+

:

I

of impact energies

and

indicates that the (...6s6p 6rP, ) excitation in

Ba is fully coherent and the spin-dependent interaction is negligible in this

regime. This conclusion verifies the predictions made

by

theoretical

calculation that barium IPr state is predominantly LS coupled ancl the total
spin of the system is conseled during the collisional inter.action.

of

The determination

magnetic sublevel partial clifferential cross

sections for excitation of the Ba (...6s6p 6rP,) have also been presented in
Chapter 4 based on the DCS measurements of Jensen et al ancl Wang et al in

combination with our EICP measurement results

of p,', ^1, Zi and p,.

The

PDCS results have been extracted in collision frame and natural frame under

the

assumption that Ba 6'P, level is a pure LS coupled singlet level. The

results of our derived À parameter and PDCS have been compared with those

predicted

by UDWA and RDW calculations with generally excellent

agreement.

As a heavy, two-electron. close-shell atom, ytterbium provides a test
ground for the importance of relativistic effects.

we have used superelastic-

scattering method to study the intercombination transitions connecting the :p,

excited state to the tSo ground state
Stokes parameters P,,

P,

and

in

t74Yb at Eo

:

20ey and 40eV. The

P, for electron impact excitation of (...6s6p :p,)

have been measured. We have seen that both RDW and

qualitatively reproduce our results.
behavior of measured

L',

we

and derived

have noticed the different angular

N* for

rso

to :p, transition in yb in

comparison with that in the Ba rSo to rP, transition.
that the origin of this dissimilarity in

Zl

DV/A theories can

It

has been pointed out

fi* for these two transitions may
lie in the important role electron exchange processes play in the yb :p,
and

excitation. In the same chapter, we have discussed our DCS measurement for

electron impact excitation

of the (...6s6p rSo to rP,) level in

conventional cross-beam method.

we

r?4Yb using

have normalized our measured relative

differential cross sections to the calculated DCS by UD'WA theory. Both

UDWA and RDW theories can predict the shape of DCS angular disftibution

in a

with that of our measured results at small
scattering angles. But some deviations occur at larger scattering angles.
Finally, we have introduced our preliminary investigation on electron
reasonable agreement

inelastic-scattering from laser excited 3Pr state in r?4yb.

Throughout the work accomplished in the electron scattering group of

university

of

Manitoba, we have successfully demonstrated that laser-

pumping (superelastic) technique, once feasible, is a more efficient means for

the studies of electron impact excitation process in fine details.

developed

an

electron scattering system

for

we

have

supereiastic-scattering

experiments to measure the electron impact coherence parameters in alkalis
and alkaline-earth atoms. Great efforts have been made to elaborate the laser

optical system, the electron spectrometer and data acquisition system. In
particular, a high energy resolution gun has been designed and constructed
which enable us to resolve most of the atomic electron transitions and some
of the atomic fine struchrres.

The apparatus we have developed is sufficient to allow us to study
relativistic effects (spin flip) in the electron collision process. The new

for superelastic-scattering experiments in this aspect include the
studies of heavy atoms such as ytterbium by employing new geometries
schemes

( possibly in-plane or 45o geometry) for pumping-laser beam direction, which

will

be a continuation of our previous work on

yb. some further progresses

have been made following the line of our study in Ba rDz to rp, transition

including the EICP and DCS measurement using superelastic-scattering
technique (Li1995c, Li1996). Differential cross sections for this transition
have been measured by combining superelastic-scattering technique and
constant residual energy method.

our study on electron scattering excitations

between two excited strates reveals

a prospective research area in
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laser

spectroscopy. One possible experiment suitable to our cuffent apparatus is the
measurement

of

cross sections for these transitions.

The major obstacle to our experiments

is the relatively low

superelastic-scattering intensity which places iimits on the effolt to extencl our

measurement

problem

to large

scattering

angle. This may become a

prominent

if a high energy resolution electron source has to be used for an

experiment. Radiation trapping effect plays a small, but unknown role in the
measurements. The out-of-plane laser beam geometry has effectively limitecl

the interaction region volume effect within small scattering angles and the
modelling calculation for correction

of this effect has been proven to be

satisfactory. Nevertheless this effect does not possess physical meaning in

nature and can severely deteriorate the EICP measurements at very small
scattering angles. Since we do not perform any spin selection and analysis,

our investigation on EICP only provides information about spin-averaged
electron impact excitation process. For more complete studies of the
excitation process,

a

spin-polarized electron source and

a

spin-sensitive

electron detector must be employed.

In

summary, the major contributions

of our present work to

the

scientific community are: 1) we have verified the theoretical prediction that
spin-dependent force is small for Ba rSo to rP, excitation and that

is

predominantly

application

of

on yb is the first
technique to the determination of EICp for

LS coupled. 2) Our

iaser-pumping

Ba rpr state

measurement

excited level in which spin-dependent force may ptay a non-negligible role.

One of the purposes
theoretical calculations

of

of EICp is to test
and to provide the guideline for the theorist to
experimental investigation

improve their approximation methods. The experimental results are of
practical importance by themselves in the sense of providing data for other

scientific researches. We have noticed the potential applications

of

such

knowledge to, for example, the design of metal vapour lasers (Leonard19j6),

the diagnosis of fusion plasmas (CIAMDA1987), and the understancling ofl
processes occuring in supernova 19874 (McCray1989).
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APPENDIX 2
ELECTRON OPTICS SIMULATION
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Appendix 2 (i). The dependence of elecüon trajectory on different lens
potential Vrn/V,"
the most sensitive potential in the enÍance lens stack
- is chosen to be 0.060in in diameter and the distance
The size of the object
between the filament típ and the pierce element (d) is 0.060in. (a) Vro : 14V,
(b) Vr": 16V, and (c) Vrn: l8V.
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Appendix 2 (ii). The details of elechon rays in the frlamençPierce-Wehnelt
exhaction diode region (a) and at the end of the entrance leDs stack O).
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Appendix 2 (iíi). The influence of the pierc€ element potential on the elecfron
beam hajectory. (a) Vo¡""". = 0V, (b) Vpi",* = -0.5V, and (c) Vo¡","" = -lV.
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Appendix 2 (iv) An applied potential on the pierce element ca¡ be used to
compensate the location change of the beam cross-over caused by
displacement of the filament in order to bring the cross{ver of the elecfion
beam baok to the end of the entrance lens stack The distanc¡ between the
filament tip and the pierce element (d) is 0.030in.
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Appendix 2 (v). By adjusting only one lens potential (Vr"), the cross-over of
the electron beam c¿¡ be located at the interaction c€nter (1.5in away ûom
the end of the exit lens stack) for the elecfron beam with a wide range of
kinetic energies. ln practice, V,o/V," may also be adjusted.
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APPEN.DIX 3

DATA,dCQUISITION PROGRAMS

This ApBendix includes the originar programs for data acquisition. The
programs with extension ".TXT" are command f,rles that can run in MCS
etnulator environment. The Quick Basic programs (with extension ,'.BAS',)
have been compiled and'can be execute by MCS command files. The detailed

descriptions about the fi.rnctions ofeach program or subroutine are given in
the header information area.

RAMP.TXT
SET_PRESET-COUNT 999999999

SET-PRESET LENGTH 4096
START
RLIN "RM^JN.E>G
STOP
STOP

o

RMAIN.BAS
DlM CNTþ/oO2o)
DECLARE SUB Nor¡lljtize (p^SSCNp¿, NRAÀ4PþZ,
RLTþ/o, SCAIE€)
DECLARE SUB Skip (NUMC¡L{N%)
DECLARE St B Display (BIN&, RCryo. COIINTS&, pASSCNTo/o,
l%, BTNMDIT{ó/o, SCALE&, }C.IUM%, yNUMyÐ
DECLARE suB plorchsl (pASscNTo/.. C¡{ANNEI_2",
coUMsé, eiNwDñil, iê¡r-s¿, uol_Ur x%,v N-lI¿y%)
DECLARE S('B cctchÂn (CHAN%, bONTENlse)
DECLARE SUB S.llddal¡ (RCT./", CH%)
DECLARE SLrB S€rclook (DWELLo/o)
DECLARE SUB Cåvwait O

DEFINT A.Z
CONST N,ÍBASE =

&ÉI2Á.0 , ådd¡css of I/O pot uscd by rcL
rrar..a*a*.a{¡..*ar*.rar.¡a*at.aa.¡aaaar.+r1a*atrraa¡

'

RMAIN.BAS \ersion

-T: rygr-j:I":

I'
gds d¿ra Eo¡¡ MCS
'

Ir'O cäId

l99l
rryråri¡s å r¡.op &d ouÞuting it &o¡t yO po¡! wtite
å¡d dþla¡s it on rhc aooitor. li *" ul"o
to

ouþut St¡í Out s¡d Ch.s¡del Adq¡c¿ Our for MCS.
"¡rtí¡¡O
AssociÂtiDg
with RSET.ÐG,

' us€{ c€¡r set ¡smps wit¡ dif€rtot på¡âmeters.
r..aar.aaaütr.aa*a.*rra*rraaaaraa*a.raaa*r*arraa¡*r

KEY(I)oN

'sctFl

kcy

tio

stop prograûl

ON KEY(D GOSUB Hått

KEY(2) ON
ON KEY(2) cOS tlB Fastscåû
KEy(3) ON
ON KEY(3) GOSUB Susped
KEY(4) ON
ON KEY(4) COSUB Súoperd
ON ERROR GOTO EÌrìrrRoutiDc

r.**.ar*.araatarra¡rtaa.rraaar..ra*.*aaaaalal*a¡ra¡,
SHELL -MS C8O -NONRESIDENT"

LOCKMD = o

I

,get
OPEN 'RMAIN.DAT" FOR INPUT AS I
p¿¡s.me¡ers
INPUT fI, NPASS, DWELL, RLT RLTOLD, R'TNEW,

ûaú RSEI

JCÈI¡òõã, ¡Cr, ru{r,

CI¡SE I I
HDW=NRAMP.RLT

JPERC, RPERC, NRAMP, LOCKMD

RSIEP! = RLTOTD / RHT

xryl,PIH

=

IÐw

FOR I = I TO

620

\ 620: rF BTNWTDTH = o THEN BTNWTDTH I
=
620 ïIEN BTNWTDTH = ¡n¡ivlDr¡i]
'load iditial rãlues to ¿rr¿y

tr BIÌ{WID'II{. HDw>

r'

CNI"/"(Ð = 190
NEXT I
CALL S€tclock(DWELL) ,set LiEeß
4 FOR PASSCNT = ¡ TO NpASS

5

SCREEN 2:

CLS ,set

g¡sphic.s screen

LOCATE 25, 70: PRINT "CH"; HDW
.PASS

TSjT lt@t fNt9O),,8 COUNI:'; pASSCNþrint pass cout
drarv box

- LINE (0,20X620,
6
LOCATE 2,5

in upper

rþt

comer

PRINT 'IFI=HALTI IF2=FAST SCA}N rF5=SUSPE¡{DI
IFA=STOP AT END] [,S'=SINCLE],
SUSPMK = 0
OUT MBASE + 2,
' sñd st¡rt pulsc to mcs

I

ou¡

MIl,ASli + 2,0

| = 0: BIN& =0
FOR R^MP = I TO NR^MP
l.'OR RCT = I TO JCIJ - I
l6
Sendd¿b(RCT / RSTEpt,
,sreÞr¿mp
\þhsge in ch¿nncl
.
s.ait for chrmel ad\"ncc clock
^C.r\Lr
llr SUSPMK = ¡ Tt IEN COSUB SLsDend
,scrd
OLIT&FUA2,
chanociadrance pulsc

MODE)

Låvwarr

O

2

ouT&tÐA2,0

CHAN=ßAMP-l).RLT+RCT

24 CAIL
25 cArL

cdchaD(CHAN, COUNTS&) , r€âd conrenls ofcharuet
RCT
Dsptåy@rN&. cr.tAN. coLiNTs&, pAsscvr,
scALE&,
CNTo/oQCIUþ0 = lî'¡UM
NEXT RCT
RCT = JCH - I TO
?ene¡ate juÍrp
-_FOR
27
CAL.L Seflddât¡(ßCT - JCtÐ / RSTEP¡ + J-CT,'MODE) .scnd
d¡t¿ ro DAC
,wa¡t

ñüiù;¡1

)G¡uM r^rur\Ð

RLT

lð uåvwart

forchånnel ad\3nc€ putse
SUSPMK = I THEN GOSUB Susocnd
OUT &TI2A2, 2

tr

oul&t¿A2,0
CHAN =

29 CAII

(RTAMP - Ð. RLT +RCT
Ce!ch'.q(CHAN, COUNTS&)

30^.cALL_Display(BIN&, CHAN, CoúNrs&, pAsscNT,
I, tsD.¡WIDTII,
--- SCÁ.LE&,
)c.{uM, yt
"-'
Cl\lTo/oQôìfIþ =
'scnd y coordnares ó a¡ray5
NEXT RCT
CAI,L Sendd¿b(o,
teser DAC
Otn &Ì1242, 4 ' reset exteÍìål devicê
OUTEH2A2, O
,wait for re_aóy
DO-LNÌIL INP(&H2AI) AND
si8nat Êom exr dev.

**' '"

-

\'lWM

MODE)

4

LOOP

NEXT RAMP

3l CAIL

Norrlå.tize(pAs SCNT, NRAMP, RLT, SCAIE&).6!d
lew srålé
32 CAIL_Skip(4096 - NRAMP . RLT) s{¡¡ p¿sr
any u¡úçed channels
'
SUSPMK = 2'üIEN EXIT
NÊXT PÁ.SSCNT

.tr

FOR

'srop

atedd;fpåss ifswitch

THEN

MODE = I
\,oltâge tockibg
LOCA'TÊ 2, 5: PRINT "LOCK ANY ÑTERES-TN-IG
ENERGY LOSS? (Y/IÐ
DO: V$ = INKEYS
tr V$ =
OR V$ = "D' '[HEN COTO NLC
IF v$ = .y" oR v$ = 1" THEN LQCKMD
= l: EXIT Do
LOOP

¡F

îr

END tr
IF MODE = 0 AND IOCKMD = I I}IEN
I,OCATE 2, 5i PRINT "RESEI ENERcy LOSS R.AMP TO
ZERO? (y/Ð teser lock€d vottsge
DO: VS = INKEYS
tr V¡ = "ì¡ OR V$ = 'Â' IIIEN C'oTO NLc
= 'Y' OR VS = 'y, IHEN CAIL Senddara(o, l): LOCKMD = Oj GOTO Nrc
- T^V_$

LooP

END I¡
tr MODE = 0 AND LoCKMD = O TÌ{EN
LOCATE 2, 5: PRINT 'PRESS IESCI 1Ð RETT RN MCS.
DO
V$ = INKEY$
IF v$ = CHR${27) ftIEN c'o'to Nrc
LOOP
END

io

tr

= o. yo =

¡o.xoo =o

LOCATE 2, 5
PRINI "[UsE ARRows

ro MovE

cURsoR] tl,=r,ocKl

l)

LINE (X0 + 10, 2¡xxo + to, cNlþ/o(XO +,tO) _
LINE(Xo + lo, c'llrP4xo + to) txxo + to, I89)
V$ = INKEYS

f

tEsc{rrl

[<,>=FrNE AÐJUSTJ"

í

272

ul,o

lF v$ = CHRS(o) + CHRS(7?) TULN GOSUB RIGITT
IF VS = CHRS(o) + cHR$(75) THEN cosuB
LEr.-r
IF V$ = CHRS(60) THEN cosuB FrNLL.f
tr vS = CIIR$(62) TIIEN C,OSUB FINERT
IF vS = 'L'OR VS = ,l'THEN GOSUB LC
LoOp UNTIL vS = CHRS(2Ð
NLC:
OPEN "RMAIN.DAT. FOR OUTPLD AS I

I

,

kecp lock mode ifi file

wRrrE dr, NpAss, DWELL, RLI RLroLD, RLñEw,
¡òü, ¡¡ìjija,.rcr, nm, pERc, RpERc, NR/1MP, LocKMD

P*
Hs¡t:

SHELL "MS C80 -NONRESÍDENT

CAIL

Seûddar¡(O,

SCREEN

.

s\vitch ro cgå

"

0: END

Fl:ts{¿¡:
Skip

,

MODE)

'adi?¡ce mcs to qrd of

(¡Ðw - cHAl't¡

scåß and stsrt ne\r, pa ss

RC'T = RLT
RAMP = NR.AMP
RETURN

ErmrRourine:
lF ERR = 53

'nIEN

'file not fou¿d

PRINT "Dah frle trot fou¡rd. No default values allilable."
RESI'ME NEXT îetu¡û ro hrir
BLSE
IF ERR = 52 THEN RESUME NEXT tetum ro Inir
SHEIT "MS CEO -NONRESIDENT
SCR.EEN O: PRINî ERRoR "; ERR: PRINT , IN
LINE .; ERL
INPUT A

END IF
END
RETURN
Suspsrd:

_= 'snsprÐd
I

th€ progra.û

a¡d

execufie single

ad\r¡ce

SUSPMK

DO
SNc$ = INKEYS

tr

.

SNC$ =,S" OR SNc$
Câvwait

='s'THÐI

RETTJRN

END IF
LOoP UNTIL SNo$ = CHRS(27)
C¿vWait
SUSPMK = 0
RETURN
Stop€nd:

SUSPMK = 2
RETTJRN

bursor adj¡lehneÊt
rygT.
I,INE (X0 + 10,
+
.I,-[NE_ëo

2l){to

for lo.kiDg
lo, cNF/o(XO + lO)

_

t), o

+ r0,cNTyofio + lo) + lXXo + r0. l8i),0

X0 = X0 + 3: Xæ = X0. BIMVIDTTI
XF X0 > (I.IDW \ BINWDTH . E) I1IEN
XO = HDW

RETTJRN

\

BINWID.IÌ{

,!
LINE (X0 +
LINE (X0 +

10,

2IXXO + lO, CNTú/.(XO + t0) _ t), O
+ lo) + ¡)-(xo + to, 189), o

10, cNTo/ocxo

-8

X0 = X0 - 3. X00 = XO r BINwtDTll
l¡ X0 < -3 mE¡I X0 = -j
RÊTURN

FINELT:
LII.JE CXo

'f

ne adjusrrnenl

J 10,21){X0+ t0, Ct{Tolo(Xo

r

l0) _ ¡), o
LINE (X0 + 10, C¡ttlZ(Xo r tO¡ + t¡_p16 + ¡6. ¡¡9.¡,
X00 = XOo - l: X0 = X@ \ BÌNWTDTH
tr X0 < -3 TIIEN XO = -3
tr Xú> HDW \ BÌNWIDÌH - E 1ïEN XO = HDW \ BI¡nVIDTH

¡

RETIIRN

_

FINERT:
LINE (X0 + 10, 2t)-(X0 + i0, CNTo4XO + tO) _ t), O
LINE CX{+ I0, CNTyoCX0 + rO) + I){KO + rO, lt9), O
X00 = XOo + l: X0 = XoO \ B!¡I1,VÍDTH
I¡ I0 > HDW \ BINWIDTH - 8 TFIEN X0 = HDW \ BINWIDTì{ -

trX0<-3THENXO=-3

8

8

RETURN
LC:

Xl - RLT.
IF

XI

CX00

/RLT - Xoo\ RLÐ

< JCH THEN

LC¡IT= Xl / RSrEp!
ELSE

LCHT=CXl
END

-

JCÐ /RSIEP!+JCT

IF'

CAIL SenddåhGCHT, MODÐ
RETIIRN

,lock

ro¡taEe coîesponding to

[,c!IT

SUB C€vwair STATIC
CONST MBASE = &H2.4.0

WHILE CAV
VAI.UE = INP(À,fBASÐ
CAV = (VALUE AND 2) / 2
WEND
WHILE cAV = 0
VALUE = INP(MBASE)
CAv = (VALUE AND 2) / 2
WEND
END SUB

SUB Displ¡y (B¡N&, RCT, COUNTS&, PASSCNT, I,

BIN& = BIN& + COUNIS&
iFf = BINWIDTH.- I THEN

,bindar¿

in

BINWDTÍ¿ SCAj_Få, )C,{IJ},4 yNUÀ.f) STATIC

5 cha¡rnels

CAIL PlotCh¿n(PASSCNT, RCT, BIN* /(BINWID'Ð,Brlnu'DTH, SCALE&,
VArUEx, VAIUEÐ , plot bir¡ed
I = 0: BIN& = 0: )ûIUM = VALUEX: ìn IUM VAIUÈY
=

ELSE

I=l+t

END

IT'

END STIB

\

'.*.*......r*.ar1{..
SUB cercb¡! (CHAN, CONIENTS&) sTATc
' tht sì¡brouti¡e retüms the contents h decimal of mcs

'

ch¡¡nel numbe¡ CIIAN

DEF EG=

&HDoOO

CoNIENTS& = PEEK(4. (C¡IAN - l) + 2)
.6553d+ÞEEK(4
_Co_NTENTS& = CONIE¡ITS&

DEF SEG
END SUB

+

iCnaN

_

r¡ *

zsee r PEEK(4 . (CrrAN _ l) +

274

l)

dårâ

sLrB Nann¡rize

**^;:;;;:ï;;;1.;;;:"".."....
'" "' ''

e.^ssc*,

'rhis subrourinc finds rlc *"*i,"u* ,*"b.";;;i;;;ìj
'sp(trrum and adjusrs rìe disptay so rhe ne\1 pjss

$.¡

CO(,Ì.TTSM^X,q = O: SU,.fSCri.l_e¿
=o
FOR C¡IANNEL = I TO 4000

bc on sc¿tc

(cr{ANNFl, cot ,l.¡rs&)

-cjl-^ !_9elch,

IF COUNTS& > COUNTSMA.j{¿ THEN
COUNTSMAX& =
NDXT

COLNIS&

SCAIE& = 1.5. COUNTSMAX&
END

STJB

SUB PlotChar @ASSCNT. C¡IANNEL
COtll.lTS&, BINWIDT¡{, SCAÍ.E{.,
tr COUNTS& <= I THEN COUNTS¿ = I
tr-COUNTS& >= l.l8E+OB THEN C.OUNIS&
= L l8E+08

U0_=-CttaNNEL \BINWIDTH + toj

VO

trV0<20THENVO=20

= lE8 - lO. I¡¿(COLÌ,ITS&)

PSE-I (U0,

v0)
VÁIUEX = U0: VAIUEy = V0

LOCATE I,
END SIJB

¡

suB senddara (RcTû/o, cHz")

sTAtIc ""'*"

' this suhrouline plsc.s the nujnber RCty" (0-4096) on the
' d¡tâ li¡cs to $e f.€p.o p¡ogr¿Dner, for rhc ouçui chanoel
CH%,
aûo s€fl(rs a ) us strobe puls€
CONST MBÁ.SE = &H2ÂO

*, =*a*Orrr"

tpp.¡ 4 birs ofRCT
bits .

LSB = RCT - 256 . MSB úwe¡ 8

o*ur*o,rr"
oiJT &H2At, MSB +

16

. CH

FCP=1
WHILE FCP
FCP = IM(&H2AO) AND

WEND

.

I

(fcp

WHILE FCP = 0

ir

lr

bir

' wait for frD

INP(&!DA0) ANÐ I
WEND
OUT &H2Al, MSB + ¡6 . CH
WEND

OIJT&H2AI. MSB + 32 + ¡6 .

'

'

rhis.í¡&ouriûc s€rs rh€
otr 6c digit¡l VO cård

,scad

I

END SUB

il1

po¡t O)

to
,go hþh

FCP =

WÏIIT.E FCP
FCP = INP(&H2AO) AND

,\lsir for fcp%
ro

,go low

,

o to

sro6e

$åit for fcp low

CH

,

send I to st¡obe

** *d-"d- f",':;;ilii''""""""'

SUB S.{clo(k (DWELL)
@NST MBASETo = &II2A0 ' set riøet 0
OUI MBASE9¿ + ?, &Hl6 , fo, S r¡s squs¡e wâvè
OLn ÌvfBASE!¿ + 4,5 ,(FCp)

OUf À,ßisE%+

'i

'

fq

7,

&¡li6

's€r timer

t

scle.ted

'sql$rc çã\e (CAV)

N^= DWELL

. I0

,

6j¡d

I,SB-NAND&HFF

Â ro isåd

dividéSy-Ã cou¡téi

MSA = (¡¡ AND &HFFdl) /256

27s

vAtrJEX, vArt EÐ STATIC

OiiT
OLTT

¡VíBASË% + 5. LSA
MBASE% + 5, MSB

END SUB
S

UB Ski¡, (trt-MCI{ANZo)

' this subrourinc advanccs rb€ mcs ahe¿d
by

¡ORI=tToNUMCHAN

olft &H2A2,
OUT &TDA2,
END

STJB

2
O

Nt MCIIAN

channels

DATSAVE.TXT
SET_MCB I
FILL-BUFFER
SET-MCB O
SAVE "BUFFILE.MCS'
RLTN

"DATSAV.E)G"

SET_MCB I

c

DATSAV.BAS
'

DATSAV.BAS r€rsion I99l
This program is for saring d¡t¡ as r{¡dom disk file. With
single sarr mode,
l.$er c¡ll i¡put.forr iteûs ofdescription and a chang"a *f
*. üiU,"p"tli*.'
m9de, only char¡ged valuê is required Tbe
_$v:
Fograr¡x oblaiDs dåra fje ûoE
'Þullc{ tjle ård sare it as filen¡oc cre¡rcd
tom d¿ta a¡d index nurÞber.

'

ON ERROR COÎO ERRORRT

DIM ïRJ(65)
REIRY: OPEN "FILDESC.MCS, FOR RANDOM AS I I LEN 225
=
m_LÐ fl, I AS MD$,8.4S IND$,8 AS DS,50 AS A$,50AS Dt$,50 AS
D2$, 50AS D3S,
GET#I
MODE¡ = MDS
INDEX$ = IND$: TNDEX = vAL(t¡¡DS)
DOS

E

AS CvL$

= DS

CHGS

=AS
DESCtS=DI$
DESC2$ = D2$
DESC3$ =D3S
CHG = VAL(CW$)
FIELD #I,5E AS CHOSIIMS, 16? AS DUMMY$
GET
CHGDESCS = CHGSUMS

fI

tl

ct,osE

FoRI=lTO50
v$ = MID$(cHc$, I,
IF V$

o

''

l)

1¡5¡ 5¡p¡¡

NEXT

= I: EXIT FOR

cHG$ = RIGHII(CHG$,5l - STRLN
MODE = vAI4v{ODEt)
SELECT CASE MODE
CASE

O

GOSTJB SNCL

CASE

I

C'oSUB

R¡¡T

ENÐ SET.ECT
OPEN 'BIJFFILE.MCS' FOR R.ANDOM AS
FIEI.D II, 256 A,S TRANSFERS

d

I LEN = 256

FORI=lTO65
cE-t I l
IRS(D = TRA.I ¡s¡ER$
NEXT I
CLOSE

dI

IF.INDEX > 9 THEN
= "e'" * LErr¡(Do$, 6) + RrcFrrS(sTR.$(trtDEÐ, 2) + ".Mcs"
'NiMBt = "A:. r LEFI$(D0S, 2) + MID$(Dò$, 4, 2) + ruéi¡rS(Do$, 2) + RJCHTS(STRS{INDEÐ, 2) È
".MCs,
ELSE.

.Il!E

-

NAÀ{BI = 'A:' + LEFTS([J0$, 6) +'O' + RICI{T$(STRS{INDEIO. l) +
NAME$ = .A:- + LEFIS{DOS,
+
2)

MrDS(DoS, 4,

2i+ nrcrr${i;oí,

,t{cs,

¡ì

SHELL 'CHECKBAT.

2'77

.o; + RrcH.rì(srR30NDEÐ,
l) + ,.Mcs,

OPEN "CT{FILE.DAT' FOR INPUT AS
INPLI íI, CÉITCK$

#I

clIECK = V^r(MrDS(cr{EcKS, ¡1. 8))
CLOSE SI
IF CIIECK < 34OOO THEN

CLS : LOCATE 5, ¡0
PR¡NI.'DATA DISKTTTE IS FLILL, CIIANGE A
NEW ONE, WIJEN READY PRESS ESC"
DO: VS

= INKEYS

LOOP UNTIL VS = CHR$(27)
END tr
OPEN 'RMAIN.DAT' FOR TNPLiT AS d I
INPLIT * ¡, DUM I, DUM2, RLT. DTIM4. DTM5,
DTJM6, DUÀ,f/, DUM8, DUM9, DUMIO, DUM
I I, NRAì,{P, DT'M
RANcEtt = STRJßLT. NRAMP)

closE

13

ft

OPEN NAMB$ FOR R¡NDOM .As f I LEN
= 256
BYIENUM = LOF(l)
I¡'BYIENUM > I@OO THEN GOTO OVERWRT
CONT: FIELD # I , 256 AS TR.ANSFERS

FoR¡=lTO65

LSET TRANSFER$ = TRJ(I)
PLN #I

NEXÎ I
LOCK #t, Ì To 65
FIELD #I, I AS MD$, 8 AS IND$. 8 AS DS, 50 AS
AS, 50 AS DI3, 50 AS D2$, 50 AS D3S,
LSSI MDS = MODES
RSET IND$ = SIRS(D.ÌDEÐ
LSE-[ D8 = DoS

LSEI AS = CHcDEsc$
LSETDI$ = DEsclS
LSEI D2S = DESC2S
LSET D3S = DESC3g
RSET Rt = RANGET

PUT#I

closE

fl

END
'HH

Hflt flfl$#8#I#flfl {##tt### suBRoUTrNE

SNGL:

cLs
FORI=3TO2l
LOCA]E I, 5
PRINT CHRi076)
LOCÄTE I, 75
PRINT CHR_$(1?O
NEXT

FORI=5TO75
LOCATE 3, I: PRINT CHRS{I ?6)
LOCATE 21, I: PRINT CHR¡026)
NEXT
LOCATE 3, 30
PRINT' SINGLE SAVE MODE "
RETRYI: T,OCATE 5, 13
PRINT "DA'IE (r¡!ddyy)'l : INPUT DOS
tr vAl{Lrrrs{Dos. 2) > 12 oR VAI,Cji¡.T$G)OS, 2)) < r THEN GOTO RETRYI
vAr,(MrDS(Do$, 3, 2) > 3 t oR vAi.(l"DS'(Doi, j;
.¡F
Ð). i
'lF MID$@oS,3, l) Õ "-. OR MD$(D0i, 6, l) o;_. rHi.¡¡ cOrO pSTRi;*-"'
tr LEN(Dog) Õ 6 TÌSN CloTO RE"liyl
RElRY2i LOCATE 7, 13
PRINT *INDÐK NÌIMBER G.ESS TTIAN I OO),; : lNpttl
INDEX
IF INDÐ(> 99 OR INDEX < OII{ENGOTORETRY2

dü,f-coiõRiñyt

.

t ocArE 9, 13
PRINT '4 ITEMS TO DESCRIBE TI{E ÐOERIMENT (LESS

I,OCATE
INPUT

I

"l:';

I,

13

CHCDESC$

LOCATE t3,

t3

INPUI "2:"; DESCTS
LOCATE 15,

13

,

I

llIAN

50 C¡TARACIERS)"

8 AS RS,

3I AS DTMMYS

INI,ttT "3:.; DESC2g

LOCA]E l?, t3

IMUT'4:";

DESC3S

RSTURN
REPT:

CLS

INDEX = INDEX +

I

IF INDEX > 99 'IIIEN C,OTO ERRORRT:

FORI=5TO9
LOCATE I,

IO

PRTNî CHRS(176)

LOCATE I,

?O

PRrNT CHRt(t76)

NEXT

FORI=t0TO70
I,oCAÎE 5, t
PRINT CHR$( I ?6)
LOCATE 9, I
PRrNT CHR$(176)

NEXT
LOC^TE 5,30
PRINT " REPEfiTITG SAVE MODE'
LOCATE ?, 20

PRINT -INPUT "; CHc$; : fNpUt CHG
OPEN 'FII"DESC.MCS, FOR RANDOM AS
F¡ELD #I, I AS MDS, 8 AS IND$
LSEI MD$ = "1RSEI INDS = SÎRS(INDEÐ

¡41

LEN = 9

PUTdI

closE

#

I

CHGDESC$ = CHGS + "=. + STRJ(CHG)

RETURN

OVERWRT:

cls

LOCATE 5,

5

llll'rT_D.11A
DO: V$ INKEYS

FII-E t"; NAMETT;

=

tr v$ = "y"

OR

'l ALR-EADY Exrsrs,ovERwRtlE oR Norl

v$ = 'y' THËN COTO coNT

lF VS = '1.¡' OR V$ = .o' THEN CLOSE I
IOOP

I:

GOTO RETRY

ERRORRT:
BEEP

trERR=71TttEN
PRINT "ÐISK NOT READY'
RESTIMENEXT
END IF
IFERR= ll THEN
PRINT ÐMSION BY ZERO'
RE-SUME NEXT
END IF

tr

ERR = 6t IIIEN
PRINT "DISK IS FULL'

RESUME NEXT
END IF
LOCATE 25, 5
PRINT

"

ERROR ItAppENS, Rt N AGAIN.

FORI=lTO8000:NFXT
El'{D

279

(y

Ð,

REPSAVE.TXT
set_mcb I
fìll_bufFer
set_mcb 0
save "bufÍile.mcs,'

run "repsav.exe,,
set_mcb I
D

REPSAVl.BAS
'
'

REPSAVI.BAS vcfsiotr t995
r\fodified from REPSAV.BAS in ordc¡

to display úrc dalc and indcx
This program bas the funcriofls ofexecuting repedtive
ssve snd chåruina
r¡ìi1¿ !:r ¡.eP€rii_ve sa\'e, use¡ can i¡pur foù ir,ñs of descriptio;
;:1T
ånd å ¿¡¡rg€d\?lue. User cá¡ also flip swilcb
code ø change save mode.
'rh€n-f k€cp,s t¡e dcscriptions a¡d srvirch
codc o¡ æ.pofa!

'

n".

"
.*.*.;...t;.**.,.,.*.*....*.*.

ON ERROR COTO ERROTJT

cLs
OPEN 'FILDESC.MCS' FOR RáNDOM AS
FIELD dI, I AS MD$,8 AS INDS,8 AS DS
GE"T

¡41

LEN =

17

fI

VAL(MD$)

mode =

INDEXS = IND$
D0$ = D$

ctosE #l

SELECT CASE mode
CASE O
COST'B REPT

CASE

I

COSUB SELT
END SELECT

END
SUBRoUTINE

ttf###gíH|

flHH

gflt

SELT:
.

FORI = l0TO70

I¡CATE

3;

I

PRtNr CHRS(176)
LOCA'IE 17,I
PRINT CHRÍ(r76)
NEXT

FORI=3101?
LOCATE I, l0: PRINT CHRS(I76)
LOCA'IE I 70: PRINT CHRS(I?6)

NEXT

LOCATE 5, 2I
PRINT 'The låst dare:"; D0$; "IÞe l¡sr index:'; RIC!IT$(8.¡DEX$,
Ð
LOCA'IE 9, 2t
PRINî "I. CHANCE TO SINGLE MODE"
LOCATE I I, 2I
PRINT '2, KEEP REPETMVE MODE"
LOCATE 13,2I

PRINî '3. QUM'
DO: V$ = INKEYS
tr V$ = 'l'lTlEN
GOSUB SNGL: EXIT
END I¡'
tr VS = "2" TllB'I

DO

,

I

280

gflsflfl*

GOSUB RJIPT: EXIT DO

END IF
LOOP UNTIL VS
RETURN

='1"

SNGL:
OPEN 'Ftr-DESC.MCS. FOR RANDOM AS
Hl LEN = I
FIEID ft, t AS modc$
LSET modes = .0"

PUT#I

cl-osE

tt

RETURN
REPT:
RETRY: CLS

FORI=3TO23
LOCATE t, 5: pRINT CHRS076)
LOCATE I, 75: PRINT CHRS(| 76)
NEXT

FORI=5TO75
LOCA.TE 3, t: PRINT CHRS( t76)
LOCATE 23, I: PRINT CHRSd?6ì
NEXT
LOCATE 3,29: PRINT " REPETITwE SAVE MODE
"
LOCATE 5, IO
PRINT'The lssrdar€."; DOS:'The lasr index:.; RIOHrSCNDEX$,
3)

LOCATE 7, IO
PRINT "DAÏE (ûEdd).y).; : INPUT DO$
tr vAr.(LEF',lt(D0S, 2) > ¡ 2 OR VAL(LEFTT(DO$, 2)) < I THEN
coTo RETRY
y*!\4D-sroos, ,, > 3 ¡ oR vAi.(MtDSlpOj, j, z> r ns¡¡-coro nìfuv
.IF

rl

f

MID$(DOS, 3, I) O '-' TT{EN C,OTO REIRY
.IF
MIDS(DOS,6, ¡)
'-. TT{EN GOTO RETRY
IOCATE 7, 40: INpUT 'INDEX NUMBER,; INDEXS

.

ê

locATE 9, ¡0
PRINT "C¡{ANGED PAIIAMETER (LESS TH,{N 50
CHARr¡TCTERS),
LOCAÎE I l, l0: INPttT CHGS
LOCATE 13, t0
PRINT 'CHANCED VALUE .; CHc$;
"=.; : INPUT CHc
LOCATE t5, l0
PRINT '3 IIÊMS TO DESCRIBE Tt{E EXPERIMENT (LEss .IT{AN
50 CHARTq,CîERS EActÐ,
IOCATE 17, Ì0: INPUT.t:.; DESCIS
T OCATE 19, t0: tNpuT
"2:.; DESC2S
LOCATE 21, t0: INPUT'3f; DESC3$
OPEN "FILDESC.MCS" FOR RANDOM As # I LEN
= 225
#l¡ I AS ¡node$, E AS INDS, E AS DS, 50 AS dS, 50 AS Dl$, 50 Á.S
D2$, 50 AS D3S,
LSET mode$ = '1 "
RSET INDS = INDEXS
LsE-f DS = D0$
RSETaS = CHG$
LSET DIS = DESC¡S
LSET D2$ =DESC2$
LsE-t D3S = DEsC3s
LSE'r Cl,ú = SrR:t(CHc)
FIE_LD

PT,IT

II

fI, 58 AS CHCSUM$, 167 AS DUMMY$
LSEI CHCSL'MS = CHCS + '=' + S]RJ(CHG)
FIELD
PT,IT

fI

closE f
.

I

RIJN "SAVROUTN.Ð<E'

RETURN

ERROUIi LOCATE 25,

PRINT'

5

ERROR T{APPENS, RIJN ACAIN.

!þRI=1TO8000;NEKI
END

E

AS CVLS

RSET.TXT
SET_PRESET_COLINT 999999999
SET_PR.ES ET_LENGTH 4096

START

RtÀI 'RSET.E>G'
STOP
STOP
D

RSET.BAS
DEFIN'I'A.Z

'

RSET.BAS Vcßioo 199¡

:ff ffiï'iHåiË:

'maximum outpur from DAc

ãnd iniúal pararneras for

r.he ran4r. rr can atro.såve rhe
iq,uned o"rame..rs
iltff:iT:ùodcs
: thål r¿'rDP alon8 withjÛnP
is too bigh it ivill

shonen úc ramp lengrh so thar rhe

h ¡ovolrs.

in a

RETRYO:
SCREEN 0: CLS

RCT=0
MODE =

¡

CH=0

II

OPEN'RMAIN.DAT" FOR INpuT AS
get previous paramereís
NpAss, DWELL RLt RLror.D, RLä.i5ù,

rNplr#r,

jïiriö,jËllcr,

closE # f
LOCATE 5,

"

ryÀn

5

_----

LOCATE 7, 5

Bryr.
tocATE 9,

MODE SELECTTON

__.,

l. ENERGY LOss swEEP."
5

Blqi

2. TMPACT ENERGY

swEEP..

LOCATE I I, 5
PRINT
3. QUN'
DO
V$ = INKEY$
tr VJ = "t'T1IEN MODE = l: GOTO ÌNIT
IF V$ = '2. TttEN MODE O: GOTO
INIT
=
-LOOP LNIIL
V$ = "3"

"

GOTO QU'T

INIT: CLS : LOCATE 5,

,ffi #"rffi

5

ffiRI : Y^ffiT:ö*r

PRINT '_DWELL TIME (in nilliscconds)
[,; DWELL:
IF'.DWELLS Õ .'TIIEN DWELL VÁúbWELL$)

NPAss$

.].: INPUT
DWELL$

=

REÏRY:

LOCATE 9, 5

m;tl.#ff*
.

RLT = VAL(RIU|)
EL*SE RLT =

END

tr

(ch¡¡¡rels) [';

RLTOLD

RLT.LD; "]": INPL* RLrg

if i¡put ¡civ \Etuc thc¡ pcrscne old r¡alue

trRLT=0THEN
LOCAIE 9, 40
PRINT "RrAMp LENGTIJ CA.lfT BE ZERO.:
COTO RETRY
END IF
HDV,¡ =

4096

t

I

NUMRAMP=HDw\RLT
IFNIIMRAMP=OTHEN

282

n n, rpRc, RpERc,

NRAr\,rp,

LocKMD, re¡d

LOCATIì 9,40

PRII'I¡'R^Mp TOO
END

If

LONC

.:

COTO RETRY

LOCA TE I ¡, 5
PRINT 'RAMP HEIOHT (PERCENT FuLL SCALE):
,]": lt jpUT RPDRCS
-' Tltsr{ RpERc VATGJTRCS) [.: RPERC;
IF_RPERCS
=
R-ENUM: LCCATE I3, s
PRINT 'MJÀ4BER OF R¡,MPS: l.: NRAMP; "1": INPUT
t{R_atps
IF NRAMPS Õ * TIGN NRJlLfp = VATNRAIæS)
IF NR"1I!,fP > MJMRÁMP THEN
LC,CÂTE 13, 40: PRINT.ÌIIE t\.,tAXIMrM RrLMp
NUMaER IS.; NUMRAMp
COTO RENUM
END tr

õ

fFNRAMP=0TTIEN
LOCATE 13. 40: PRINT "THE R.AMP NUMBER
COTO RENUM
END ]F
LOC¡.TE I5,
PRINT

'

CÁ}IT BE ZERO,

5

JUMP CIIANNEL: [.; JCH; "]": INpUT JCH!
* IICÌ¡ JCH = VAVJCHS)
II JCHS
IF JCH >= RLT THËN JcH = RLT: coio RETRY
I

o

LOC./\TE 17, 5
PRINT "JUMP HEIGIIT (PERCENT Ft LL SCAIE):
.]": tNpUT JPERCS
[": JPERC;
JP+9$:
TtE
t JpERc = vAr.(JpERc$)
_tF

RETRYI:JCT=JPERC.40%

RHT=RPERCa40.96
IF GTTOLD / RI{D T (4095 - JCI) +.ICH
RLTOLD = RLT

llLlNEw = (RITOLD/RIrt).
EIiTD

IF

Õ

RITNEW TÉIN

(4095 - JcT) + JCH _

I

RLTNEW < RLT THEN
RLT = RLTNEW: TOCATE 19, 5: pRINT
"WARN'NG:RAMP LENGTH TOO LARGE, SHORTEN TO"; RLT; ,CI{ANNELSi

TF

LOCAÎE 2I,

5

PRINT "PROCEED TO RAMP (SP.A,CE BAR) OR RE-ENTER
P.ARAMETERS (ESC)"
DO: Z$ = INKEYS
tr Z$ = CHRS(27) THEN COTO R_ETRyo
IF ZS = '" I1IEN GoTO JHET

LOOP

ïlET:

OPEN 'RI{AIN.DAT" FOR OUI?UT AS # t
f I , NPASS, DWELL, RLT, RLTOLD, RLTMW, JC¡I, MODE, JCT RIIT,
JPERC, RPERC, NRAMP, LOCKMD

WRITE

RIJN'RMAIN.EXE"
QUIT: END

ERASE
clear

fill

bufte¡

tr

PLOT.TXT
run

"PLOT.E)G" ?

E

RECCOM.TXT
SET-MCB O
RECALL 'BUFFILE.MCS"
SET_MCB I
RESTORE
E

R.ECALL.TXT
SET_MCB O
RLIN lRECALL,E}G"

RECAIL "BUFFILE,MCS'
SET_MCB

1

RESTORE

ü

RECALL.BAS
CORRTIPT FILE

